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community plan review
BY PEGGIE ROWAND
There’s a move on at Sidney 
council to reopen the community 
plan and maybe relax the rules a 
little for developers but although 
the issue was broached again 
Monday night it failed to achieve 
any real support.
Following a recommendation 
from the advisory planning 
commission that rezoning ap­
plication by realtor John 
Salvador be rejected, Aid. Jim 
Lang suggested that with the state 
the economy is in perhaps it’s 
“not so practical’’ to always stay 
with the rules.
“1 feel the economy has 
changed and developers who are 
expected to put up single floor 
family dwellings are not going to 
.make it.'’’,,,..
Salvador’s proposed project on 
3rd and Bevan called for a five- 
story building. Aid. John Calder 
objected, saying there was no 
need for more high density in the 
■•town...''
“If we; allow it,Twe’re just 
creating more high density and 
people don’t want that,’’ Calder 
T said.'.:
But Lang’s reaction was 
“maybe I don’t think that’s such 
\a’bad idea.’’.;
j Sealey said : 
zoning had been relaxed in 
certain areas on the waterfront,’ { 
fr orn c ofn me re ial; to • r esid eriti al, s 
but “if that is to be the pattern
spend some time debating 
philosophy.”
;;lf a building Has tp be four or;
■ five stories to be'Viable ^Cwe’d 
’ better know that, she said adding;
Aid. Jim Lang
it would be a “major break in 
philosophy.”
Calder pointed out the town ; 
has niedium and high density jn 
certain areas which surround 
schools, the library, and the 
senior citizen’s centre, and 
argued council shouldn’t create 
more high density away from : 
those areast...4.;
■ ' But Lang called for another ' 
look at the community plan, ^' 
commenting it didn’t; really serye ; 
any longer. Aid. Loyd Burdon — 
who has brought up the issue of 
tre-opening the community plan 
with Lang at previous council 
meetings — said council should 
take a “good, hard look at*',the 
.cbmmunily plan soon.”
Sealey pointed out the plan had
tbeen; in yeffeict" onlyv;t“;;yearsr:;;;
“As long as we have multiplet^? 
:dens it y: yaf eas; in ; the town : we y
Aid. John Calder
shouldn’t be looking at ex­
panding.”;
Calder said approving 
Salvador’s rezoning application 
won Id end up in being the first of 
many such approvals and urged 
council to reject it.
Sealey said; she felt it was “not 
really necessary at this time” to 
open up the comhiunity plan. We 
ha;ve plenty. of land banking 
available -- it just doesn’t justify 
re-ppehing the plan - she added.; ;
Calder’s motion was carried.^;
•Council also discussed a 
scaled-dow'it version of an 
original plan by E.Y. Con­
struction Ltd. for a $6.1 million 
seven-storey block on 2nd and 
Bevan comprising stores on the 
ground floor, underground 
parking, four floors of rentaL 
;suites ; and;ytyvo yfloprs ?;of; con-;; 
dominium.
The building was 70.5 feet 
high, some 20.5 feet above 
council’s 50.2 height restriction 
bylaw.;
The revised proposal 
represents an substantal change 
from the original design and 
conforms with one exception — it 
is still six feet above the height 
restriction bylaw'.
Calder said he felt 50 feet was 
high enough. “1 don’t want to see 
a concrete jungle in Sidney.
It was agreed E.Y. Con­
struction would meet with the 
design panel and the advisory 
planning commission to work on 
improving the company’s sub­
mission.
And yet another multi-storey 
proposal — this time on Sidney 
waterfront — w'as criticized, even 
though council earlier gave the 
project preliminary approval. 
The APC recommended an
rezbne his property to make way 
for thebuilding, be denied.
The ; commission recommends ^ 
instead the; “immediate im­
plementation” of tlie site as a 
development permit;.area and
Strieker to discuss alternative 
concepts.
Referring to Strieker’s plan, 
Calder said the proposed building 
wouldn’t add anything to the 
town, adding the land was a 
“precious” piece of waterfront 
property. - ' ’
Council agreed to receive the 
APC’s recommendation when 
the bylaw comes up for second 
reading.
5 It tj ,1 l ip ,1 » l» !„^U1
By'G,RANIA'IJTWIN;’;'
T s e 1111 rn M a r b 0 u r ni a r i n a 
proposer Boh Wright is “training 
;a new/ kind of animal these days” ^
'‘ says Deep ; Gove Property 
Oyvners’ Association executive 
officer Anne Crofton,
She referred to “Bob’s 
barraciKlas” as members of the 
crowd atithc July 5 public hearing 
to rezone land in BUie Heron 
: Basin. During the heated meeting ;; 
;;; there weie rrcqvient dutbiirsls of;
booing, jeering and roaring by 




Sidney'fu p}i>n flag, (fesighed hy^S^^^ Peninsula ’'A ris and ; Groi\pn eharBcd the coin h ;
':C.\Ci'df(s'S6Wfy,AedSymisedAuly.J'. at specialveremonv outside / y ^
fnurn hnU inlvabitants and how disiressing.
Ibis marina would be to them,”
"''''■■'''■■'■ ;;■■' ,;';;’'The’.propcriy''P>yi1crs';cxendiy
J
. X inernbei' 'said site hoped the;heist 
i i i ntunicipal election.would 
out the rotters!”
'' i'T-pfmer;' ';TNprth''''';",Saanioh";'
; Review, We were all appalled at
again; jn 'Charged with breaking, entering i 
, Sidney on the weekend, and thcli after he was caught at^^;
Sometipie betweeh 5 p.m, 11 a.m. Sunday taking a tackle 
Salnrday and 9 a.m, Sunday, bdxirpm a yacltt in a boathouse ; ;;
jhey torched and broke open the at Van isle Marina, 
safe : at Old Country licntalsy •A large ainouni tif liquot and ; >
9773 - Slit St,, getting about tools and other items worth j
j$I,000''i;in; cash.''andiTredit''card;,'',:',",about';';$500.;,\vcrc''taken,'.ff;om,,a',;,; 
y /"receipts. '/,'"/''://'/,/ji" ,■ b6at,:,;at„,'Canoe ,;„,Covc , Marina;,/,'", ,■; 'Margciis,"bookkeeper foC
,;’■'/ /;;';':;;In',';,re,ccnr;w'cH<s',; a/'«ii(y;';Was , :;;sometiine':;be(ween;,/^J\dy,',;,,4;'/anif ;/,,;,„^idney,Shcct',:M<51al,:Works''J4d'i Is*' 
broken into at/Ars Chevron at / Jtily 9. Ihrlicc have a suspect, llie company isn't larger
Beacon and the Pat Hay High-; •About $300 in total was lifted , . with a separate accounts payable 
way, and the sale from Ciurionb lroin eight wallets lelt in (doihes depanment -- mhcr\yisc an
/ Garage at/ McTavish and East in Panorama T.cisure Centre advertising solicitation scheme
;,;i,„/;,,Saahich:':;RpadS: wa's;;«akcn;,btit/;'{,';,lockcr',ro,om,bctween'9,^aiidd0;30''/^;;;/,w'ith;;;jiapc,rwo,rk//cIosdy;','resgm:;^ 
lecoveied iiiiayt, a.m, July 7, Thcte .uc lockets .pUpg uiv mvoicc could have.
The three incidents arc still / ayailahle but patrons have to sppped through and been paid. ;
under investigation /and Sidney bring their tiwn locks. / ;a Toronto-based company,
RCMP do not know if the same ^A lb-fool boat left tied, up at imra Canada Tclecom-
criminals are rcsponsible for all. the float at tlie foot/of Beacon muniCatidns offers ad space in a 
/,;';' In,o,t,h'cr'police news;,;,;,Street ;last;, wcck,,prdved, ,to"'havc '7,^ ■,;'piib}ieation'''/,^—,7/ihd 'JlfitisK 
•A Sidney urea juvenile was been stolen in Watdungtou suue, Columbia Classified Telephone
‘‘Council members don’t seem 
to/have; / any committment to 
conneeling the land development 
lb that of the water and con­
necting them both to the com­
munity plan,” Lapham said.
Another I'ormer alderman, 
Edgar Farthing, recalled that in a 
: sttrvcy conducted by property 
owners before the last election - 
three candidates 'claimed they 
/wcrc;;;;iii;; oppositioit to marinti'
/; ex pa ns ioiv i n Tseli u m H a r bon r -ST' 
t hey were I lie present inayor, Jay 
' Rangd, Aid, Die^
''Ttnd;Ald'.">N,ell’blor,i,)u;,;"
Rangel has voted against 
; the propbsccl zoning \vhich would ; 
/,;n'lloW';7 mbbring^;/; racilities;".',/and'"''; 
;/ qssbeia t e'd,'; ''-'u se; ;/i n;;' B,1 u c /,' Heron /' 
Basin — the largest rontaining 
ht:ea'';br/j,n,'iu,cl""dlats‘7ln '''rsehimi;;; 
/ Marhoui' jin urea whii'h was 
/:crcaietf./,a";;tTiigratQi:y ..bird,/sane-;;;^ 
ipary in 1931/by fddgral prdepih- / 
'''cbuncil,';’"'" "/’/'''b
llilary Swinburne, who lives 
opposite the development area on 
Ciirteis Point told The Review 
that council “has just given in.”
“Ald./Jim Ginnming has let, us 
down in every 'Way and so have 
t h c e n v i I' o n lit e n t a I i s t s o n 
council.’,’',,: ' '*,'■ '//'■'
Swartz Bay ircsiclcnt of 25 
ycars^ Gil Montgomery pointed 
out that since the innnicipality 
was incorporated there have been 
six mayors — five of them have 
voted against/ expansion j in the 
bay.'lie'Tnid/'"''"'' ■'’"'■■''■’■'’■"’■"
; Tle cltargcd thc^^^J 
was/jtib a“formaiily’' arid/(hat 
the bottbm/ line of the/issue is 
‘'Mbriey,/;jriecd//aijd/devclbp- 
111 cm.”
Couiieil gave thii d /renditig to 
'tlie/;;zDnin'B;;/;byl,ay,v:/J'uly, ■;8/,', arid' 
Mbtiday ilirashcd/otu- details of 
' ho\V",/to/ f ip'pi;pa ch/,;t lie'/Gn n adi a tv 
/Wildli fe/Tiefvice /in; a bid;ib have 
the ‘.ancinary oil her rtMnnved nr 
reduced.
/■,;,:',; Aid'./;;',l;I,orth;'/reatf;:;a;;p,rbposed" 
''mbi i bit/, ,/,su gesi i It g i t h'^[e'/;, is;// tt b 
furilief; need for' the TSchum 
sanctitary which was established 
10' ‘ CO n i ro 1 h i rd 1111 n ting.” ;
She suggested; howeverv that 
the lagoon skirting the Pat Bay
,f.
Pdgar farthing
Higltway and an area of Roberts 
Bay sliould be iclained.
/“’(lie whole thing is an em­
barrassment to the Canadian 
d/ildlif'e Service," said Dick 
Hcrlinvcaux, who noted the 
branch offered to remove the 
sanctuary in'l979. /, i 
“The tfancitiary has outlived Its / / 
iruended use,”
',/,,'Direc'tbty'* Mar'gctts icccived/ the''/, 
//;;'n,rntb'TifJ‘t,'/i>*'^/''ii^k''T,Wp,,,weeks / 
«gb, noted t he form couldTiavc 
beenmistaken for an invoice for 
;; payment and wrote back"plcasc 
don’t send us any more of this 
;,/;, rubbiish,.',’/,/',,,///;;/ ,'.//,/'//./;/;/;//■::7/,/"!,.;;
But;;,:';'', she,:,;, , I'CCCl VOd, ,;,",,tU,OI C,,,"
solidiations and /got hopping 
mad. She said most Sidney 
businesses have received mail 
; from tite company.The sclteme is;
■alsb sweeping' VjctO'ria’s/busiricsl;' 
,' ,,comiminily, „■
///.Businessmen., 'sh'ouldtake a ,/ 
■careful/,;;'jpok/';'at,:;;/,/any'; /'"fbrms'';,/
received from the company which 
usually It a VC a ph ot ost a i of t h ei r
ad .;:dtppcd,;„,,fro,m;;',:. i'hkT'v /fbl’.s 
Yellow Pages, they just frii|ht 
mistake it fof a bill and pay it,' 
,,,'.Ge|ie'„.',La,Hciic,.,, hcad,''.';Oi - ithe,,,,'.'-
directory depaitment at BiC./t'cl, 
bays':,'-'':' the""''it,G'./:'''-,Classified/". 
Telephone Dirccidrv has been a 
thorn in the sidti/of B.C. Tel for / 
'year5'arid,has';ereat;edcorif'us(on/''/ 
1 he tuailer has been examined by,
; lawyers,'', hcT'ays.'but/'thcy/.coirt- ;/'/'„/ 
/elude nothing can be done 
bccauSC tlie advenising form senf 
To, businessmen clearly states It is /^ 
not an invoice — cycn though it / * 
may look like one.





//Involved.; in ..a T.diiri/cmtc.'broughf /,/:’■.'/ 
;/;by ,/;iredcraE/;consumcr//,and,;/,corr;„/'//;' 
,,„ppraie/affairsrniniitry*'/:,,/:,^;
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From 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
BREAKFAST-LUNCH-DINNER
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Pizzas, Cabbage roils; Perogies 
^ more:
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::656-i224y
LAM^S RESTUmNT
7855 East Saanich Pd. 
SAANICHTON PLAZA 
Chinese & Western Food
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT ~ FREE OELIVERY 
Irom 5 |i m wilhin 4 miles, with min eider 
OPEN Monday to Saturday 11 am - 9 pm 




9816 - 4th ST , SIDNEY 
“Chicken “Ribs “Burgers 
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MON. - FRI. 11 - 8 
Sat.11:30-8 Sun.12-8
RESTAURANT
; Specializing in 
Chinese & Canadian Food
: :: OPEN Mon - Itiurs 4:30 • Midnigti!' : ; 
Fr!.-Sal;4:30-1:30ain : Sun, 4:30-8;30pm
: Oaliveiy with rulnimuni Older :
2493 Beacon Ave: 656-3944
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(Lube & oil, at no extra cost 
still in effect)
FUEE ESTIRHATES
SIDNEY Cfli CLINIC 
: 2491 BEVAN
BY PEGGIE ROWAND
North Saanich council gave 
ihircl reading July 8 to a rczoiiing 
bylaw which would allow 
expansion of North Saanich 
Marina, hut as Aid. Nell North 
remarked following the reading, 
“It still isn’t adopted.”
Mayor Jay Rangel voted 
against tlie motion, explaining 
that ‘‘in no way do I oppose 
Sidney-North Saanich Yacht 
Club but 1 fed tlie matter should 
proceed with some caution.” The 
expansion will provide some 300 
berths for the club and a break­
water.
Rangel added some legal 
qustions had arisen which liad 
not been resolved, there was 
some “murkiness”, he .said.
Rangel was reterring to a 
reference inadc at the July 5 
public hearing in which it was 
charged that there were en­
cumbrances on the title regarding 
parkland donated by North 
Saanich Marina owner Bob 
Wright at Nymph Point and the 
inner readies of the lagoon.
He said the mortgage was 
allegedly held by Wright but that 
the title should be free of en­
cumbrances and transferred to 
the town.
The problem, Rangel said, was 
that Wright was asked at the 
public hearing if there wa.s an
encumbrance and he’s said there 
was none. “But legally there 
was,” Rangel explained,” 
Wright was wrong.”
The mayor said the day after 
the public hearing efforts were 
made to dear the encumbrance 
and the municipality’s solicitor 
was making sure action was 
taking place at the land title 
office. However, although action 
was taking place it had not been 
completed, he said.
Wright said Friday the matter 
was an oversight by lawyers and 
“no big deal.” The title was 
totally clear — and was already 
dear at the July 8 council 
meeting, he added.
Wright said when it was first 
brought up at the public hearing 
he phoned his lawyers and asked 
what was happening. If there was
any goof made it was by lawyers, 
not by me or the municipality, he 
said.
The title is now registered in 
the municipality’s name, he 
added.
The mayor said for him it was 
a matter of a “real crisis of 
conscience”. Insisting he didn’t 
want to thwart the yacht club, 
Rangel said the bottom line was 
that there was no assurance that 
“this is the end” when the bylaw 
is passed and Wright gets his 10 
acres of foreshore.
There was no guarantee that 
there would be no pressure for 
more foreshore next year, he 
said. However, he added, it was 
possible for council to move 
cigainst that possibility before 
adopting the bylaw giving Wright 
the final go-ahead.
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I Van Isle Ullarma
1 2320 Harbour Rd.
1 ' Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 8 pm
;;^canbla p
j^Esiauraiti |
tor FAMILY DINING I 
at FAMILY PRICES 1 
Mon, to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm i :;
Sat. 9am-10pm Sun.9am-9pm || i;
656-4115 2359 Beacon ftve. 1
y Cuisine fron<;aise ra '?
1 Tuesday to Sunday Evening Dining from 5 p.m. i
1 (closed for Lunch Tuesday) (Closed Tuesdays) W
i?Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and West Saanich Rd. by M 
Royal Oak Shopping Centre :|i|; New Sunday Brunch /
1 Reservations 656*3541 Reservations 479*2123 ' |
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS 1
1 |!3Ff ntlUOOO m
I ; ? ^)VERL00KING
Joan & George 1
|: BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY OPEN DAILY Ttios. thru Saturday 1
11 :?‘ Broak(ast, Lunch & Oliinor Daily WI:30 a.nL^^^ 7:30 p.m. J
| ; Sunday, Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 9807 • 4th St., Sidney 1




1 CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY
Silver Dragon Restaurant 1
:ChjnosC food at
Roasonahle Pficos |1? OPEN DAILY FOB LUNCH fit niNNEn: : 
^' : (Closbil Tudsdiiy)
1 2558 Bevan; Sidnhy DAIIV LUNCH SPr-OIAI |
H "On the Wntolirnnr' :,Pick.up&t'AK!/0ut?:, 1
1 B564640 2470 Boacon 656*1812 1
Councils never enter into debate when they hold public hearings but 
North Saanich Mayor Jay Rangel had something to get off his chest 
when council met July 8, following a July hearing dealing with 
rezoning at North Saanich Marina and a proposal to add a breakwater 
and 300 berths to the marina’s facilities.
Rangel said reference was made at the public hearing to a letter 
published some time ago in the local press and written by Sidney- 
North Saanich Marina Dealers’ As.sociation which said the association 
had suported most or all inembers of council in the last election.
Rangel said he spoke to Mike Fiouslow, owner of Deep Cove 
Marina and author of the letter, who assured him there was no in­
ference in the letter, that perhaps he couidhave used other words to 
express what he \vas saying and that the association was merely 
pleased at the turn of events regarding the result of the election.
Rangel said former alderman Edgar Farthing’s comments on the 
letter at the public hearing Were “out of order.” He had talked 
separately to all members of council and was completely satisfied that 
no considerations (favors) had been passed.
y Rangel added there was absolutely nothing to stop anyone ex­
pressing support for a candidate during an election/
y:. /yNprih Saanich'’;f Mayor; y Jay ' 
Rangel is “totally opposed” to 
removing any part of the bird ; 
sanctuary at Tschum Harbor. 
Rangel' thade his statement at a 
July 8 meeting following a report 
by Aid. Harold Parrott on a joint 
meeting of Sidney and North 
Saanich councils with 
represenfatiyes;/ from yy the 
Canadian Wildlife Branch.
;; The; branch; has asked the twoy 
’: councils to decide if they wish to 
; retain bird sanctuary at: Tsehum 
Harbor following an application 
Tor a marina extension by; Van 
Isle Marina. Representative 
Lazlow Retfalyi (bid the meet ing 
y ybirds and boats could not co-exist 
and tliat“if it were feasible and 
y we could do it 1 would remove all 
present marinas (there are six in 
Tschum Harbor) hccause they 
interfere yyith bird use.”
Aid. Harold Parrott -— who 
attended (he meeting 
recommended council write a
; rpO«S CHARBRqiLID STEAKS
f'lijciy OKI P'MItim Brtlitfi Bat 
TAKE-OU ;
! IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL y
2321 p0acon Avo/
SEft BREEZE CAFE
9776 - 4lh St.v Sitlnoy
(HUiiiii) ttia f'titl oi|iiiS
-y:y;y,:‘' SPimUZmiN
BREAKFAST . LUNCH • DINNER
' ClpunOaily '8.00 ajit, :- 7,30 p.iH:;; 
cipwtr'Sunday(foiianyair y'
Comfildt Tako Out Service 656“162l
FAMILY RESTAURANT
T y OPEN DAILY TI AMJor . ' 
flno Canadian & Chinosn Food 
; y: : DINE in: OUR TAKE OUT : y:: 
812 Verdler Ave., Brentwood Bay
'::::.yyy:/:652-3622';y
Evonlng Dining In 
Fjrio Modllorranoiin Tradillon
^ V Mini»i'iiihTu!^iiii;- :iy'miWiii|ii(;;^
"'■■yy;-;;; /yyyy'; tUv ^ tuir -M iii)),y;i'4itt ^ v, ; - ^
,■ -ni',: U,i
:: BiMfYiiiKi'iTiiM.fisas ■ Tutiiiiouiiicia-tttat
GOOD FORTUNE
I||intl»ll4«ii IR ChliMtf a
: LUNCHi Mon: io f-rir 1 ii.TQ «,m if t>,m.;; 
DINNKR' Mon, to WiMl, 4!t«j p.m, ,■ B p.m, 
nuim,4130p,m,. top.m ■
Sumlny 4:,1io p m, • n p,m
TAKE WIT SERVICE 10% OFF
9838.3rd St. Sidney 656*5112
(SIDNEY ELECTRONICS)
invilt! ytni to a
ComplitGr Application Meeting.
Wo liavti rosnrvnti time lor you to roviow your company roqiiirismonts:
: iVI e (3 i:-H a'fi s; A p e I (10 p r n,' .Jill r: r|ci ib:" sird'cjc CO m
Robin Bicknoll oi mch 
' Lykcl Hockstra ()I Siflnoy Radio GlYick
!or a Tosorvod time slot/ Friday^ July IB
:r;b:y;,':'y7;y;:': :yv;:':';T'pLACE; N0yi//Store:at''Sid
1st and\Be'acon::-}^y;':r
letter to the wildlife branch 
saying it no longer felt it 
necessary to maintain a bird 
sanctuary in the harbor. Aid. Jim 
Gumming, said he would have 
preferred the sanctuary be 
hipdified ytb cohtaiii ahyarea 
protection, while Aid. Nell Hofth 
remitided council Retfalyi had? 
.said it was an all or nothing 
situation-— either all of Tsehum 
Harbor was left as a bird san­
ctuary or status was removed 
completely.: yy:''y:;;:'
Gumming said he wouldn’t 
accept wildlife’s“alf of nothing” 
statement, and .suggested council 
in a k c fi fresh a p pi i ca t i on dc f i n i ng 
new area. Aid, Alan Corn ford 
said t he matter would have to be 
addressed together wiili Sidney 
cotincil and the issue was referred 
to Gommittce A.
Rangel however, said he was 
totally opposed to removal of any 
pan of the sanctiiiiry. He claimed 
bird couhis at Tsehtint Flarbour 
wore significant although not 
mucli breeding goes on. “But itks 
an importanl way, stalion,” he 
said, poiiuilig out removal of the 
saiictiiary would nican '‘hacking 
miywildlife oiie inoic plitce,'' He 
:jiiggesied‘;:y?saiue:;yyrtitional;.: ;jto-;:::' 
: eonuuodatjon coiiltl be reaehedy;
Rangel rapped the federal ; 
goyc i n nten t :T()i r “ ti sing us as a; 
catspaw: JTiey made it a birtl 
stuieiuary and if they watit to 
retuove it. let I heiri. ’ ' The: federal 
departmeni hatfthe expertise and 
supporting data, the luaybf said, ; 
:;antl ’::;?^trgge:Hi cd^'/T'o tfiieil ?H)c’::: 
provided with some lacls.
. ' Alihbiigli: Rangel said he w 
?jip|iose(f:::?lo:';:Teitioval?:/of?.o:(heu
sanctitary he:atldcd:“lliai ddesn’i ? 
mean you can't have inariitas,
/; ■I-'■
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Provincial
Stephen Patrick O’Toole, 1450 
McTavish Rd., North Saanich, 
was fined $400 for impaired 
driving and $100 for driving 
under suspension after he 
pleaded guilty to the charges in 
Sidney provincial court on July 6.
Michael A. Liedtke, 321 
Walton Rd., Victoria, was fined 
$50 for wilful damage after he 
pleaded guilty to damaging the 
new entrance gate at Island View 
Beach regional park.
On Thursday Richard Tibor 
Szabo, 310-3225 Eldon Place, 
Victoria, was fined $300 after he 
pleaded guilty to failing to 
remain at the scene of an acident 
and $250 for driving without 
insurance.
Morris Ray Nies, 7994 
Lochside Drive, Saanichton was 
fined $75 after pleading guilty to 
possession of narcotics; and 
James Peter M. Sadler, 1283 
Duke St., Victoria, was fined $75 
after pleading guilty to theft 
under$200.
President Denis Paquette, 
writing on behalf of Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce, 
wants to know what Sidney 
council’s plans are regarding the 
proposed filling of the foreshore 
at the base of Beacon Avenue and 
in a June 29 letter to council 
asked why the “procedure is 
apparently going forward 
without property owners in the 
immediate area being informed 
and without their consent.’’
Council has planned parking 
for that location for sometime, 
and as Mayor Norma Sealey 
pointed out, it’s been reported in 
the local press and thought to be 
general common knowledge.
Aid. Loyd Burdon said he’d 
had breakfast in February with 
Paquette and discussed it with 
him then so “he’s been fully 
advised since then.’’
A formal letter will be written 
the chamber, providing it with 
information.
In other council news:
•Permission was granted
Peninsula Recreation co­
ordinator Herbert Van Kampen 
for a group of children to draw 
pictures and designs on Sidney 
sidewalks, specifically in the 
Greenglades school area. It’s part 
of a summer program called the 
“creative connection’’ and in­
troduces seven to 12-year-old 
children to the visual arts, drama 
and music. Youngsters w'ill be 
using colored chalk on the 
sidewalks.
Aldermen showed some ap­
prehension. “Does this guy gel 
paid to teach kids to scribble on 
sidewalks?’’ asked Aid. Loyd 
Burdon.
North Saanich council has 
agreed to carry increased 
janitorial costs at the Silver 
Threads Centre on Resthaven but 
for one year only.
Increase in janitorial costs 
came when the centre began 
opening seven days a week, up 
from five days. Sidney council 
bears the operating costs of the 
centre — $13,000 in 1981 — and 
to date North Saanich has not 
been asked to contribute, 
although senior citizens from 
North Saanich use the centre.
“Sidney pays five, I don’t sec 
why we shouldn’t.”
Aid. Jim Gumming said he felt 
North Saanich should pay a sum 
proportionate to the number of 









Other sizes available: in kit form; 
easily assembled; city survival 
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“To some people, colored 
sidewalks may be beautiful,” 
said Mayor Norma Sealey, 
tongue in cheek.
Aid. John Calder wanted to be 
sure the sidewalks would be 
cleaned up after the art work. 
“Let’s give permission,” he .said, 
“but ask them to wash the 
drawings away.
Construction started Monday 
on major renovations and ad­
ditions to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital. :
Dura Construction Ltd. has a 
contract for close to $4 million to 
build a new extended care wing at 
the north side of the existing 
building, as weU as doing major 
additions and renovations to
mechanical, electrical, dietary, 
maintenance and housekeeping 
service areas and the cafeteria.
The new wing is to be com­
pleted by August, 1983, and will 
have 50 extended Care beds, plus 
space “in shell” for 25 more.
The annual rneeting of the. 
hospital society was held June 24,
without any of the controversy 
that has been taking place at 
some of the larger hospitals.
George Sherwood, From 
Sidney, and Mrs. Kathy 
Rasmussen, from Central 
Saanich, were both re-elected to 
three-year terms on the board, 
and later were elected chairman 
and vice-chairman respectively.
Recently, Sidney council asked 
North Saanich if it would share in 
janitorial costs by paying the 
extra $150 a month needed for 
extra services.
Mayor Jay Rangel spoke 
against a motion to pay, saying 
he wanted to know more about 
the operating costs of the centre 
and adding “we’re looking at it 
in isolation.” He admitted North 
Saanich residents used the centre 
but insisted “there are too many 
questions in my mind” and “1 
Want to know the total budget.”
Aid. Nell Hbrlh felt dif­
ferently. “I feel we’re getting off 
very, very lightly,” she told 
council. Costs had been bourne 
by Sidney and “if only; a few 
North Saanich people use the 
centre 7— and I know quite a few, 
she added this $1,800 wouldn’t 
begin to cover it.”
BUYING or SELLING?
For Professional service 
with years of experiences.
Cal! Now — IViarten Holst
Block Bros. Realty Ltd. 
656-5584 (24 hrs.) 
656-5685
Horth said Sidney was only 
asking North Saanich to pick up 
the two extra days cleaning.
2496 BEACON AVE 656-5711
North Saanich council — like 
Sidney —- has decided to wait and 
see what happens to a Victoria 
bylaw aimed at prohibiting the 
sale of indecent films in the city.
Red Hot Video — a new 
Douglas Street store selling the 
films -“ has ; said it will challenge 
the bylaw in Court and will rnove ■ 
to another ntiunicipality df if has ; 
to. Since then, Pam Blackstone, 
for Women Against Por­
nography, has been appealing by 
letter to Saanich peninsula 
councils to enacf a prohibitive 
bylaw to stop Red Hot Video 
operating elsewhere.
Central Saanich has since 
declared itself in favor of a 
prohibitive bylaw; Sidney has 
more or less rejected it and 
adopted a wait-and-see attitude,- 
pending what happens to Vic­
toria’s attempf to bar the sale of 
the type of films Women Again.st 
Pornography describe as “un-cut 
hard-core pornographic ’’ video
tapes, “suggestive of violence 
ahd/of the use of children. ”
At a July 8 North Saanich 
council meeting Aid. Harold 
Parrott moved council simply, 
receiye-and filefheJettef from the J f 
group. “If people want to do 
pornography, i let them, ; if they 
don’t. . . ”
; The alderman said it 
up to council to legislate the issue 
,but Aid- Nell Horth disagreed, 
.saying council shouldn’t pass up 
the matter so easily. ‘‘We should 
lake this more seriously,” she 
urged, adding she didn’t like the 
idea of young people having 
access to ‘‘these tapes:’' 7 
Aid. Alan Gbrijford argued the 
, matter was butside council’s
: FR0-2CMI2:'SGann8r
Digital frequency; selection ; of 
: over 20,000 channels, Auto fre- i 
quency : search. Battery pro-
channels. Uses AC or 12VDC for 
use in home or car. 20-116
^^Mobilo us(j di scanners rnay bo subiecl lo local bylaws'
in Victoriay was yet to cbme. He 
suggested fabling the issue until it 
was resolved in the city “and then 
we can lake a stand one way or 
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After just two years, does Sidney’s community plan need to 
be reviewed?
Two aldermen — Jim Lang and Loyd Burdon — think so and 
continue to lobby the rest of Sidney council to re-open the plan.
Normal life of a community plan is considered to be some live 
years — that’s the provincial recommendation. Barring pro­
blems. There may develop a need for review if a particular zone 
becomes saturated and there’s not enough available land.
Lang believes the current economic situation and, 
presumably, the resultant slump in construction, is a good 
enough reason to take another look at the plan. In his remarks 
to council he implies developers are having a hard time of it and 
need some help. By reviewing the plan and perhaps relaxing 
zoning, developers will get that help, he seems to be saying.
T Developers — like the rest of us — are having tough times but 
we’re not sure that changing the community plan drastically and 
altering for all time the outline of Sidney would be the way to 
help or a wise course to take:
Developers are currently trying for G1 zoning which allows a 
mix of commercial and residential — stores on the ground floor, 
with perhaps three or four floors of apartments.
But the concern is that once council starts to switch to G1 for 
some the applications will snowball arid as May or N orma Sealey. 
says —• it’s feasible we could end Gl throughbut the
town.
Would that be good? We doubt it. There have been many
back
60 YEARS AGO
From the July 13, 1922, issue of
The Review
Sidney school district’s annual 
meeting was held, with the year’s 
expenditures reported at $4,476. 
Wages for the four teachers 
totalled $2,880, with the principal 
receiving $1,020, the others $620 
each. The janitor was paid $720.
At a meeting of the North 
Saanich local of the United 
Farmers concern was expressed 
over the probable shortage of hay 
for the coming winter, it being 
left to Mr. Geo. Gark, of Patiicia 
Bay, to find out if there will be 
any local or Island hay for sale.
Working day and night during 
June, Sidney Mills set a one- 
month record with total ship­
ments of 2,151,301 board feet of 
lumber, plus 965,000 lath and 
3666,750 shingles.
As a non-resident of North 
Saanich I was not permitted to 
speak at the public meeting July 
5, and as manager of North 
Saanich Marina 1 would like to 
stand up and be counted.
I’m against the people who 
have had the best Of many things, 
have enjoyed them all their lives 
and are now unwilling to let the 
young ones coming up have the 
same Things — granted manyT 
things will never be the same — 
but they should have the op­
portunity to enjoy as rnuch of the 
' recreational facilities as possible. V 
; I’m against the people whoT
letters
mmmammmmm
not criticized; I personally admire ; 
his calibre of people— that is 





until a North Saanich resident 
forced an admission of their 
existence.
What other surprises has 
Wright for us in his bag of tricks? 
One thing we know. Not only is 
this a give-away of our most 
beautiful, most valuable forehore 
area, but it will cosf North 
Saanich ratepayers $2 million at 
least for widenirig McDonald 
Park Road due to increased 
traffic from the expansion.
Why the rush? This question 
will be the albatross-: that will
50 YEARS AGO
From the July 13, 1932, issue of 
The Review
The curio exhibition held on 
July 8 at Ardmore Grange had a 
perfect summer afternoon 
which helped so much to the 
enjoyment of all, About 175 
people gathered to see the curios 
and join in the various games.
: 40 YEARS AGO - , . . ■ ; :
From the July 15, 1942, issue of 
■: The,Review
.North Saanich volunteer fire 
brigade fought for two hours to 
bring a fire in. the bush under 
control on the property of Mrs. 
T: R. Davis, Swartz Bay. ; Mrs.
haunt the six: aldermen if they kill Davis surprised the perspiri ng
............... Tsehum. Let them set our doubts fire fighters with generous
At ihe July 5 Norlh Saanich '“t by a “hold” until a helpings of pluin cake and coffee,
hearing, the clieering- , cothplete foreshore , study : is
Princess Elizabeth, heiress 
apparent to the British Throne, 
was 16 years old on April 21, 
1942. She celebrated her birthday 
by making her first public ap­
pearance at an official ceremony, 
reviewing the Grenadier Guards.
move here because of theTmany
; L T T “T'' " things of fered, and opposeOtherk^^::^ TT^^^^^ _ ..........
complaints already about the Tidman f.ve-story block on fordoing the same. booing camp of Mr. Wright's made.
Beacon; many residents say it spoils the view of the waterfront against people who owned supporters rudely laughed down _ G.Lawrie,
from Beacon Avenue. boats and enjoyed them and who a gentleman telling of the 10255 West Saanich Rd.
The result of more Gl zoning would be population density because of circumstance arc now pleasure of rowing a non- . Sidney
SoNvntown — vvhich has not been projected in the community not boat owners, yet refuse to-' polluting craft. ’
plan and there could be problems with services. Water is not gfve this right to others. That was the mood and tactics S^rOCedurul
likely to be the problem but the capacity of sewers to cope is in I’m for all the people who ol Wright’s new pressure group:
doubt since that area was not planned to deal with high density. showed up at the meeting, for or the fledgling North Saanich -in vwaloc arrk
Sealey says a few blocks with three or four residential floors against the proposed marina. Yacht Club. Only the naive or J ^ Si.iv iii; 10^-7 iccup
might not make any difference but a large number would likely i m lor people ynq ..mou ip c . co ^u> i y The Deep Cove and Eastern TheRpview
be a cause for concern. . . people like Bill Sha^ and Byrbri into Tyium/BlUe HeronaW District Property 0\^mers Nuclear explosives now being
There are two factors that work against re-openmg the com-; ^ that North ; produced in quantity for atomic;:
munity plan: ---/ -and Sidney councilf^^^^^y^^^^^ Denny Coverdale, and Tlie truth is chilling; There is / ^^^nich council called a speciaf weapns can also be; used as a ,
ddesn’t have several thousand dollars to spend in this way at this others' whose name I don’t nothing in the expansion for aieeting for July 8. During which source; of industrial powerf
time. remember; and people like Jim yNorth Saanich but disaster and should the international situation
And then there’s the concrete jungle aspect. Aid. John Calder Gilbert who said just about expense. • IJob' yvy right tq proceed wth irnprove, according to ,L^
doesn’t want to see that happen to Sidney. Does anyone else everything there was to say. manna eve oprnent in ue Qierwell, director of Britain's
; welc6nfe the;destruction of this quaint and attr^ A I’m for the people who stood; legislation without a; total
fiP opposed —- though I don’t foreshore study sets a dangerous „ nf Mnvnr Tav R^nof«l •* r c-,i -o
sited carefully is one thing -L wholesale highrises is a horror few - them, at least they prCcedNit. Once the ‘‘Tsehum^^^^/^ *^ of the North Saanich T 'n moV
public foreshores will be up ;
marina grabs evidently knew and sane. U hasn’t the growing;
Whrec former mayors said ihe o'" .this special meeting and^were pains of some larger com-
prcscnl corincil is in violation of
the approved North Saanich
community plan which clearly
slates, with undisputable j-easonS,
why iliere will he ;no ; marinri;
expansion into Tschum Harbour,
';;-,y-:»TlieyTotiotp';;iihey,iri;;clqllafs;'':y';,9'
tells all. Don’i look foi lhe truth , , , r .u
tl.osft/.bmkJ;lo-make:/;"^
liiiU that lour former mayors, as
well as the incumbent, ; were
';sfa‘b;rigly;V\,qppoScd;::;';;;tb';';;';,ilvc;,.,
of us care to contemplate.
Atom i c E n er gy pr bgr a m.
y ".T':-'
en or
Open any newspaper, listen to 
any Canadian radio or television 
Station and /yqu will invariably 
come across a Story on the value 
of the Canadian dollar.
$5,000, U,S. is chosen, as an,
Now the time is coming when ; 
you must all stand up. Council, 
who passed in principle the 
concept of the marina 
development, for tlicy arc tlie 
leadcrs a n d pe op Ic s h ou 1 d k n o w 
wheref hey stand. ,
You Ihe people, shoiiUI make 
your own minds tip -r- not what 
your nciglibour; suggests, but; 
wliat you ihink. If you .bclicye in ,
well represented there. Little 
debate occurred, and no 
discussion took place with respect 
lb the public meeting held three 
clays previously during which 
many residents voiced disap­
proval of the proposed marina.
munities.
Moreover, no reference was
example lor
U.S. Funds
y a term cleposil;; in - / free enterprise, if you believe that 
. Tlicse JJ.S. term; ; as, a Ganadiaii, you tind your
y Tdefc Is much cqnstcrnaiioit 
tliat bur dollar is below 80 cents 
U.S. and 
will slide.
deposits arc now being offered by 
; Gariadian clulrtercd banks.
; Dcpcirding ftbii; the hank ;in
ftChildreiv have the, right to enjoy ,, 
'alf that is to be bITcred from; 
boating, ; then ypti must agree
Ironi:
;: ni i 11 i 0 n s: yo f, t hosege fit 11 g ;h a u w ■ 
me''d()wn beiicilts: :Mi\; ,, W 
Willy neiy niillibns; iny; increased; 
nipo;rage;ni;id;prbperiy;vahie;; -/ y 
yacht'club'member's are;in;'' 
moon t iniei j: (or fhey; are
y queStioiT it is fHtssible to get suclv : with Uic ;(lcveloptneni of. jlic ; J'h<;
much speculation that it term deposits varying from marina. honey
2 still fnrllier. 1 wonld $1,000 to over $10,000 for Bob Wright is a dreamer .me) woitli 
place myself with the group who periods ranging from 30 days to a lias the intestinal fortitude to
believes our dollar will slide year, with various rates of in> make his dreams come true.
eenls, yy terest. l.hn, by ;\yay of example. Anyone who wilffiglu this
ih/yanb;'';';j'et’s,,;;iakc'/.bric';;'barik"s'',fal'c;.df,',y;’;'iH''pr,cparCd,,(b'prit;-up;the mbnics;,b;;..'';:ciicap;;,: rcnt';,;'btiy;yl
ydeyclbpnfcnt,,,;;';':::,:;;., ;b.;,
T^^^ association also notes that 
at icast one memberdf council is




From the July 11, 1962, Issue of
The Review-' ■■
The area of land at the in- 
tersectibn of Patricia Bay High- 
way and McdohaUI Park Road is 
to Tc ftatourist i 
Centre, Rccrcatipn Minisior ILC: 
Westvvood has anribuncedy fir 
addition to an information
there will ybe benches foLfHC 
benefit of those wbo stop, y; y /'ft/.-'::
trirlher P<^i'haps ip 75 c  
; possible fb; 72 cents / wit  
ftbutsidc pbssibilify of 
greater decline. l‘y also bclicvp, 
tbal, in time, our dollar wilfagtiin 
strengthen aganistfhelJ.Sfdollor 
and will again ascend above 80 
:„;cenisL,'S.
But Those beliefs, be they 
correct or ipcorrcci, what can one 
do?A
; if you have no need for U.S, 
'r dollarsyou arc not planningri 
vacation to Hawaii, California pr 
: clsewlierc, or you do not plan tb 
make investments hi the U.S. •
; do nolhirig. f'erialnly be con: 
cerried about the consequences of 
a devaluing currency, but take no 
;i investnient action.;
; Hovv'ever, if you are concerned 
about a devaluing Canadian
$5,(p U,S; for; 30-59 days; at 
J4I4 per cetii (tlie irtiefest is paid 
;'in'U:dk/funds),.-;’.";r.ft-//;ft.--/-;,-' 
The interest rccieved would be 
$60.42 U,S. (or $78.24 Cantidian 
if the exchange rate renuiined Uic 
same), the interest on an 
equivalent amount of Gannditm 
money-.-- $6,475 — for 30duys at 
1514 would be $82,29 Canadian.; 
So you are $4 vyorse off; by in­
vesting in U.S. funds, Btitfif the 
dollar declines, the U.S. interest 
; earned; bccomes;,./grcatcr;.,bn''
liis; Fie cloCsit’t ask for bandouts,
; to "Create marictary; rcturnlt for! 
su r ro u nd in g nt u n ici pal it ic s. And 
jobs — don't Ibrget the jobs, 
Anyone |Wbo is prepared to do 
this intlicse , prcsciu limes, 
against bpposhion shown by 
many, shonkl be conunended.
pres Stir a . preseii cey at; in ce 11 n gs;
ol longterm / 
housing ‘ and
ale bon 1 ling.
riie real cliillcr is; fYby arc six;;; 
North Saanich aldernien rusiring 
this through for Wright without 
adequately protecting Norlli
Saanich? Look at those tricky
morlgages cicnied by both Wright 
and the council at the meeting,
ydeyelopmeni: '‘y ;y'y’';y;;,;'. ';"';';y
The Deep Cove and Eastern; 
Disificl Propcrty C)wncrs’ 
Assbci|ptiori is investigating what 
appcnrs to bo a sefie.s tof 
procedural infraction.s that have 
occunecl since cpuncil was 
elected last fall. In the light of 
council’s liastc in this mattciy and
;‘: For; c'ycry.';.l Of) ;fiasscrigets' ibat 
entered Sidney y froriv Anacones 
/ during iJunc, 1961, alinost ;3()0 •
;"'chtcrcd;irr June,"'.! 962.y;-' ,'";,;y;y;;;:..
C ontinued on Page AS
iwnwtN
Canadian; currencyyC'all'Jim;y;;"b'
'.arr-l insurance', premium,::'If'''-''you'':''"'i-'ft'" :;'-,y"''By.MARY^KIERANS ;;-;.::-:-':';;y'y:';fp;oil and moneys:.
'.'.'like,-' ^;ft":lrLlhis-k.,'g, incisiyc, unsciiliiig'.'- Poverty:inJ'akistanorily.sccms;;:
I here are, of course,, oilier : lepurt, |)iLy well.’kiicn-vti^ iH.tv,i:li,si ... . p,) (ciiiluf.ct- a,/,caUH:i.jj fintti, LlC'"
more sophisiicafcdmethods bf and proi^c wrher, V.S, Naipaul is yf'pas
dealing with currency protection, y records his impressions of travels ; strutelive program
construct tve socioHiolitical
change, yet hirfravelbgtic is a ; been received by tlie fovvij 




North Saanich council refused 
to delete the extension of Wains 
Ud, I o Mad rona Drive from I lie 
year’s capital works prograin 
despite what MnyorTrevor IJavis 
described as '‘substantial 
evidence'’ of opposition froin ;;
: residents..-,-:''
/.-'* - * '■ :/-' -
Provincial government ap­
proval for a loan nuihorizntion 
bylaw to finance construeiion lif 
a 25-meire swimming pool has
... 'or;'"
withouty a coti- 
" in Indonesia,
do 11 a I a nd w 0 ul if 11 k c to (u 01 cw t a 
portion of your assets, you might 
consider the following. Assume, 
that to buv one U.S. dollar you
.yvill-"-.: have'"/to','l;'/:pay,:'/.'."$,1,2950:;-. 
-:',:,tana'dian.."':':$5,'{K)0;y:,':U.S:'::;::Wiily:;
therefore cost S6,475 Canadian,
-.bakllic-beb irisricUiuipwould iw: 
to have a stable exchange rate: 
stable, but not fixed, ; " y^^^
tirukm'i-* hr" tpe 
conversion or
ISiephen Tayloir Is an invesirncnl 





: ft''-,/bi::'lran, - Naipaul": Joinv-'in. 
mass prayer laiiy of a tniiiion 
lyclievershand coidernplates the 
Nmfusioii of a pcbpte awakening
an' archip'dago' tngftiif r - by-;- 
army ride, and in y Malaysia, 
where ■ a Muslim ; factipn. 
douunaies a iiawetfu) Cliiiiesc 
merchant class, ^ ^ 
y NaipaulHs highly dubious of
Is revivalism as an apbiu for
crowded with ordinary people 
ca tight up in catastrophic cliangc.
Tfulv, this is a significant book 
that cornmands attentiour " ‘
yk., ftAmdngy'yihc;':- Bclicvci's'";.'i8"':
ayallablc ihfbUgh y cither the / 
Sidncy“Nofth"'..Siianich:;.;;.'iT'.; ;;thc"'" 
;;;' Brentwood'.; ii;br'nnch" ■ =br t h'e';;: 
regionallibrnry"^^^^^^^
to be presented; this-exj
''August.;'/";' "y''.-;;-'::
The fate of the '?Windward^' ; 
Kiwanis Village proposal on 
; Mepbhald Park Rd. Iiangs In the" 
ba|ancc " pending " discussioiis 
"between Sidney arid North 
Saanich on sewiCr services.
'::i;
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Conlinued from Page A4
obvious intent to pass the 
amending bylaw, the association 
is considering further action.
At stake is the foreshore lease 
held by the municipality, and 
presently placed under its 
guardianship by the province in 
the interest of all different kinds 
of recreation for the public in 
North Saanich.
Once diminished, this 
foreshore lease cannot be ex­
tended again, whether provincial 
authorities give final approval to 
the proposed commercial 
development or not. Also at stake 
is the rapidly disappearing 
federal bird sanctuary.
Hattie R. Gamier, 
Secretary-treasurer 
Deep Cove and Eastern 
District property Owners 
Association
economic benefits for the 
community at large and needed 
support for a Hedgling yacht 
club.
Brenton Diakow 




1 am concerned about the 
negative response to the proposed 
extension of North Saanich 
Marina into Blue Heron Basin. 
After attending numerous 
council meetings and the public 
hearing, July 5, 1 feel disap­
pointed with the weak arguments 
against the plan.
First, to Edgar Farthing, have 
you considered the en­
vironmental impact if all local 
marinas attempted the “so many 
sardines in a can” , style of 
Westport? Doubling the number 
of boats per acre will also double 
the pollution in that same acre.
Higher concentrations of 
pollutants v.'ill be slower to break 
up with the action of tides and 
open water, as well as; being 
harder for local ecO-systems to 
handle. As for environmental 
damage. North Saanich cannot 
dictate regulations :for use of 
Tsehum Harbour as Sidney has 
dtsdwnmarina developments and; 
scientifically,' little has surfaced; ; 
;tb' 'support ' Stopping^ this ex--st  ;
pansion.
In regards to losing, forever, 
our water lease, please tell me, 
where is it going? marinas are 
public water recreation facilities, 
most are de,signed to provide 
sales and full services to the 
general public. Considering the 
; niihiber of local people emplbyed ' ;;^ 
in marine-related businesses 
coupled with local dollars 
"generated from ity I feel soTTie of A 
our water lease; being fezpned 
commercially is actually an in- 
vestriieht in the local commuhity.
As for the numbers I’ve been 
quoted , 45 acres df 2000 plus is in 
; the order of 2'A per cent^ hardly 
a situation of boats being 
■ e vety w lie re! I wo n de r^ i f t hi s lo fty 
Deep Cove Ratepayers^ 
Association is aware of our 77 
cehf dollar or- the present 
reccssion/dcpression?
Mere is a multi-million dollar 
development to be phased in over 
two dr three years creating work 
foi local building trades, not to 
mention nnieh needed long term 
jobs following the increased 
demand for local sales and 
services tor the additional boats. 
Is North Saanich’s cnmincrcial 
: biise so sec tire \yc can afford to: 
t ;lhalt {ttiy';fuititer investments?,';;-^ 
iMiuilly, ;does'; Sidney •North 
:y'a nic IF\':acht; C1 It b;, ttced; i ti Ojy if 
;: ! wonder how happy
: ,t h(? yVrdmpre gol f crowd w'ould 
f■ y have; been:;witIt sv gouitcil :sayiitg;'
“.YcsV;y0u'cah;have;n;,clubhouse;' 
;';;f;-;hettr-bhtiKffrcehSjdhe;.cottrscS'at'. 
Dak Bay will have to do”.
A;'As-a'‘'Nor th;''Sat\iiich‘'''resi(:ient' 
with a Noiih Saanich business,
: and Itavihg sjftcd through the fog 
; of prOs and coiis; sonieJssvtes still
for
:; tn o re in o o r a g c, w i d eti p re a d
North Saanich council gave 
third reading to the Blue Heron 
Basin (marina) re-zoning ap­
plication at a council meeting last 
Thursday. This was three days 
after the public hearing. At this 
council meeting there were ap­
parently many marina sup­
porters. Thursday is not a regular 
council meeting day. To 
paraphrase slightly, it would 
seem to me that ‘democracy was 
not seen to be done’ w'hen council 
acts as sw’iftly as this (normally 
council takes forever to decide 
much more mundane things).
I wuld also like to know how 
council read the public hearing^— 
there were as many speakers 
against as for the re-zoning 
application. Surely this could 
never be seen as overwhelming 
support. Maybe the measuring 
was done by an applause meter!
North Saanich council: start 
listening to the people you are 
meant to represent and stop 
acting as self-appointed experts 
in everything you are asked to 
deal with! “Vote me out at the 
next election”, you say.“No 
good,”; 1 say. According to the 
Deep Gove Property Owners’
A s s o cia tio n q u e s tio n n a ire 
distributed before the last 
election, the vote bh this issue 
should have been 4 - 3 against any 
development in Tsehum Harbour 
- that is, if elected personnel had 
remained consistent with their 
^ pre-election statements;
l-believe that being elected does 
not suddenly ;make council; 
members deaf or, worse, ; still,
; :“experts’;f; l belieye being elected ; 
means that you are willing to put 
in much unpaid time and effort 
to truly represent the people who 
elected you, and not as council 
seems to be doing, recently, 
making rude and disparaging
from the senior citizens’ centre 
and the new library, it is ideally 
located to allow its occui^ants to 
take advantage of near-by 
amenities.
1 know of no other group who 
has the training, dedication and 
compassion required to direct 
such a centre. Many of us in 
Sidney are familiar with the 
Adventist’s administration of our 
local hospital, and it was a sad 
day for us when its doors finally 
closed.
In retrospect, 1 would like to 
think that the Sidney Senior 
Citizens’ Housing Society formed 
some 10 years,ago, in some small 
way contributed to the com­
pletion of Resthaven Lodge, fhe 
need for such accommodation at 
that time vvas evident. Although 
we were unsuccessful in per­
suading the provincial govern- 
rnent to purchase the old Roberts 
harm property, we were en­
couraged by the news that the 
Seventh-Day Adventists, with 
whom we also had worked 
closely, were considering building 
such a facility, cither here or on 
the mainland.
We are elated the facility has 
finally been built here in Sidney. 
Perhaps, too, a similar facility 
has been built on the mainland.
Thank you again, Seventh-Day 
Adventists; you have been good
to Sidney. On behalf of Walter 
Villers, president, and the board 
of directors, 1 wish you every 
success in your new venture.






Summer vacation has begun 
and now it’s the time to say a 
woitl of appreciation to my past 
and i^rcsent executives. Also to 
parents, volunteers and members 
of the community who made this 
school year an interesting one, 1 
like to say thank you all for your 
cooivcration.
Have a nice and .safe summer.
Mrs. “Judy” VanderBoom 
Sidney Pre-school
The way to go
Nowadays you can fly to 
London, England, in less than 
tw'o days, yet it takes a letter 
posted in Sidney a week or more 
to get to Victoria, a distance of 
only 20 miles.
A private courier service 
charging 25 cents a letter could 
make money and the letter w'ould 
be delivered the same day.
Geoff Howland, 
Box 14, Ganges.
who make suggestions to council 
bn how certain matters could be 
rsblvcd. (I refer to the outburst 
about a recent letter to council 
from the Deep Gove Property 
;Qwhefsv Association.^
Since this year North Saanich’s; , 
community plan is to be revised,1 
would suggest that;every resident 
make sure that the new; version 
rellects your wishes and not just ; 
those bf a few people on council, - 
who perhaps; represent only a 
narrow perspective bf ; onr 
commuhity. I would also suggest ;
; ihat you get very angry when the 
community; plan is ignored by 
council, which is exactly what 
council has done regarding the 
Tsehum Harbour re-zoning. 
(Check page 29. Policy 1.)
In conclusion, I am angry and 
disappointed, notvwith members 




•Summer Pants from 




on a Large Selection of Dresses 





to put forward any plan they like, 
;; but with; an: officially elected 
;; body w'hb; ha ve bccht i tv ihy oyes,
remiss in / carrying ioui their 
;;;; tlcmoc rl i c'; ;d uiy;' a s;‘;";al de rin e n,;;' 





I wish to congratulate the
/';'';'wiij,v--the;;'a'ssisiahce;';'pr;';'go'verii'';.'
menls, have now completed 
i ' Rcstlraven Lodge oh Mills Road 
in Sidney,;.!ust around the corner
BRENTWOOD; Brentwood Bay 
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TSie Clipper ton
A shop for the sale of old and new articles, serving the Saanich 
Peninsula, will open Monday in Sidney and special ceremonies 
have been planned to mark the occasion.
Called The Peninsula Old and New, the store, located at 9781- 
2nd Street, Sidney, is a project of the Peninsula Community 
Association.
Unlike most bargain stores, it will offer not only a wide 
selection of old or used items, but also a variety of new artwork 
and crafts produced by senior citizens and handicapped people 
of the peninsula.
The PCA is a non-profit organization of volunteers whose 
board is responsible for a number of important community 
social service programs. These consist of a homemaker service, 
special services for children, volunteer services, counseling 
service, and youth services, including a job-finding program for 
13 -18 year old boys and girls.
Objectives of the Peninsula Old and New shop are:
®To provide a permanent outlet on the Saanich Peninsula 
for items crafted by seniors and handicapped persons under 65.
®To involve peninsula residents, from youth to seniors, in a 
common community project — all will be drawn upon to man 
the store, sort, price, pick up and repair items where necessary.
•To assist in the provision of funds for the counselling, 
volunteer and youth programs vvhich do not receive government 
contractfunding and make it possible for PGA to initiate new 
programs when there is a felt need.
®To provide toys and other Christmas gifts for those in need.







North Saanich council is 
‘ calling for tenders for its new 
: satellite firehall to be built at the 
corner of Cresswell and 
McTavish —- but it omitted to 
seek approval from ‘ Sidney 
V,couhciU'..,
Sidney hold title to the land. It 
was leased to the Capital 
fRegipnal District but Sidney still 
holds title and permission must : 
come from us. Mayor Norma i 
Sealey told council Monday
A meeting will be arranged 
soon with North Saanich council 
for discussidn of the site.
■ VSI0NEY& : 
NORTHSAANICH
6 WEEK PROGRAM
TOR JUNIOR-ADULT &LADY WOULD 
LBETAlLORSr‘''‘^Y:Vf:-:Tr.‘'‘::::.:'‘::;:;'






By WENDY LAING : :
Well, 1981 and 1982 were great 
years for Parkland secondary 
school. September found our 
school organizing for the up­
coming 10 months. President 
Alison Giles and her band of 
ruffians (student’s council) were 
also busy brain-storming.
The year was in full swing by 
October and “Contact” (our 
newspaper) soon announced the 
new year: A swim party, club 
day, and tug-of-war were en­
joyed. Hallowe’en was celebrated 
with pumpkin carving and a 
dress-up day. The hilarious 
Harlem Clowns basketball team 
gave a super performance during 
October and November opened 
with band and chorus concerts.
Volleyball teams, and senior 
boys’ soccer vvere well into their 
fantastic seasons. The girls field 
hockey placed fifth at the Island 
championshps and soon were 
joined by the senior girls’ 
volleyball, who captured first 
place on the island. They went bn 
to place fifth in B.C. — a 
Tremendous feat — : with Carol 
Pendray as an all-star.
The Soccer Shield was brought 
to jParkland/by pur senior; boys’ 
team while the remaining 
volleyball teams ended their 
seasons in fine form.
As a car.- rally zoomed by. 
Grassroots produced a fantastic 
musical, CarnivaL Basketball 
Teams bouriceh into theipSeasons 
f and Park! and rocked ’ with Lazy 
Spirit at the Christmas dinner 
and dance. Nifty 50s Day: was a 
December event ; arid a superb 
1982 calendar was designed by 
Parkland Graphics.' ■;
As the snow fell, Scott Hill, 
Rick Long and Mike Woodward 
sunned in the Mediterranean on 
their “cruise of a life-fime”. 
Peter Cilaasen had played himself 
to fame vvhen he was chosen a 
member of the 1982 provincial 
■\''band.f',f‘7;
And 1982 brought forth a 
Latin-American flavour to 
Parkland. M a r y M a n c i 11 a 
(Mexico), Melissa Nunes (Brazil)
and Tom Arriola (Guatemala) 
enrolled in the school.
Many Panthers hit the slopes 
on several ski trips, and a number 
of girls began volunteer nursing 
at the hospital. National Cold 
Turkey Day was observed and 
our Counter-Attack Student 
Committee began lectures. A new 
pep band and jazz group were 
developed to add to our excellent 
concert and stage bands.
A Sweetheart Soc-Hop and 
Psychodelic 60s Day were a lot of 
fun in February and Blair Kit­
chen and the “anonymous poet” 
were noted for their fine 
Valentine poetry. The well- 
known Prism Dance Company 
entertained our school and the 
RCMP basketball team con­
tinued to challenge our seniors 
and juniors to fun games.
Pancakes were flipped in 
March at the yummy pancake 
breakfast and Megan Soelner, 
Randy Matthews and Allen 
Dobie squelched in the muddy 
Basil Parker Run and all finished 
in top spots. Brian Train won the 
Rotary Youth Leadership Award 
and many Panthers earned 
money for Timmy’s Camp 
Shawnigan, participating in the 
Run-For-The-Handicapped.
The Reach-for-the-Bottom 
game show was featured in the 
spring and flutist Susan Prentice 
received an 84 in the music 
festival. Our band was judged an 
excellent also at the Victoria 
Music Festival. All the basketball 
teams had fun seasons and both 
senior and junior boys competed 
in the Island championships after 
placing so well in their leagues.
Many choral groups performed 
for Parkland as well as 
Grassroots, who produced 
another smash hit, The Songs We 
Sing. Intra-mural volleyball, 
indoor soccer and mini-olympiCs 
were a part of the sports spotlight 
with regular student/staff fun 
games.:,;:
Our dancers had a tremendous 
year, topping all festivals they 
took park ini A number of 
Panthers trervelled to glorious 
France for three wee^ 
cessful spfiivg'fair-was held in; 
May and Michelle Renaud 
competed for Parkland for May 
Queen.
Our girl’s gymnastics team 
achieved sixth place in B.C. and 
second pri the; 1 slarid.;; At UBC -
bronze medal and :;rfourth spot, 
and::^eyen;K!auseh;and.;;,LeqnardI 
Se3ri™»our were awarded a silver 
mebal at the Canadian Shooting; 
TChampioriships. ;
The golf team enjoyed a good 
season and Parkland cyclists rode 
off with top honours in each 
race.'‘r':;;::,.
The finale of the month in­
cluded the athletic, staff grad arid 
Grassroot’s banquet, awards day 
and graduation.
A fabulous year and now for a 
winderful summer!! I’ll be back 




9781 SECOND ST., SIDNEY
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Carla Higgins and Jennifer 
Scoit-Polson of Sidney both won 
gold medals at the July 10 
Nanaimo Caledonian Highland 
games. Both dancers are pupils of 
Jennifer Lindsay.
In piping, John and Fern 
Miller, also of Sidney, placed 
well on competition.
A
Double victory for Sidney Little League Totems, sponsored by Sidney Travelodge, included 
league and playoff championships. Team was coached by Bob McDonald and managed by 
Reg Jones. Tom Cronk Photo
Hotel Sidney held onto first 
place in Sidney fastball league 
last week with a 4-3 victory 
Wednesday over Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods, but Harvey’s 
moved within two points with 
wins over prairie Inn and Cor- 
'dova'Bay.\"
Both leading teams still had six 
games to go before the season 
ends July 28.
Standings at the end of the 
week were: Hotel 12 wins and 
three losses^ Harvey’s 11 wins 
aiid four losses, Prairie Inn seven 
wi ns an d j L Jo sse s ancl Cor ddva ; ■ 
Bay Jtiniors tvvb wins and; 14f 
Josses.
The struggle between Hotel 
and Harvey’s was ak close as the t 
score. Hotel took a one-run lead 
in the first inning on a single by 
Tony' Graham, a sacrifice by 
v Gfaharu Faulkner and a ringle b^^^ 
Al Gross.
Gross. .
In the fifth Cross singled and 
then Wayne Hannan pul the 
garne away with a home run. 
Harvey’s got one more run in the 
sixth on a single by Spelay and a 
double by Davis, then went down , 
oh three- strikeouts in the final 
inning. ^
Wayne Jones was winiiihg; 
pitcher with eight strikeouts. 
Gary Styles struck put four for 
Harvey's before being relieved by 
Julian ' Valcburt in the ; fourth 
innings Davis andv CrosSV each 
went three for three at the plate.
; Harvey’s were 'back ^ri 
Thursday, defeating Prairie; Inn 
5-1. On Tuesday Prairie Inn had 
beaten Cordova Bay 9-0.
in J the; top of J the i second ; 
Harvey’s got t\vo runs bh a single ;; 
by Jerry Spelayt a walk to Terry f 
Morphy and a dbuble by Buteh 
Davis. Hotel tied it in the third 
with doubles by Faulkner and
The ne\y Sidney-North Saanich; 
branch library oh Resthaven 
Drive opens Sept. 18 with a , 
r i b b o n - c u t ting c e r e m o n y 
followed by an open house, 
refreshments and a special en­
tertainment program for 
children. The following week the 
library will leal lire a number of 
special events.
FREE SUMMER FUN FOR KIDS 
AT THE VANCOUVER ISLAND 
REGIONAL LIBRARY




IJULY 8 - AUG. 12 11:00-12:00
BRENTWOOD BRANCH
THURSDAYS J
lJULY 8-AUG. 12 2:00-3:001
Come and bring a friend.
TO eHOOSE
FROM!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
8:30 AM -10 PM
,’iv
2440 Beacon 656-2345
Create living space — studio, 
cottage, workshop, storage room 
— with shelters, delivered 
and assembled on your site. 
Sliding glass doors, covered 
decks. Constructed to code. Six 
handcrafted models from 12’x12 




4388 West 14th Ave. 
Vancouver, 228-1765
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WEicirsGrape Juice
1.141. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$|99
McCORMICKGingeF Snaps
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Permits for the Town of 
Sidney for June totalled 
$463,939, down from $1,161,529 
for June, 1981. Permit values so 
far this year are just below a fifth
Construction slumps
of last year’s — $1,363,877 
compared to $6,379,520 for 1981.. 
Residential Construction includes 





Peninsula Piranhas finished 
third among Vancouver Island 
clubs and sixth overall in the Ray 
Newman Invitational swim meet 
which they hosted July 3 and 4 at 
Crystal Pool.
More than 600 swimmers from 
15 clubs of the B.C. Summer 
Swimming Association took part. 
Winning team, by a wide margin, 
was Richmond, with 889 points. 
North Shore had 537, Nanaimo 
526, Campbell River 478, North 
Delta 441 and Sidney 376. Other 
clubs taking part were Burnaby, 
Boundary Bay, Courtenay, 
Powell River, Port Hardy, 
Agassiz-Harrison, Gold River 
and Salmon Arm.
Best individual performer for 
Piranhas was Craig Bentham in 
the boys 8‘/2 years and under, 
with a first in the backstroke, 
second in the 50-metre breast 
stroke and butterfly and third in 
the freestyle, all at 50 metres.
He also paced first place relay 
teams in the 200 metre medley 
and free style, along with 
Graham Stannard, Michael 
Golin, Peter De Greef and 
Carson Shanks.
Anne Barnes was the only 
other individual winner, in the 
girls 10‘/2 to 12, with a first in the 
50. metre breast stroke, second in 
the 100. metre individual medley.
ISi
Tanya Spooner, Peninsula Piranhas, dives in for free style relay.
third in the 50. metre butterfly 
and sixth in the 50. metre 
backstroke.
Other Piranhas who finished 
near the top were;
Girls 8'/2 and under — Melissa 
Sibley, fifth in the free style, 
eighth in the backstroke and 
seventh in the butterfly.
Boys 8'/2 and under — Michael 
Golin, third in the breast stroke 
and butterfly, fourth in the 
freestyle and seventh in the 
backstroke.
Girls 9 to 10‘/2—Kathy Scott, 
fifth in the freestyle, seventh in 
the butterfly and eighth in the 
backstroke.
Boys 9 to 10‘/2 — Andrew Ens, 
fifth in the backstroke, seventh in 
the freestyle; Tim McGuire, 
seventh in the backstroke, eighth 
in the breast stroke.
Boys 10‘/2 to 12 — John 
Bentham, fifth in the 50-metre 
butterfly and 100-metre freestyle, 
sixth in the 50-metre backstroke 
and 100 metre individual medley.
Girls 12 to 13'/2 — Debbie 
McGuire, sixth in the 50-metre 
butterfly, seventh in the 200- 
metre individual medley.
Boys 12 to 13'/2—• Terry Dean, 
fifth in the 100-metre backstroke 
and 200-metre individual medley, 
seventh in the 100-metre
freestyle.
Girls 15 and 16 — Lara 
Melville, fourth in the 50-metre 
butterfly.
Girls 9 to 10‘/2, relays —- 
Nadine Sibley, Erin Patterson, 
Wendy Stannard and Kathy 
Scott, second in 200 metre 
medley and free style.
Boys 9 to 10’/2 relays — 
Andrew Ens, Murray Pears, Tim 
McGuire and Andrew Bruin, 
second in the 200-metre freestyle.
Girls lOVi to 12 relays, 
Lorraine Langstaff, Anne 
Barnes, Jane potter and Sophie 
Crellin, third in the 200-metre 
medley.
WEDNESDAY IS SENIOR CITIZEN’S DAY 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON MANY FINE 
BUCKERFIELD PRODUCTS! 10229 WIacDonald Park Road/f;, :;:.//, ; (EXCLUDING ; (across from Satidowii RaoeTrack)
Vapona All Poultry 18 KG Skeena
Fly Strips Feed Potting Soil 24 ■ 25% oz.
Special ^2®® Special *2®^ „;;:Specia!;;^17^®'
Playoffs for the all-star 
“tournament teams” from major 
little leagues in Greater Victoria 
were scheduled to start Tuesday 
night, with both Sidney and 
: Central Saanich entries com­
peting in a four-team elimination 
tournament at Sidney.^^
Other teams in the local 
tournament are from Hampton v ■ 
and Triangle Little League. Two ■ 
losses eliminate a team, with the 
; two; sufvivofs f, going : on tO ^ 
compete: in a six-teaih^
Victoria tournament. There are 
12 little leagues in the area.
Members of the Sidney 
tournament team are Ryan 
Donald, Ed Coombs, Gordie 
Hatch, George McGeachie, Tom 
English, Dennis Cronk, Vern 
Burdon, Rick Courser, David 
Doyle, Jeff Stevens, Rod Nunn,
Ron Kipot, Jeff Zerr and Wyatt 
Orf. Manager is;W. Hannon and 
coach B. Nunn.
Central Saanich players are 
Cary Coll, Daniel Rbmaini Lee 
Plank, Chris Adam; Paul 
McIntyre, Dale Sleightholm, 
Mark Putter, Lance Philip; Tim 
Scaber, ; Mike Taekema, Aran 
Puritch; Jason Griffin, Neil 
Gregory and Doug Hopwood. 
Manager is Daryl Pettinger and 
coach Glen Adam. ;
In local little league playoffs, 
Brentwood Inn lost the Greater 
Victoria major league final to 
Gordon Plead,
CurfSs at tourist 
booth ;op@niiig
Plugh Curtis, finance minister 
and fylLA 
Islands, will be at the official 3 
p.rnf Jtily 16 opening of the 
Saanich Peninsula chatnber of 
comiTicrcc tourist vbootliiat John 
Road and Paf HayHighway, 
Mayors fr dm the three: Saanich 
Peninsula muiticipnlitics 
.':;:alsoEecn1nvitcd;;f:;,';::''"';:;:.:?;^V!;;:;
The booth, which opened in 
;'';;'fytay,,nn'tl;boasts:32:dirct;i"
■ i lines:: to hotels * aiid irilptels :̂ has 
been busy aiid; visitors ^
: ferries really appreciate the licip; 
ihey'rc gctlirigi; says cliamher 
manager Peter Tredgett. -
the record
Sidney council will be sending 
a letter of eongraiulatlon to 
Sidney Days Festival Society. 
Sanschtt : I lull manager Chuck 
Harvey told council Monday : 
nigh! the society had danc a good 
job with July 1 celebrations and 
rupgested^ 'cpuncil 'nlKw' fiuppori"' 
for the group by sending a letlcr, 
Council agreed, Sealey said the 
parade was great and the word 
was that people! had enjoyed a 
|rcinendous day an out*
: standing day, 'Jh:Taeishe ^said.;';, 
'despite/;the ;Alcfcal ;t)[ VSKlijey', ■ 
softball team Iwho lost 18*0 to 
Nortlv Saanich. / . 'l. 'i: .
The Waddling Dog Inn
^Patricia Bay Highway - Reservations 652-1146^




It was annual charter night for 
Central Saanich Lions last week 
and members and guests enjoyed 
a dinner and dance, a speech by 
retiring president Gus Gustafson 
and induction of officers for the 
1982/83 season. ,
Ed Gait now heads the club as 
president, John Dykes, vice- 
president; Martin Sharp, 2nd 
vice-president; Bill Eastgatc, 3rd 
vice-president; Rob Burnett, 
secretary; Dave Bolster, 
treasurer; Dick Callahan, tail 
twister and Eric Westlake, lion 
tamer.
Norm Jonasson was named 
Lion of the Year and was given a 
special award. Gait said Friday
jonasson was a "devoted Lion’’ 
and had been the president’s right 
hand man all year as well as 
putting in much work as 
chairman of the ways and means 
committee, headed all work 
committees as well as the phoning 
committee, and was in charge of 
the Camp Shawnigan project.
Gait said the club was for­
tunate in that all Lions were 
active, all deserve to be prai.sed 
for being Central Saanich Lions, 
he added.
"Whenever we phone anyone 
of them they’re always ready to 
help. They’ re real go-getters. ’ ’
Gait said the club — with 63 
members — is the biggest in the
/'.one. Retiring president Gus 
Gustafson said he was en­
couraged by the fact that 41 
members had achieved a 100 per 
cent attendance over the year.
And it’s been a good and 
Itroductive year for Lions, 
especially with their fund raising 
projects. They raised S16,000 at 
the 1981 Central Saanich Days at 
Centennial Park and from the 
proceeds built a new bumper 
guard and fence around the little 
league field at the park.
Gait says the highlight of the 
year was work done by Warren 
Gordon who looks after the 
Lions Hall on East Saanich 
Road. The hall services more
people than does any other 
recreational facility in Central 
Saanich, Gait pointed out.
Organizations using the hall 
free include senior citizens, the 
500 Club, scouts, guides, a choir, 
and Peninsula Players. As well, 
the hall has been the scene of at 
least a dozen private weddings, 
Gail says.
During the last year Lions have 
sponsored little league, soccer, 
baseball, hockey, the peninsula 
choir, and a group of han­
dicapped youngsters who walk 
the West Coast Trail. Lions 
provide food and equipment or 
whatever the children need.
Continued on Page B3
Norm Jonasson 
. . Lion of the Year
A silent alarm led to the arrest 
of a 22-year-old man at Brent­
wood Bay early Thursday 
';morning.
Responding to an alarm from 
Brentwood Esso at six minutes Cj 
after midnight, police intercepted 
’ the suspect climbing out over the 
fence and took him into custody.
V They /found an atlernpt had , 
/been made to piry open a door. 
/Further; checking disclosed that 
V the / Porterhouse/; Restaurant/ 
across the street had been broken 
/ into and S250 stolen.
The man is being charged with 
breaking, entering and theft; 
attempted breaking and entering, 
//and possession of house-breaking 
instruments. In other ' police 
news:
•Jogindar Singh Atwall, 
//Jackson Street, Victoria, was 
/ charged with driving without due ■ 
care and attention after his car 
ran iiuo/the rear of a stalled car / 
/ on the Pat Bay Highway at Island / 
View ; Rbad / at / 5:30p.m.. 
//. Saturday;/’,:'
/ Patricia/Ann Fouchier, Sooke, 
put/ on / iter : erhergency flashing 
; lights and got out and directed ; 
traffic; around her car after if 
stalledat/the intersection, headed 
south, hut when she got back in 
;/ to /'try / to start/ it the collision/: 
/occurred.
No ;one : was hurt. ; Total 
/ / damage was estimated at $2,800.
•Mathew Craig Porter, 3861
Shclhourne St., Victoria, was
’/By JOHN GREEN
care and attention after Itis 
easlbound citr went //off I slant! 
View Road in the 3100 block at 
2,09 a/ni, Saturday, It went down/ 
about 20 feet thrdttidv slirubbery,
,/ ; ari/ '//'est iiiiat ed / / $2^000/ 
'ge'/;//;Pbrler/'later/;’ wein; ://ip/' 
/ // hospital/ complaining /of head/ 
//"/' frijuric's.///■////;/’/,/////:,//'/, :„;/://"'/’/// ////',/'
Remember the stipe>'{
appearing in the Wonder Of Itfi II, a hour S 
AntUtoriuth now thrmiglfJnly JJ(




Central Saanich council Some 
/ months ago declined to approve a / 
request for/$2,100 in funding for / 
the Peninsula Emergency 
Program: until they had seen the 
emergency plan for the area.
On Monday, sitting as the 
emergency program committee,
^ council got a look at a proposed 
/plan but found fault with it.
Emergency program co­
ordinator Norman Rubenstein 
explained the plan, which in­
cluded: d proposed bylaw self ihg : 
up a structure for the emergency 
organization, was a standard one 
prepared by the province, 
adapted by deputy co-ofdihatdr/
/ Brian McMahon to conform with/ 
local conditions.
an ‘‘emergency 
program executive/ committee” 
comprising the mayor and one 
/ alderman from each of the three 
municipa 1 it i es / p 1 us the co­
ord i h a t o r a n d /d e p u t y c o - 
o rd i nat dr, / and also a n
“emergency prpgrani planning/ 
edmmitteef which would include 
the heads of all/ municipal 
department s and “ s up port / 
agencies” and other persons 
“deemed necessary”,
A“hazard analysis” listed a 
score of potential emergency 
siluations, including aircraft 
/ crashes and ferry mishaps, in­
dustrial emergencies, epidemics; 
fOr humans, phtnls and animalsv. 
/earthquakes, /noods/mud slides, 
cNt remes ol' weal her and t idaf 
/ / \vavcs,iWars weredxcludcd.^^^^^
It proposed establishing 
emergency operating centres 
adequately staffed and equipped 
to be immediately available at all 
times, and with equipment for 
operating when norma! public 
utilities were not functioning.
Committee chairman Aid, 
Dick Sharpe •-called it “d 
monument to bureaucracy,” ana 
“an enormous pile of paper,” . 
saying that most of the 
emergencies mentioned were the 
responsibility of existing 
government agencies.
Mayor Dave Hill sugge.sted the 
executive committee should 
include only an alderman from / 
/ each municipality saying that if / 
the rnayor ;was designated he 
could not consider it a formalityf 
but would feel obliged to take an / 
active part.
He said that there was a need 
for a basic plan, but “1 think this 
is too much for the peninsula.”
Aid. George McFarlane ob­
jected to a section urider/which a/ 
list/ of former m^ 
aldernien would be maintained; 
presumably in case the emergency 
eliminated the/cxisting council. / 
The “line of succession” did not 
/run that way, he added.
Council named Rubenstein and 
Sharpe as a committee to redraw 
the planinasimplefform.There/ 
was no mention of how This; 
/ /woiild tie in with dte dw 
Sid n e y / a n d / No r 1 h S a a n i ch / 
councils, which have also /been/ 
/presented vyltH the prcscntdJlan, ’//
’■ t.
//■•';/’;//"///": By PEGGH/RO^ANl)//
/ C|iff' Erickson ’(d' Bi'cuiu'obd /’
/ Bay' suffers from f’aikinscm's/ 
disease -»//a chronic,//disabling 
disorder of the ncrvotis sysicm, 
Longtime impaiiinctu of the 
motor function pfoduccs a 
V variety/of, effects/--™, vici inis 'arc , ^ 
itnable' 'br //tnove//quick,ly//; haye// 
■difficulty,,'/iu/starting,.,ii:»,'/walk,::;’ 
';negoiiming/a/stairway/or/;gcliing':/ 
/ oitl of a cliair, aiid spcecli is (ifich 
■:,/:,Rliiri'ed.;:/i.i/"";///'' '■>'//’//';''’
/rhere's/ the pi pblem of „ niv 
contiollable tremor and / ilte 
; fnisi rat ion of disabling, wi itbi nj/ 
uiovcments ’'/~ ■ n ’ side ■' effect'”'of'
/ trcalment; Onlsidc in the pnhlte 
.■/,// eye;/ ’a,way'/,'' from/'’/i'ltc,;diir'ofeciive ^ 
siicitcr of home peolhle /can 
/ tnistake ytui for a drunk, / // / c 
Bnt if you thiiik Ericksdn, 66y 
■’ ■ ” q,|9 //’Vef dier, // is'’ ft"'/ gloomy,;'
"^./'■frus'iratcd,/. /rnan' ''ds//'be,tackles/ 
/ /problems of the disease, ydu’d bo 
wrong. Anyone who has
V/wjj 
1 ;
’ ' \ 
ijy
patkinsiuiiiinism needs to make _ ___________
"psyclt'o'ldgieal'"/ 'att'd ,.;"’:phyiiicnf 'c// 
adjusinicnts to limitaiioiis jm-' / /’/ 
posed by' /pfhe disease arid ; 
soiheltow gcneraie tlic/tcnacious : , 
detci urination; required/ to ’tnake / 
life, iVortl) living. / -,
Tiickson meets that: challenge 
/aiid/ctinies/otti on top. He*s even'///:
■;nioir,;/ rettdy,.:to/tl(t'/;b'ait!c/',after a :////
,|nc,eiing/:dte-'' ,lie,ld;i/'ar/bis :/hontc,;'''. 
receni/ly/uhen/die invited others'® / 
/■suf,ferinfV’"Trorn'/ ;Parki,nso'n,’s"''t,o,;''/;/' 
tii,ect/and,;discnss:j'‘ormat,)'on;'of a|, c 
,' s\ippru'i;;:,,grrn:q>/:.;>’^"';;,Earkiiison’s'//;;.
' f/dtieational / iTogrnnv,/(PEP).’,-’•//’/
’ihe ohieciive, ’ (o diseitss nuiinal ’’
//itr'ohlents"/’; /''tuttl / /',’exchange'”,, /'irb'/i;//;’
/.'formmion/; ///'/„/;",.:;■■//-/■:■'■:,://■. ///;/'/.'.///:;'
Ericksoii and; Arthitr/Magee; /
;another parkinspninn; /were 
"//buoyed by iltc'":'{Ucetirtg/''/--bii was"’//:
’tusI/ like a i’nmiiv’ reunion; they / '
;'"’"/‘IIs'n't',.-it/,'lovely?,,’’/ Er'ick'soit 
rays. ”1 feel like one of those
//|«
pcbplg ill the book (A Ppilmt*s
View by Sidney Dorros •— 
/let' omin odd t ion Wit ho tti 
Surrender). VVC mc\ so many fine 
p e 0 p 1 c s i n c c 1 d e v c 1 o p c d 
Parkinson's Prn almosf glad 1 *vc
Wrihdr Mafteci left And: CHjf. Erickson ■
l ie was diagnosed irt 1977 but 
says that Ibr 15 years he ‘‘knew 
something; was wrpngP| During 
those years; he suffered tyeakness 
in /his arms and legs arid 
“sptpctitpes cottldn'tWalk two 
Iblocks.”,'/
; i/te says lire effect on a pat lent 
is“dcvaslaiing” wltiin a doctor 
I'in.ally delivers the vcrdici, f')ne 
person in every Thousand i Will / 
devcIpBlEarkirison’s, and fpr the 
over/ 6Ss, one in. every Ifio, he 
/,poi,nisoui.",/;/;.':/:-’';/
And hccausc there are sb many 
people who haye the disea?:e he 
/fccb/,.d'/' grbup,/js/' necessary///to', 
/ provideisbpport for each other'.// 
Magee, also 66, has had
Parkinson’s for 35 years but it 
took several years attrl sessions 
with many doctors bijfore'he was 
.diagnosed,. ■ i:/,’;’/,/’'.
General symptoms of the 
disease include slurred Spcecli,
Iretnors 0f the hands, feel and 
lips; rigidity of the body and face 
—/ oflcn/ th
masklike appearance— difficulty 
in wnlliing and a general slowing 
down, physically.
Then there’s the ” freezeP 
syndrome, /when a parkinsonian 
simply freezes and can’t walk. 
Ericksbu describes /' it as a 
/I'bUiBd'ng nuisance.”'Spcccbcan/' 
freeze too, He was a yardmastcr 
on the railroad wi|cn He first lost / 
his ahlliiv to talk/ 'B went to 
■'/'Speak''imd it’" just wasiii,*t'there. ”,/,'':!/ 
■,/ '■:;'/E'ricksoh’s;';i;|speech/,'/,|^ffbza’,L 
, jt ga in''' ’p'h en' ■'/, ii c/;, a pptfa red / /oh A 
',:,yahcouvcr//taljy,/'.shbw,/,/ali 'set';jd'; 
tell peoide how he felt whciv lie 
'CunlimiedoriPage 112’'’'"'''':’/'"'’''
A JL A\A^ r lA^ f'
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After dazzling audiences with 
his dancing in recent Grassroot 
Theatre productions, 17-year-old 
Jack Horne of Central Saanich is 
now playing in The Wonder Of It 
All — A Four Seasons Musical 
Theatre production featuring in 
song and dance the true story of 
that rather crotchety, reclusive, 
brilliant native Victorian who 
“thought a thing and drew a line 
around it” and who painted so 
beautifully the “wonder” of 
B.C.’s rugged landscape and 
native culture.
Jack plays more than one part, 
first taking the role of a native 
Indian student and in another
scene, performs some superb 
Indian dancing. Jack, 7621 
Central Saanich Road, is in grade 
11 at Parkland school.
The show runs now through 
July 31 at the Newcombe Theatre 
in the provincial museum 
complex. Emily — at different 
times in her life — is played by 
Pia Wyat, Jill Galt and Margaret 
Martin. The show also features 
popular singer and dancer Dan 
Costain; Peter Mannering shares 
his director’s hat with Sylvia 
Hosie.
Tickets $7.50, children, 
students and seniors, $4.50. For 
more information call 385-3424.
In the early 20th century 
Sigmund Freud believed and 
wrote that man was basically a 
pleasure-seeking and pain­
avoiding creature. It has come 
about that Freud is more right 
now than he was when he first 
wrote about this phenomenon in 
Vienna.
One has but to look at our 
general philosophy of life and 
compare attitude and belief 
systems now to the prevailing one 
in the early 20th century. 
Mankind has created a stress 
situation for himself — 
monetarily, philosophically and 
inter-personally — for which he 
really has no one to blame but 
himself.
The protestant work ethic in 
many young people has been 
supplanted by the philosophy of 
“getwhat you can” for as little 
effort and committment as you
can. The belief of doing the best 
job you can, whatever the job, is 
no longer prevalent.
There is a prevailing tendency 
to do band-aid and “that will do 
for now” types of solutions. My 
comment on this is “If you don’t 
liave time to do it right the first 
time, when will you have the time 
to do the job again?”
Relationships, like anything 
else have to be worked upon all 
your life if they are to last, they 
are not a catch-as-catch-can 
proposition. But, there is a 
tendency to flitter aw'ay people as 
easily as rnaterial objects.
There is also a strong tendency 
to see only what is wrong with a 
relationship or person and not see 
beyond the problem into the 
person. Individuals take things so 
personally when things go wrong 
in a job or a relationship that 
they take personal affront to the
situations and people.
How often has one heard 
.someone say that they got fired 
or laid off from a job because the 
boss didn’t like them?
When people go their different 
ways after 10 or 15 years of 
marriage they often come up with 
many reasons why they should 
have never married the other 
person in the first place and say 
all sorts of horible things about 
each other.
Economically we have become 
so used to living on plastic money 
that if credit .stores were to 
discontinue their use many would 
have to close their doors. 
Individuals can have what they 
need out of life only if they are 
prepared to originally give up 
some of their wants.
It is an old saw but still true to­
day that happiness is not 
achieved through the ac­
cumulation of objects but rather 
through the inner peace one can 
find in himself and the things 
already around him.
This inner peace comes from 
the satisfaction of believing that 
you have done your best at 
whatever you have attempted, 
that you have been benevolent 
and understanding in personal 
disputes, and also that you 
seriously try to live within 
realistic economic boundaries.
Do you have a problem, are you 
concerned with the state of your mar­
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he in vites letters from con­
cerned readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly column. 
Write: George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P.O. Box 2070, V8L 3S5.
r Has boredom hit your house 
yet?.
We’ve got something to spice it 
up. Biking, hiking, swimming, 
camping, rollerskating and much 
more. All in one program created 
especially for you. Panorama 
Sports Gamp, Monday to Friday,; 
fivejdays of fun ' and adventure 
Tor ; only $30:-F*! further Tn-r 
formation, call SheUey at .656-j: 
7271.
For all those people that think
they’re a pro at the rubic’s cube, 
here’s a chance to prove yourself. 
Panorama is offering their first 
cube championship. Lots of fun 
and great prizes/
TheSbig day is , Wednesday, 
July 21 at; 1p.m. The last day to 
register is .luly ljj at Panorama 
leisures / Centre/, Junior; ^ 6-10 
years. -1ntermediate: 11 and up: 
Any further questions, call 
/PanorarnaTeisure Gentre^at 656- 
7271. '
Weight loss due to cutting and boning 
will increase the price per pound,
nmmnRmmRnnm^
Central Saanich subdivision 
and zoning committee voted 
Monday to “take under con­
sideration” a new proposal for 
development on the Maple.s 
Gallery corner at West Saanich 
Road and Benvenuto Ave.
: ^ T^^ ^
buildirlg, covering 11,025 square: / 
feet on the main floor, at the 
back corner of the two-acre area 
zoned tourist commercial. 
Entrances^ would be set as far 
back' from .the intersection as 
possible and there would be 
parking for 88 cars in front of the 
building.
and the road would be land- 
; scaped, with shrubs arid rnaples 
would surround the whole area.
Unlike a plan shown to council 
last month, this one has no 
; building straddling existing. 
properly lines. Instead the 
building would be entirely on 1 Vi 
acres ,df the Larndnt farm for 
which; there is already tourist 
commercial zoning, as well as 
municipal, fegiohaf and land 
'Commission approval for a 
building that was to have housed 
an antique car museuni in 1977,
There would be no building at 
all on the small lot where the 
presentT,785-square-faot Maples 
building stands.
Council had previously in­
dicated it wanted any new 
building confined to that lot. 
f FI.W/ Lament told council he 
would be pleased to accept 
restrictions under a volunteer: 
development /permit. He: said
in Victoria were interested in 
renting space.
Aid. Trevor Jones asked his 
colleagues, “Can’t we make up 
our minds,” but was the only 
opponent of the motion for 
further consideration.
The committee also voted to 
accept a recommendation of the J 
advisory planning commission 
against re-zoning of the property 
occupied by Bemistef’s Groceries 
at 7709 East Saanich Road.
The present zoning is for 
; multiple dwellings, and the 
commission said a change to 
commercial zoning to allow 
construction of a hew store and, 
living quarters would be contrary 
to the plan for V Saanichton 
development.;:
Aid. / George^^
referred to the shortfall in tax 
collections this year and asked 
finance chairman Jones if he 
wotild prepare a report on the 
aUerntitives council might 
consider if the money does not 
come in. Jones agreed to do so,
: Zoning Bylaw
"As a roisiilfDt JhtiTiibllc Hiii'ifirifi hold Jiii'M^yih,:19B2,:aiTaiT|pn(liTH)nt: 
has hceg iTiado lo, ilio prnposert Zonirifi Bylaw fl7b0, that was stihmillod 
al that tlit'fi Ihis anK'siiilmant u.'i'rinvfi.s ilifVbKiiiitBihoih lor tlio iinlls o!' 
iwo-lamlly dwotilnfis ffluplfixfisijo ((ico4tifi,aai:n(l;sli'cofar't),, thorolorfi, 
will hHow rnoiaj (lijplox coiTfiiriKJ
, Gonspiiiiofilly.; a soi.oirfl '
,il./,.jO p,ia. ii,t.!iiu luwii Hail. 10 ji''/!'Persons who 
' dohih thomsolvos tb hn aflocftid I'ly the ahovo iiwhodmoht, an opporluni" 
i tyjo bfi heard dv.lliddounoll; bj/,' T/' h'i/,:/ rV
v: Towri Jlain:2440,SI(lriay:Avoniie. ;sidiifiy. :rtur)n(i rC{)iJlar:0 
: Daltrd at Sidney ityis 29lh day of June '
;,,;:C.'V'Conllniic(l,from: Page BI t;,''.://
wtisjoidIic.I\ad:Parkihsqii’s,:i/':'.
‘T could only ‘cxeuse tne, I’m 
.. ;':.;i'sorry”’.,:.Erick$qn:':f>ays.,'lhuTic'..,:'
:was, told:later:,his;:failiifc tolspeak;:; 
,:/';:wleinonstraicd,:;':gxactly.;:,.;wlKu:.H it:T.: 
meant to be a parkitisonian.
, Magee was a minister and, with 
';r V; asympth hci if'; and/loyalparish;'',,' 
i hf was able t o coir ry bn unt il I he : 
reiiretl, despite his trembrs, 
i,:"C rigidity^;:: and slurred,.f,speech..''',^^ 
Vj'' Magee';;/ falsb ,";,"iind'erwe'nt,j'''’ 
cryosurgery —' an operation' 
where a hole the size of a dime is 
drilled in the skull and a 
cryoprohe (stirgicnl irrstrumeht) is 
mscried and used to freeze tiny 
; portions of the brain.; V 
: Bill doctors don’t perform that
;; operation any morebMagee says, 
Hit’s'ioo drastic,”,";,;:::;;;
Until recently, Parkinson's was 
one of the ;rnos! debilitating 
I ;; disorders of the neryous system 
but today there is new hope -- it 
is now possible, with advanced 
medical'■ care' arid'' self; help,' to '' 
nllevinie find adjust to symptoms 
sufficiently to live fairly com- 
'Cfortahlv.:..: '
: New drugs
from the ;brain to activate 
; ruiiscles — although some drugS ;, 
have side effeefs and often it's a 
case of trial and error to find out 
: ho\v iTiricji ' or how little Of a 
particular, :druf w 
different with each person,
; Erickson explains,
:C^ parkinsonianisml
-- as a patient, tnember of the 
family; or a doctor--takesjnuch;: 
undefstnndiitg for it remains one 
: of the inbst ;rnyslerions arrd 
; complex of human illnesses, says 
Dorros, writing ; about '‘ac­
commodation without siirren- 
',:'der,”
He belicve/v in the value of 
pcojrle sharing thar experiences 
Erickson agrees! ’Whatever the 
trials and : tribulations of 
Parkinson's, patients hgve found 
it’s the spirit that count.sand lover 
and support nlrno.si more Im- 
: portant than medication.
T T he ncwjy- formed ; group in 
Brent wood'will meet tnonthly; 
T'aTkinr.oniann and tiieir families 
arc invited to join, For more 
infot mulion call Cliff Erickson at
n S; l ngiuV AT VS:;'P Atim IC M,(
jtiwh Aflmiiiislralor'
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By HELEN LANG
Before I disappear in a puff of 
blue smoke let me do a bit of 
mincing and delicate shuffling 
about. Most of the information 
in this article has been gleaned 
from Time-Life Encyclopedia of 
Gardening, the Wise Garden 
Encyclopedia, and similar 
reliable sources.
I have done some substituting 
because both these reference 
books are American, and I find 
they use fertilizers that aren’t 
readily available in Canada, in 
small quantities anyway.
A lot of the “good” is taken 
out of the soil, every year, by 
your plants, and if you haven’t 
got compost, and no easy access 
to loads of manure or sea-weed, 
then you may have to use more 
fertilizers.
1 don’t mean larger quantities,
I mean “more often”, than the 
following suggested timetable.
Don’t ever double the quantity 
. . . far better to under-fertilizer 
than “over”.
Asparagus; Use 5-10-10 or 4- 
10-10 or 6-8-6. Before growth 
starts in the spring spread a band 
1 foot wide, each side of row. 
One-half pound for a 10 foot 
row.
Beans (all). Same as asparagus. 
Once only. When 6 inch tall, 
spread a 6 inch band each side of 
row. One-half pound for 10 feet.
Beets. Same as Beans. Once 
only. When 3 - 4 inches tall, 
spread a 6 inch band each side of 
row. One-half pound for 10 feet.
Broccoli, 5-10-10 or 4-10-10.
Three times. When 6-8 inches 
tall, when 12 inches and when 
buds form. Spread an 18 inch 
band, each side of row, using just 
over 'A cup to 10 foot row.
Brussels, 5-10-10 or 4-10-10. 
Three times. When 6-8 inches 
tall,when 12 inches and when 
sprouts start to form. Use as for 
Broccoli.
Cabbage, 20-20-20 (half 
strength package directions) or 6- 
8-6. Fertilize with the liquid 20- 
20-20 once a month, or 6-8-6 
monthly, in a band 12 inches 
wide, either side of row. One cup 
for 10 feet.
Carrots, 5-10-10 or 4-10-10. 
Twice. When 3-4 inches tall, and 
when 6-8 inches. Just over a half 
cup for a 10’ row.
Cauliflower, 5-10-10 or 20-20- 
20 (half strength). Every three to 
four weeks. Apply 5-10-10 at 1 
cup for 10 foot or 20-20-20 'A 
strength.
Celery. 20-20-20. Every 2-3 
weeks. Half package strengtli. 
Always keep moist.
Chard, 6-8-6. Every 4-6 weeks. 
Scatter 1 /3 cup over 10 feet.
Chinese cabbage, 20-20-20 
(half strength, or 6-8-6. Elvery 3-4 
weeks. Just over cup for 10 
feet row of 6-8-6, or 20-20-20 half 
strength.
Corn, same as cabbage. Twice. 
When 2-4 inches tall, and when 8- 
10 inches. One cup of 6-8-6 for a 
10 row, or half-strength 20-20-20.
Cucumbers 6-8-6. Every 2-3 
weeks. 1/3 cup around each 
plant.
Eggplant, 6-8-6. Every 3-4 
weeks, 18 inches band around 
each plant.
Kohlrabi, 6-8-6 or 20-20-20, 
use just over 'A cup, scattered 
around plants, or use 20-20-20 at 
half strength.
Leeks 6-8-6. Every 3-4 weeks in 
a 6-8 inch band, just over Vi cup
per 10 foot row.
l.elluce, 6-8-6 01 20-20-20 (half 
strength). Every 3 weeks. 6-8 
iitclies band of 6-8-6, Vi cup fora 
10 row, or 20-20-20, half 
strength.
Melons, 6-8-6. Every two 
weeks. 1/3 cup per hill.
Onions, 6-8-6 or 4-10-10. 
Twice. When 6-8 inches tall, and 
when 12 inches, 1/3 cup to a 10 
fool row.
Parsnips, 6-8-6. Every 4 weeks. 
6-8 inches band each side, Vi cup 
-10 foot.
Teas, 4-10-10 or 5-10-10. Every 
3-4 weeks, 1/4 cup for a 10 foot
!OW,
Peppers, 6-8-6. Twice. When 8 
inches tall, and when 12 inches. 
8-12 inch band cither side, using 
just over Vi cup per 10 foot.
I’otiiioes, don't fertilize. 
Prepare ground before planting, 
using 6-8-6.
Ptimpkins, Fertilize with 
nianurc before planting. Keep 
moist at all times.
Radishes, 6-8-6. Before 
Itlanting dig in 2 cups 6-8-6 for 10 
foot row. (No one can cat that 
many radishes!)
Rhubarb, cow or horse manure. 
Apply a 3 inch top dressing in the 
fall.
Spinach, 6-8-6 or 20-20-20 
(half sticngth). Apply once. 
When 3 inch tall, using 1/3 cup 
of 6-8-6 for a 10 foot row, or 20- 
20-20, half strength.
Squash, manure the bed. When 
plants .start lo spread, apply 6-8-6 
around ba.se of plant, 1/3 cup per 
hill.
Tomato, 6-8-6 or “manure 
lea”. Every month use 1/3 cup6- 
8-6 per plant, scattering over an 
area 3 feet in diameter. For 
tomatoes in pots use 2 
tablespoons 6-8-6 every 10 days - 
2 weeks or “manure tea”, 
weekly.
Turnips and rutabaga, 4-10-10 
or 5-10-10. Once. When about 4 
inches tall, using 1/3 cup 10 foot. 
Treat turnips with diazinon every 
two weeks until 10 days before 
harvest.
Use a calendar to keep track of 
what you fertilize and when . . . 
it helps! Ne.\t week the flower 
garden gets its chance. Mean­
while don’t panic, most plants 
grow in spite of us, and some sun 
certainly helps!
“Ask us about our 
12000 km guarantee 
on parts and labour”










Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
/Sweet Adelines (formerly Ladies 
Barbershop chorus) held their 
/first singing social for families /: 
and friends June 21. The chorus / 
was started two years ago by Pat 
Marsh, who also doubled as 
musical director until a year ago 
when Shirley Page — a former 
//director of the City of Gardens 
Chapter of Sweet Adelines and 
an international judge at Sweet 
Adelines barbershop com­
petitions -—canie to lead tKeT 
Chorus.
At the/social field in the Royal / 
Canadian Legion Hall on Mills / 
Road, ihtroductionsTwere per­
formed by president Jean 
Newman and emcee Pat Marsh 
and the singing got underway. 
Page gave the audience a 
demonstration/on how the four / 
parts of the harmony come 
together, using the tag (special 
ehding) df Dominion Line; /
Special guest Ken Garland, 
who Wrote Follo w the Birds, \\aA 
his song arranged iii fpur-part 
harmony by Page and sung by the 
chorus — and it was the first time
his song. He gave the chorus 
/sheet music and recordings of the 
polo version.
The program of seven songs 
concluded with / 77iw w / 
Country, in honor of ; Canada ; 
Day. A surprise for Page came at 
the/ end of the prpgthtn w 
Tessa PaveliC ’ presented Page 
with a bduquei /of roses from the 
Pavclic’s gatden and a/ gift 
certificate front (he; chorus; The 
prcsaitaiipit was followed by a 
song enlled’Shirley,r- a (ributc to 
lh(? talented musical director/
/ The/ words ’ and//«^ f^ 
musical arrangement- by Jpette 
buni>hy was /based tht the song 
■'W/fl/ne;-////v'//'T///:/:/;//o/’/’-////;///'///'/
Gp-gettefs
CrviKiniied from Page Bl
/:/
; Other recipients of IJons ■ 
g e n e r os i t y i ti c Ui d e S ntt n I c h 
Peninsula Hospital, which / 
received a television flnd 
swirlpool, ami Camp Shawttigan 
foi Crippled Children. / , / /
■■Tf;
■■vv"
Apprecimion awards for 
special act 1 v iiic;> v\ ci e pi i;,scnied 
to Bill Russell, Jim Attwodd, 
Martin Sharp, Warren Gordon, 
/KeiT’T*oH'oll:/ /nnd "/J'fu " Smith;;/'/ 
Retiring Sccretnty Graham RIcc 
■received / a/,s'pecial .award/.atidjn;./. 
dmilwr one was/ given to; Dave 
Bolster,wlip ha.s served tire club 
'//a's'treastirer' for'Cight"'years/.«~'ahd ’ 
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184
TOYOTA in SI DHE!
FOR AN “AT YOUR HOME’' 
PRESENTATION OF THE
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know' anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
DRop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wedne.sday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room, 
Panorama Leisure Centre, f'or 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
For the convenience of donors
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations; 4808 Keating X Road 
at 4343 Tyndall Road.
The Ladies’ Barbershop 
Chorus mets every Monday for 
fun and friendship at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Masonic Hall, corner of 
Mount Baker and4th Streets. It’s 
not necessary to read music. 
Come in and listen, no 
obligation. For more information 
call 656-6392.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Cal! 727-2293 for pickup.
An e.xhibilion and sale of oil 
and water color paintings by 
Windsor Park Art Club is 
featured July 12 - 17 at Hillside 
Mall.
Antique collectables show and 
sale 10 a.m. - 6 p,m. July 24, 10 
a.m. - 4 p.m. July 25 at Juan de 
Fuca Recreation Centre, 1767 
Old Island Highway. Some 80 
tables of antiques, memorabilia.
nostalgia. Snack and refreshment 
bar. Coldstream bus number 50 
stop at the door. For more in­
formation call 385-9114.
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
—• canned beans, fruit, 
vegetabels, tuna, honey, 
macaroni and chee.se, soups, 
rolled oats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
3213.
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Sidney Teen Activity Group
[STAG] located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth 
aged 13 - 18 years. Clubhouse 
operation hours are 6 - 10 p.m. 
week nights, 6 p.m. to midnight 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a 
concession at the Sw'ap and Shop 
in the Travelodge parking lot on 
Beacon.
The summer program is 
currently underway and includes 
such activities as fishing, cam­
ping, swimming, hiking, beach 
parties and more, throughout the 
next few months.
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome. For more information 
call the PCA office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program 
at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney.
White Tag Items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during August. Stores are located 
at 9775 - 2nd Street, Sidney, and 
7115 West Saanich Road, 
Brentwood Bay.
’#1 Quality car & truck in Canada 
"#1; Gas Savers 
“lowest repair average’’ car 
'“Oh what a feeling” car
programs
Saanich school board has 
approved a request to the 
education ministry for 
SI,674,900 for special education 
programs for 1983.
This is $230,000 more than the 
1982 total, a 16 per cent increase.
CALL TODAY
:65S-5245
Budgets for special education 
are approved almost a year 
earlier than the overall budget. 
The amounts approved for 1982 
were exempted from reductions 
ordered by the provincial
ministry in school district 
spending.
Once approved, money fo. 
special education is raised from 
provincial and municipal 
taxation in the same proportions 
as the rest of the school board 
budget.
The 1983 request covers three 
additional teachers, two for new 
programs in job training for the 
handicapped and speech- 
language pathology and one to
bring the number in the learning 
assistance program up to the 
district staffing formula.
More than a third of the 
budget is for learning assistance, 
$410,000 for kindergarten to 
grade seven and $207,000 for 
grades eight to 12.
Two other major items are 
training for the mildly retarded 
and Indian education, each at 
$250,000. Rehabilitation classes 
at Elk Lake and Stelly’s are 
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Many say today that the Scriptures irrelevant, 
^ espeGiaiiy the Old Testament. But h 
ANGLICAN j| hear some ot the challenging wordsmf an Elijah and 
BRIMTWOOO not see how they relate to his or her situation?: Hear
: ii righteous:men is better; 11 ' hiS .WOrdS TO;: thOSe; W
:iiithan wealth and a rich ^ mandments ot the Lord and followed the Baals ■
i “Jesus Christ is urd” !|“H0W LONG WILL YOU GO limping ; (literally,: 
Il ii;ooa.m Said 11 ‘*^opping from one foot to the other’) WITHiTVYO:
il Communion,iii DIFFERENT OPINIONS? IF THE LORD IS GOD,
_S 11 FOLLOW HIM, ... BUT IF BAAL, THEN FOLLOW
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SlOiEY CotfeeFellowshipll HIM.’’ Has
f,uim(.»i.A.e„wa™weico,™av,a,ts 1 siOH wheii tom' betjAJeeti two different allegiances?
you. , |g Hasn't everyone come under the influence of our 
:0l!f!IE li 11 modern ‘Baal’s, and struggled to decide who or
ii what they,will follow and serve?
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Hear the echoes of Elijah’s words. Joshua: 
‘ ‘Choose this day whorn you' Will »serve;” JesCis:
: 7008 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
II “No man can serve two masters!;Yod cannot serve 
II God and Mammon.’’; Hear the echo in the kind of
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UNITED CHURCH
in His peace,
the Rev. David Fuller; 
St. Andrew’s Anglican Church,
; Congratulations to the Sidney ; 
Teen Activity (STAG) youngsters 
for their fine showing in Sidney 
Days Parade. Their ingenuity 
;: knows no bounds when ittcomes 7 
to improvising costumes and 
making the best of any situation.
;; 1^ a recent group trip to Long 
Beach (funded through their own 
efforts by car washes and bottle 
drives) the rain almost washed 
them out of their tents. For­
tunately all could swim ! But it 
did put a damperion what shbuld 
have been a great week-end with 
fTtheirJeaders.":!:,:;
An urgent plea from Sybil 
Gaunt, homemaker co-ordinatbr 
at the PGA office at 9788 -;2hd 
Street for homemakers with work 
to start immediately. This is a 
V very satisfying job opportunity -: 
helping those who are rib longer 
able to cope totally by; them­
selves.; Mrs. Gaunt ;is especially 
interested in hearing from 
someone who speaks Hungarian. 
This would be a great asset to a 
7 position whiciv is now open.
Unbelievable act ivity has been 
going on at 9781 - 2tjd Street, 
where the newest venture of the 
PCA is about to get underway 
with opening day at the Peninsiila 
Old and New shop sehediiled for 
July 19 at 10 a!iTi. A group: of 
energetic retirees; who tljoughi 
they had reached the age of 
;7:deisiife.!has:,jTerfpnncd!:fiiti:aclcK,:! 
-with !;'a:;fo|Iow-tt p':7:ci:e:w';;;:o f; 
volunteers preparing the 
numerous artjcics;to be offerctl, 
T'for sale,:'!7; 7!; v!:!
Nice to Ihink that items 
donated by the coinmiinily will 
y!'■ be "tesoia.7o!Hiel[r;:b(jicrsdn :jiie:; 
7,. area;:,: ~7:!Rnd!:ai;;,lhe';'sainc;d ime.;
, a! reasoniiFlc price. Call 656-0134 
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Freshly painted Older home in conve­
nient Sidney location on 50' x 100' 
lot; Vendor willing to carry substantial 
amount, below, current rates. 
$55,000. /
MARINA PARK
One bedroom leasehold unit in Marina 
Park Apts. Vendor willing to carry 
$53,000. at 12% for five years. 
Overlooking Tsehum Harbour. 
$85,000.
SAANICHTON
One of Sidneys well known & most 
conscientious, builders will build to 
suit or sell the lot only. Come in and 
see the split level home plans we have 
designed for , this lot at; under 
$90,000: $42,000i for the lot only.
ca re ga rde n i n g; a h d se c I u sio n 
are among your .priorities Then this 
well established; Ardmore property is 
for you., (Cannot be seen: from the 
road). Let us show you this delightful 
property with; a; 2"bedroom no step; 
home and .you too will enjoy the tran-; 
quil surroundings. $145,000:;: ;
COLONIAL
.\A/elI;planned 4 ibedrobmriplusr deh): 
family home set on l acre in the Land-, 
'send area oTSidney (with rights to exT: 
tra common property). Main floor 
consists of L-shaped living room & 
dining:room with plant ,v/indow;.large: 
cabinet: kitchen -with Tamily room at-: 
tachedv utility: room; '2: piece bath:, 
sewihgthreatahdistoragelarehifSunhyt 
patio hffthetfamilyTpqrnhGreehhousei 
and, storage’shed,are behind^ajdoublei 
attached garage. $189,000.
B0WSER>,Ch;"'
1,000:sq. ,ft; commercial building in, 
Bo,vi/ser area; with,3 beffroom rhobile 
home on,.6 acre. Easy, highway, ac­







'.Altrnclive 1/2.acre loi. Southern ex­
posure in,qui,el area nhe;biock from 
the, treach.,, iiy.,, your oftois op 
■$79,900,;'
;another::reouction^;^^^^^^^^^ r
Supei.b ianchrslylo bungalow on 1/2 
acie'tieed lot isvhhw ieduced' front 
$225,0q0;;d()wrr;,:io : $170,000.: 
' Beautifully built \yHh;sunken; fahtily 
loom ills a 'niustio viow.' f
7 SIONEYiCOURT 7 7
::,;;'„7-,..;7$65;000,;:7,-:7;;7,v7::;;y.;;
Ooauiiful ;3: ;b()droom;;:,2 ::bnth 
;,ldwhiiouso.":' Grphi tiovy.imaintRnnnca 
garden,: Close rth; beaches, ,shops; 
dius; hid; Vendor is'soi,ious,aboiil selh
ing.yCqlf now,,,..,, 7..7'„ 7i. '.7,7,'
TAKE-OUT BUSINESS w
Wolf ustabijshed chicken and ham- 
hurger Imsinass in Sidney, Volume 
lucifiasing each year. For more infer-! 
matinn and au nppqintmnnt to, vievy 







3 hnrlrnnm: 1'/t h-ithy,




TRAILER PARK *10 acres lon«K,l hnd 
oxticuhvo homo. 1000 leet, on highway 









\Will purciiase this beautiful 2 bdr. 
condo located only 3 blocks horn 
Beacon Ave. Dishwasher, stove and 
fridge included. Elevator, Swirl pool - 
sauna - workshop and games room 
plus a garden spot.
OR
One bedroom deluxe suite, $52.500, 
Marina on your doorstep, Elevatrjr - 




SECLUSIONOver 5 acres on Peregrine 
Road, a quiet cui-de-sac off;. Eagle 
Way just south , ol Laridsend , Rd,, 
Cleared portion gets lots of sun and 
provides good footing lor horses. 
Good existing well.; Ideal propety for 
an executive tainily; or retirement 
home; where: quiet; & seciiision is 
■desired. ■ ■, . : ,, /
GILES PERODEAU 
7 77-/ 7.'656-4525 '.7''.
Waterfront; home. Acreage.; This will, 
really' delight you, retired executives.;; 
.Fabulous south view:;;18007sq. ft: of;! 
elegantifivihg, space/'Wllroomsnead'; 
onto,-; full y! length h paljov 7;2;;';|un 
‘bathrdonis;,;; 2 fireplacesT One7iqvel77 
low maintenance All drapes 
ibeautifully,matched! tq;carpefs:Jnd,fud-7-, 
!ed. Also 6 appliances Price 
$325,000, Further .information .from; 
Mrs.’Callaghan.'539-5796 Galiano;








Member - Victoria M.L.S, 
656-1154
BLUE WATERS -
Desira ble! 2. bed room co ndomi n I li m 
lhat:;is;spacious;; good,water views; 
coveied parking, giassed-m lanai: 
reasonable !monthlyassossn;ion!:lhat 
Includes hot water healing !svste(h; 
and conven 10(11,,exti;a,,„sto(age,, W,e11 







Real Estate Mobile Help 1





ONE BR. wall to wall carpet, drapes, hot 





A fine subdivision of just 7 lots with 
undeiground services, curbs & paved 
road. Sunny, level & easy to build on. 
Good access to highway or West 
Saanich Rd. Asking $39,500, Please 
call
MARTEN HOLST
652-5685 Res: 656-5584 Off.
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
MODERN 3 BEDROOM home with
linished basement in Swartz Bay area, 
$700 per month. Sparling Real Estate 
Ltd.Phone656-551 1. 146-28
SPACIOU'S TWO BEDROOMs7s”du^CT^
walking distance to shopping centre. 
Available 1 Aug. Spacious yard with fruit 
trees, large workshop. No pets. $5 75 per 
month. 656-7117. , 126-28
SIDNEY WATERBEDS, 2473 Beacon 
Ave., We have all sizes of waterbeds for 
apartments, houses, mobile homes, 
town houses, hotels and motels. 096-28
NEW WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM or
business opportunity available. 100% 
guaranteed. For more information, 
phone383-9215. 030-30
$650.00 [PLUS UTiLITIESj or rent to buy 
(separate contract). Immaculate 3 bdrm. 
almost new. Backs on Butchard Gar­
dens. Family and rec room. 1 full, two ‘a- 
baths, 2 fireplaces, unfurnished, rugs 
throughout. 656-9116. 120-28
SUBLET 2 bedroom townhouse Sidney, 
Fully furnished. Available Oct. 1 to 
December 15. Mature adults. No pets. 
REnts, negotiable. References. 656- 
4779. 109-28
24’ MODERN SELF CONTAINED trailer. 
Near beach. $275. Suit employed adult. 
Prefer female. Available Aug. 1st, phone 
656-4337. 95-28
SIDNEY
4: be - .2, balhs: stove. Iridge,, 
dishwasher, 2 fireplaces, one with in- 
serl, sundeck, car port, lully; fenced 
back yard with dog kennei. Close; to 
all schools: Asking^$99;500.00 ,




9659 SECOND ST. By Owner. Lovely 3 
bedroom: bungalow, fireplace, ,inla\V 
suite. Superb park-like jot, approx. 200 
ft., near town, seashore. Open House. 
Priced lot; immediate sale, 656-5367. 
''■oo1:-3 0^':;'7 '; ;'7;/::'7 :'7.;;'!:7'y,
YOUNG COUPLE with one small child 
wish to rent with option to buy. Saanich 
Peninsula preferred. 652-0220 036-29
RESPONSIBLE YOUNG COUPLE looking 
for caretaking/tenant position, 2-3 
bdrm. home on acreage preferred. 
Maintenance, security and light animal 
husbandry preferrable, or rent up to 
$500 per month. Phone 721-8055;days 
(ask; for Laura) or 381-0731 nights or 
weekends. ; ■ 7 7 ; 118-28
;Real!Estate
;;v7For-^e!it!7:-!
T BEDROOM FURNISHED APART­
MENT. Approx. Jan. 1: to March 31 st,: 
1983. Contact J,D.,Gallagher^;;Box 235, 
Winnipeg Beach, Man. ROC 3Gp. Phorte 
389-3184. 092-29
Church Services 
Real Estate for Sale 
Real Estate for Rent 



























T.V. and Stereo 
TWatcb Repairs ( ;
Equipment For Sale 
Audobody Repairs 
Recreation Vehicles 












Furniture for Rent 
Beauty Salons 
Pets and Livestock 









Cards of Thanks 
Obituaries (
In Memoriam, ( 
Legal 'Notices
Retail qr office'space available now in/
nevj building, foot oi Beacon in 
Sianey. Excellent walking tiatfic,
(1 a r k i ri ri 1 a f 111 tfi 5^; :a n f 1 A wA (:• P hnri Spar ing f cilities ti sea vie s Good 
variety ot sizes to choose from. For 
rental information
P.R. BROWN & SON. LTD.
762 Fort SI. PH0NE,385-3435
ir ■JO) ■ T!.^;
A!«HERST GARDENS
Corner of Amherst & Third SI. 7
1 & 2(bedroonr apartments.vyith 5 ap­
pliances,, some!.: with; ::,sea: view; 
Avail!able;:Aug!,,l7 ;'!;(;' ■ 77'
Open House: Sat. & Sun.. 
JulyT7lh & I8th; Noon-5 p.m,
'■'■'■■'''" 7,7■■7'.'CaT:7,:7!',77-;;■,(
Grant Guillbt ot Andrew Colwell 
; ; Realspan Properties Ltd. (
( 388-6454 or 656>6755
Write out your ad, mail dr bring tQ The Review with payment/^
BRENTWOOD BAY. furnished units,
\ Kit.chenuttes, . dishes,: cable TV. Free 
ptirking; maid service. Available W'eekly,
; Sandowi^tel_^^2H551( !^ : (4124Uf'
; (■’ hifW Sl'bE BY SIDE'dupiox'loFTcm’MT ', 
( bedrooms,(2baths, family rec.: room, 
-w-w; rent iirjgotlctblo. Phone Sonia, 384-. 
,412b ,during business hours, 5 711-30
BEACON AVENUE, 630 sq, It. office 
(space (on: 2nd IIocm :: Reasonable (rent.: 
65C-2040 :, , , 05,7:34
3y?(;yeai'':oid (iiouiC),',;!coriibr! lot : ('4
bdfm,,(i W balh/ full baaenieru fisher!




:R,y!Close to ail;amoniile$; S 96.(300
'Will carry coi'itract ril;T2%;( :'
((";7(';(7 .."(■;;6S6-4555''7.,,.
2/3 .BEDROOM HOUSE, near; beach: 
i.arge ;(>nctosed;i:nUr|,yarcl^,'(ireplace' with: 
(:' Insertf>arden( '■'V/orkshbi). ;$ 6 7 S'/ per'
(,’''';'month,;,e,56Tl!U0',';T7’!';((('':'";7''(7 050:28 ;
( duplex, iir f'squi(riatt,(nlldvyaV:betwoot7( 
( i:squimhll7Sllpi4g,ng;CeUtrb aiKlTillicunr' 
':! ’ Mall,;::FridRe,: ,1 love,( neat;7 bus!: slot).:,
, ! ( Suited to!cguPlb witti,baby or! 5orilo,rs; No;; 
■,"'': ;,,pets pleaso';fl 78'->L94'0'29,;'
(ground. ' Ilocir ■ ;(i ,000 ' 5q'.:(':ft!),-('Two"
atlditional insertions requested wilfv (ihe initial ord
no copy change, may run for only $|;00 each additional inserdon£
; iDH nM timiom wm .w IM mw ini.tiM:.iiiii.M« hw 'iim'imii Hm mh im im m mw.iih nm (m im m wia nm mi urn'nm mn' 1
YOUR BEST BU¥ IN (CtASSIFIEDS , , »
,;(;, bodiooiris. :, viiqod;,furn,ace:;,as 'well;';aR 
■ '■electtic'/hoht; (Lovuly! (viey/'f! (Available;
- early.August; 142!)/rnO;,plMs;utility.(Gall- 
:■■ ■ !':■ after6,:30(642*3'780/;('■TzV 
■g'aragE FOITrI^ '




Phone IT 2’459-7756; na 28
^ ' ‘A..
.;'!, ■(:',' 7 .■:"('■('! 7!,'(:(’!!! (■\;i0045:,C0T,T0NFASTCR '" (,';'!,'V',(':;;7’,>
Tills bfi'i'iulilul :4T)edfnafh Itomn IS sitiirilerl on a;rnrner' inf and k p'l’iinri' in f,n‘ 
saoniioed at $84,900.00.;Tht! owucr is tiaiisfuirfid! This lino'fdsldfiniie ithsTiv !; ( 
r ing, dihiiig, fcaliinf)l*klt(;h(5u. 4 ppo; jiath up, family toum, 4 ptu! (iMth,! kncheir; 
;Ji:2 Bli fiowh;This is the iiU)Sluf!as.otiat'lv ptirrirt fthmh' in ''.i('tnny
'OPEN HnUSF'(l;3flT'4''SATllHnAY'’'"'■"’■- ‘







B insfifllons nl 
I snmo fid til onlv 





for cornmcrnial or parsonal us«rs(— (additional words 10c oach)
§’ ■ ■T'HibTt.'i iii.q-sgi'lui-Hi. .
-111 .ii
_3EA(R:INE; NOON MONDAY; 
Name.„,’.■, 





- ■■■'■ " '41 (in :,Tt '
















I Mail or Briivfl to: SIDNEY REVIEW CLASSIFlEb9, 983VThlrd 81,, Rd. Box 2070, Stdri«y, B,cL




Wednesday, July 14, 1982
PENINSULA DIREaORY










2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-5551
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORJES
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you better
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Frl. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
lo duaile FaiDting
10134 MacDonald Park Rd., 
656-7135 Sidney
•k Autobody Repairs





on the muff ler. 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!







MINISTRY OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
NEEDS
SPECIAL CARE HOMES
WHO ARE SPECIAL CARE PARENTS?
Special care parents are people 
(couples or single adults) who have 
the skills and interest in working in 




Special care Parents negotiate a fee 
for services which ranges from 
$300.00 to $900.00 per month. In 
addition, the child’s maintenance 
costs are also negotiated. Costs for 




Call the “intake worker" at 
598-5121 between 8:30 - 4:30 Mon­
day to Friday.
'^'UeiteiA /iccta “Sadep 
St
2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
l.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­























:Windows - Floors:-Carpets. 




Window Cleaning Service 383“T@42
Wails washed — 
Gutters cleaned
•Experienced, Insured, bonded
K a a ltd. •Weekly, Biweekly
■ 65S-3317
®0njcii)iui Idi ot - Contrdcts,
•Also: Window & Gutter Cleaning
BART BUiTERDYK
Long-Time Sidney'Builder
/;Npw//specializing in; Finishing Carpeii-'/ / 
try, Cabinets and Built-Ins, Rumpus
Rooms, Repairs, Additions, Custom-
, /Renovate & /made Window Shutters.
Call 656-4915 — NO JOB TO SMALL — ^
TIME TO SPARE? Supplement your 
income. We have full/part-time 
openings. Call 112-294-1512 or write 
House of Fuller, 3677 Hoskins road, 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7 K 2N9. na-36 
FARM, GREENHOUSE, berry pickers 
and landscaping workers, register now 
for possible summer employment. Apply 
at new location, Canada Farm Labour 
Pool, 755 Hillside Ave., Victoria, 382- 
4274. c-29
DESIGN YOURSELF a new way of life. 
Full time/part time. Realize your am­
bitions through ‘Shaklee' opportunity. 
Bonus program, bonus car, travel. For 
information, reply to Box ‘M’, c/o Sidney 
Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 
3S5: ;
ELECTRONICS SERVICEMAN to repair 
all makes of T.V., stereo, C.B. radios, 
tape recorders. Experience with Radio 
Shack an asset. Salary ne^tiable,
( company vehicle, dental plan. Send 
resume to: Tak’s, Box 270, Golden, B.C.
: VOA l HO or phone 112-344-2728 na28 
: COOK. Country Kitchen Restaurant. Call 
Al Newman for interview. 652-1192 dr 
;:;:479-5062.’ V (:,T29-29.■;
j PART TIME HELP wanted: Depen- 
(i / dable: mature : person/ to( assist in local: 
video shop. Approx. 20 hrs. per week. 
Wages commensurated with experience. 
Please reply to Box ‘‘P”, c/o Sidney 




Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652- 
4035. 37-tf
HOME AND YARD maintenance.
Painting, fence repairs and building, 
cleanup, light hauling, cement work, 
rototilling. 652-9935. p-30
CARPENTER — HOME MAINTENANCE.
Sundecks, small renovations. Contract 
or hourly, $8.50. Free estimates. 652- 
0690. Gerry. P-29
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple
interested in doing gardening, painting, 
window cleaning and odd jobs. 656-9462
054-30
YOUNG COUPLE will undertake odd
jobs, clean houses or basements; haul 
small loads, mow or garden, babysit, 
walk dog, teach driving, do Geriatric 
Care. (Qualified Orderly). 656-4954. 28 
GET A CLEAR VIEW - leriTs clean your
windows. 2 men and '/a ton truck for yard 
clean-ups and other odd jobs. Phone 
Matter Billie656-7775. 150-28
JOURNEYMAN ELECTRICIAN available
for small commercial or domestic work. 
Reasonable rates. 656-0651. 143-28
MAN AND 1 TON truck for hire. Any type
of work. 656-2210. . 132-29
ALL KINDS of furniture repair. 652-
2824. 128-28
ALL TYPES of carpentry, gardening,
landscapingand painting. 652-2824. 
127-28
CALL MICHAEL TUBS at 656-3460 for 
your carpentry repairs, renovations, 
basement finishing, hourly rate or 
contract. No job too smalL $123-33
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Excavating & Tractor Work
B. ANDERSON EXCAVATING
SS'n"s -Sewer & Storm D-ains 656-2939
BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE



















10134 MCDONALD PK. RD.
oTOPSOIL













SHAW COMPUTER SERVICES. Com­
puterized bookkeeping; Accounts 
Payable/Receivable, General Ledger, 
Payroll, Mailing, Lists etc. Greater 




PHIL LAMBRICK EXCAVATING LTD.
7278 Chatwell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1 MO
CAT SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT BACKHOE
including:
•Sewers •Watermains
•Sewer Hookups “Hydro & Telephone Ductwork 
•Drains ft®s'dence: 652-3258
C©rtra©t®rs
Septic Tank Installation 
Back Filling 
Trenching




WANTED BIDS on complete renovations 
to inside of a building for dining lounge. 
Decor and construction for addition to 
Family Restaurant: Apply to George at 
Family Restaurant or phone 656-1224. 
/'T'2 4'-2 8-::.:';./ ’
/Gardenifig/
/::/,;■/ Excavating'ltd."
Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe: Work
SEPTIC
FSEUS
556 Downey Road 




Quality Work — Free Estimates
/Renovatidns,//additions:/ finishing
carpentry & Custom furnhure.r /// /
/ ; References/available.
■:x'/"'''t:.^:656-7370F:."V:;:-




/ PleasecairCindyat652-2488. / 091-29 
THE QUARTERDECK requires a relief 
cook experienced for 4 evenings a week.
/ ■ Call Chris 656;-652l/for an interview: 
;///0'83’;-:2'8/:://:":“':;//"//'t";/: r,,:
RANCH FOREMAN REQUIRED to work ; 
and /ofjerate; cattle / ranch in/ South 
Cariboo. Must have experience with 
cattle and farming. Send cornplete; 
resume to - Box 194, c/o BGYCNA, 1004 
- 207 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, 
B.C.V6B1H7:^ na-28
GARDENING, LANDSCAPING, barch 
mulch,;top soil and manure delivered 
and spread. Power saw work, new lawns, : 
fences and compost boxes built, also 
rubbish removal. Discounts for: O.A.P. 
656-2210 065-28
NQ./l BLACK GARDEN TOP SOIL. $2 25 /
abag. 1890 McTavish Road P-37
//^Mwsica!
iBistryctiors
VIOLIN LESSONS. Classical, Bluegrass, 

























Ploughing. Levelling, Fence 










FINISHING • SIDING • ALTERATIONS 
ADDITIONS “ CABINETS • CUSTOM HOMES
:/■;:/Telephone :S5S-4i06:::^/^
ILWOOD E: THOMPSON CONTRACTOR
//Condrdto DrIvfiivays/::/ ////::; /: ConcreteWatcrproollhg: /
Fish Ponds Quarry fiios llomn PGnovalionS:/








custom building/: //, 
rDnovntions/Fraining 
Painting in/auiside/ : 
interior docoraliohs/”:
/ masonry/rockerys /:
LARGE ORIGINAL water color by Arthur 
Pitts/ $2,500.00 firm. Phone 652-9744 
after 6 p, m. except weekends. 087-28
:‘^THEBUS¥B®IIIES”






PROFESSIONAL ARTIST to paint signs, 
posters at low cost. Western water 
colours and Chinese drawings for sale. 
PatrickChu,656-1730 /;/ 066-31
\irfi)





Rods Drapes Ti Shades









Good workmanship at ronsonablo 
prices, Alsooxcollont crows 




< :i:xpefl /Roaplr^ & Restoratloii,/ 
to all makos.
: Specializing in European part's 
& soryipo;/
r : Lat)0ur'ltatf);:$?ft.00/hr,' //
10134/MpDonald Park Rtf. /
; IlirkH OUltDINn'*';
/,::^''//^':,::,^/,::656.9424:/■:/,/'/■■/,//;
SALES, SERVICE 8i INSTALLATION
■' 'asiiBHi.- . '/
COMMAS AUTOMOTIVE
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP
10134 MCDONALD 656-7144
MMmliiil liiii MWHIIm
SHERWOOD'S i;; 6ov«rnmenL. : cei 111,16(1 „t,(!chmcian , TTrtr' •
/ . 'TV-RADIO .../witlv..3!j, Years experience/in ticc:,
" GLINIC " /.'I'Pnic Mamlonani'r* and Repairs/- *
RENOVATING?







■v„o*EiJP.f:THi<3iiiN, , healinrj repairs.'■, ^
: ferwienee;;..//;,;/■ appliance./,' ■ /'^
/" ■ / t/pnnectioni^^
•‘No Job Too 8mair
656*5604
Thorne Lennon Elecfric fl?/^ Ltd,
flfln THIRD ST , SlPNEV, B.C VRL 8Afi
Industrial 7 RQsIdontlai / Commercial 
Phone 666*2945 r
E & R HANDYMEN, We do almost 
Ywerything from repair work to painting 
togardi!ihlng/ Callattor4 p,m, 666-2868; /
SKiiiiorAWtrwiTmTNfrwM^^^^ ^ 
, LandscapinRi hauling and all tyrtos of / 
carpentry, 652-2824. ^
//SHAlN*1iAVlf,,:t/ii^^
Ttlu, lwuliitH, 3/4 Sun pickup, YaiJ anij 
basement cioanup, 652-4304; 016^29
.: addiTrom::/:
.lUoratiani., sundecHs, drywalling,, in-,
,' tfirtorexterior 'decorating,' Profwstoml ', 
work, satisfaction guarantfeed.
, ,Roa4onabki,rates,, frc8 est:lmates:''.S52> 
9922or478-0l9!, P 28
■ uiiiu’.-iiiijnu'ni.itnniiieiiwi'iWirr-fTr'<f“i*ir"ir"‘—‘•■I"' '
1901 YAMAHA VIRAGO, 750 V-twIn, 
maroon, perfect, matching lairing. 
$2,700.00. Cruise control, a beautiful 
smooth biko.478 0162 or478-38a6
: ■'* ft ' "" ' ' '
TRANSMfsSIONTrom '69"Buick Skylark. 
Recent overhaul, Best offer takes,, 656-
■ /57,04'.■■■'" .' 0'94-28//
. loyr^^ER "WeTl^^
dition. $2,600. Phono656-9669, 108-28
/,75 CFlW'vrfON TRUCK'r292 4 apeed"',:/ 
58,000 miles/$3,500.652-3525,113-28
'/ KAWASARI 75r'’moto^^^ :/
ekeoHent condition. Only $450 Trade 
considered on boat engine or? See/,at/ 
2306 Grove Crescent, Sidney after 4:30 
fYl14-28 
■ BiS^uW'OlfT FT'^woTICoorkS^^; 
excel lent tend it lon, $ 6,800.6 56 -913 2.
/12 l-2'8/,■/''/,'■ ;,/,'■,/, ' .-"■'/'/
(SRfn5Wf7fA"il7§^fthov,,,r 'ton ..dump /
' truck, 3?,0 V/a: a' PS,^ a'nd PR;''
steel box, 4 overloads, new muffler, new 
battery, newlO ply tiros, 68,000 miles, 
radio, tinted glass, city tested, excellent 
: shape'J6,300.ft56-2n0.._:r,,_/.J33-29,'.:
j9'|jg™“|i(g|iDJC”/mdtofexcelient 
cortdltion. Must sell. Offers652-2474. 
‘"135-2'9'
■ SA¥E$ $ $ $
INEXPENSIVE, RELIABLE, PERSONAL 
SERVICE FOR THE 
PENINSULA & GREATER VICTORIA
////'.'/,: GRANTS' ////:::■'
: SMALL'MOTORS:
10134 McDonwId Park RoecI
/ (tepiiirti/to lawnrnovverM, A




SItop loirtety Jllr Renpviiiion Work,
DENIS BECHTHOLD Bus. 656 6721
I Cusforn WgodmMW’ /Wes* 656*^6^
•I ■
i .tr
BAVEH BECREATION VEHfCLES I.T».
4»99 TUXEDO t VICTOR!*
■: ..VAN ('.fJlivfliSIOHS 
WfliiAi 0(t run:,
: . •CiisiCM Will riKjfr ' '
, »ui'*/i,Hi!.UiiiNr«il imi!,tli :i’.VAN WiiHICfiAld Hits '
VANllOdlS , : S.IIAWllCAN’HIORIVINfiAlpS
, tpAiirs AAttrsHoriiff)
. .*tlV (il'fWJ AfimvifT '»trlf’’Jll/lF
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 
FOR ONLY *20 A MONTH
WEI^^>AYSVENING Jini¥21,lS82
i 7:0J 1 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30 I 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30
■-O 11« 4 1 iskJt Eiies« Its 4
CS 1 -4'” MsdresKWeis?? La IsfevsK Dc teues C^fiifeces’4-
(D1 ?a»st®stsS f lie SfitseStewiaaHE® 4 -IteW&f ;44' .;;4;;; 4- 7.. Dissstf y: .4-4- (;:,
CD 1 IkfeiSs# fea ?eo5fe-?:"-;-V 44.4; ." Facts tMlJs( jlovtSfe!?; (^“ ? ( -;“ :'4.4':.4.;? 4
;C§5 flaB»K#!ft4 (. (;.- -4 4; Trapper /S;- 4-'’7 ■Fia ass;;
CD j 1 tosdfes ^lasr«aa=5 38a5 4 - tSS Hws:,*1b?s Asd S2fT%-The Case"?;;
.{D }11«M6;i4-4; ■;"(. Tse S?eate5 imasiam Hkb 4.-;; ■;-4'7..4,
(D!te^- 1. - Mb;34 4-;; SSntef Kfssw Cte Ffea 4 ■. Tsejfestr;;
'(Dj j ? lfe**:“tir*e!!eSe®^"?4 - (:- / (;.4 Rs*s.-/(-(;;-; 4-:'-;--;
1 {^sasBffSss: 1 Ifeiie;;"ltes!»s3ef;'('-.V'4(-; tks The Bases 1 .News 4
^3-f tesssE ?■'??-4 4-' 4- 4; (J fR^(herCaadj, Abostjfebe - j rcG! Jones ;
menL .
(7} @ MOVIE **W “Rape And Mar­
riage - The Rideout Case" (1930, Drama) 
linda HaiafltwL Mickey Roorke. An 
enraged wife and mother brings a charge
8 “Palsjy Days” imi.
. Mssjcali -Sdiise to:or. Raft..F^--
’ S^ee.Bng csss, arti-ts jsrasfc a: sladistfcie 
-heaitaspi!-|.
= ®' ® ' Is Ncs-B^j^"
.;'(iS7«, Ora3a} Ses-*&sey. S:aG!lSain,; 
VA widijwed falb« c: fire ais ^
. :fns3 J Jetrtsi.lo Lss A^efes b -earcii cf a 
aster lift---;;, ^ . . ’ ' ^
SM{Sj' 3 .'*'*^3:‘?3t Gsrrsi: Ak! ®ily 
.The KuT il3T3,;W3SenJKlaE«:Ci^«TJ..
. li&rsErssrffefsost'.isewIyapswkledlaw-..
. ..fmas. p ..^tssiirwS ssmeri-.jrs to ais-'
tare fesItrefe’igfrseid.BiiiySfc-Kid- ;
ifl*®8CSCEVS®®HSSS '.-Vi -






^" ©©lEATSUFS : ^ -
t36{J^ ®lS£»ni?IM.m;KmAL
/®0®®NSWS '
CD B P-M. MAGASKB A viat with Wind 
rpsfswme? Tmij Sallrean; the lore aiKl dan­
ger <sf HSwaiis vokatwes, 
tD S BISINSS HEPORT 
®®HlSEBUXnr 
® ® WHAT WILL THE? THUS OF 
■ ■■ ‘iiJisr!-:. ■
TSS CD 0 TWO ROJiSlES 
® ® TS1SS3GRKAL / FIU!
® Q ?JC. ^«^RTHWEST 
® a SST^TAINM13iT TONIGHT 
: ® O LAWREIKS WELK- 
fflS.«^Erswiu} l
® 0 THE rALL GGY Colt ssMte HtjwieT 
sod Jo^ oif lo Nerada vs ^k isp a cheek 
forger.fcB-Big Jack, iR) 
ffi 0 SiAC^ESL /ISHRER HEPEHtT f 
@ 0 SOGAS^ HBcHSS 
’ fflSVAIiOCKIVEa 
7:S® 8 BASBAIi Mfflitreai Esp<B at 
-' LesAngries Dodgers'
® © 3ASBAIL ^ S3CPCS Da 
Itedger r Stadisia; a Los Acgefe." les
® @ T^ MUPPSfS 
®aTICTJU:iXHXIH 
® S vmi iSKEB FOR IT 
® © MART TSfLSl l^XSE
7d5 «S) e-AKEMCAN ADVESTOHE : 
Sdse® 0® a THEtatSATagr AHESt- 
ICAN ESIO A shipwreck in the Peril's 
Triar,^>:sets Ralph «t the trail of a 
" prehisUSTC sea‘ creature and. a rnttless 
.. i i5j3Ckef:tR) ’;v V
®0®QREALPEX)PIRFe3tare(i:3 
'5 female umpire; a dt^ wa^ a mooctain 
5 Tliffiber who Scales Icy slopes; the Mis 
BaM Amsica ccatct, \R1 i; 
® Q LSfKV WILSH2® CSUBBRiri
^ ® © STASiR? KRAMER ON FIIM
i ■ Jarje narrates this lock at the
career rt nlnimaks Stanley Xramer.; : r 
“r *5? © IffiVE * Corvette Sanuner" 
f iiSTB. Ct5ipBly)Mars Hamill, Annie Potts 
lA ATBrngcar iiaff aad'a woald-be prostitute 
A yis forcfis to track down the thieves who 
: stole ais cherissed automobile.;
4 @ © 3KJVIE * *‘i “HeiiJ5es$ey“ (1975. 
A ^^ a^scnsel RrxS Steiga-. Lee Remlrk. After 
:-4his wife and child are kined in Nertsens 
A Irelard. an Irisimian seeks revenge against 
’ iheBriti^ govennnent by falowtng up Far- 
iiaraent when tite Royal Family is in atten- 
dance/4.
A9:99® S THE FAIi GUY CoU seeds 
Howieatsd Jody off to Nevada to pick up a 
^ ch^ forger for Big Jack. (R)
® 0 THE FACTS LIFE Natalie sees
hs" father having lunch with a woman who 
: is not her mother. (R5 : '
® O TRAPPER JOHN, MD. Trapper 
liiais his care for a ;^riossiy ill jtmng 
' woman is complicated by her devoUen to a
^ harbors tcaderoes, (R)
(1) ® MASiUH, Pi Magnum is con- 
foonded by a djort-tempered Texan who 
wants to find his sister,
®_© AK^ ADAMS: PE0T06RA- 
PHES One of the greatest photographers 
/ of the 20th cratury talks about his life, 
work and per^iective on photography. (R) 
© © raOST OVER CANADA “Wnat 
Makes A Champion?"
S-.J3 ® ® LOV^ SnPJCT The head writer 
of the soap opera that Laurie app^rs in 
tries to seduce Sidnsy. (R)
IfcOO S) © THE NATIONAL
@ © LTNCROYABLE HULK “L’Enfant 
en DangeF' ^ . v
® O ® © DYNASTY Nick, shocked by 
an unexpected reaction from Blake at the 
Senate hearing urges Krystle to move 
out, and Alexis sends a poison pen letter to 
"Blake. (R) . ' :'--4.v;4 / ^
® © QUINCY Quincy suspects that one 
: of his ex-girlfriends may be guilty of cans- 
ing the sudden death of her politician bus-: "
- /band.iR) ^ . ■ 4A:'.4-:A"^;:4;
® © HIT.!. STREET BLUES A major 
bust of an aulo-theft ring leaves ESterhaus
clutching a token remnant of his stolen
customized car, while Joyce Davenport 
•walks out of court determined to resign. { 
® O MOVIE +*H “Who's Minding The 
Mini?" (1967. Comedy) Jim Hutton, Doro­
thy Provine. A U5. Mint employee joins 
forees -with counterfeiters after he loses 
350.000 in currency.
©©NEWS 
@© ON THE BUSES 
® ® M.hN .ABOUT THE HOUSE "One 




i iroo (DOOOOSiDB news = - 
® © HOBS SERIE - MATTRES ET 
VALETS “Les Grandes DecKions” Son 
pere maiade, Madame Bellamy se rend a 
son chevet et Edouard epouse Baisie avant; 
dcpartlrau front- •- •'
® © ® 0 CTV NAHON.AL NE^
® © STAHSKY AND HUTCH 
© © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
©©SPOHTSPAGE 
1150® © VANOIUVER ISLAND NEWS 
:::® © NEWS - ; -
1155 ® © BABHEYMILLEB 
1150®© ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
® @ TONIGHT Host Johnny Carson.;
; Guests: Susan Sarandon, Charles Nelson;
Reil^
®@ CLOSE-UP
© © BfiOVIE ** “Plague” (1978, Scir 44A 
: eace-Fiction) Daniel Pilon, Kate Reid. A 
laboratory accident results in the cre!atioh:;4;?4 
• 4 of a deadly plague which quickly starts to
claim victims as it sprwds through a met- : 
ropolitan area.___
il5S ® © UjS. CHRONICLE ?Pat Ewing;
A Dream” Jim Lehrer looks at
; the recruitment of a Jamaican inito^ant 4 
regarded as the best high school basketball 
; plarer in the country.
11:45 (Z) © MOVE * A¥t "The New Maver­
ick” (1978; Western) James Garner A Jack A'A
Kelly. The legendary Maverick brotheis 
and their young cousin indulge in a series 
: 4Aof;schemes to con mon^ and win ladies’
44- hearts. ;-:-4~- >-/4"-A;-'-“” :';
12:00 ® © LA TELEVISION DBS AUTRES 
® © LOVEBOAT A young fortune teller 
falls for Captain Stubing, and a couple 
4 from a nursing home are pursued by their 
ove^rotective children. (R)
©©700 CLUB
® ® CAROL BURNETT AND 
FRIENDS
12:05 ® © MOVIE -A -A ii “Strangers In 7 A’
- (1972, Drama) Andv Griffith. Ida Lupirio/;
"/(f) @ MOVIE ★★’^ “T.he Gun And The 
A Pulpit’’ (1974. Marjoe Gortner,
---I Elstelle Parsons.".. : -4:;444^;-' ■4";A;: 
12:30® Q LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID^v; to 
LETTERM.AN Guests: Robert Klein, pho- 
togr^her Yousuf Karsh. (HI 
@© ODD COUPLE 
- 1:00® ©NEWS 
1:10® O NEWS
1:30 ® O NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
@ © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE-
.. ''-^SENTS '-A. ■' A''a--Ar-A .4:/'4; ,44, ■; :4;;v:
1:35(K) ©"MOVE -‘;The Btraiige . .
Vengeance Of Rosalee’’(1972, Drama) Ken 
; Howard. Bonnie Bedelia.
4® 0 MOVIE ■*•*4! “Haunts Of The 
Very Rich” (1972, Fantasy) Lloyd Bridges,
; ClbrLs Leachman.
1:55 ® 0 MOVIE -**'5 “The Girls Of
;HuntingtonHonse"(1973,Drama)Shirley 
4 / Jones, Mercedes McCambridge.
5:50® © MOVIE “Victory At
. Sea" (1955, Adventure) Documentary. Nar- 
; rated bv Alexander Scourby.
4 ©©NEWS
3:05 ® 0 MOVIE **y2: “Secrets For 
4: Sale” (1975, Mystery) Rock Hudson, Susan 
Saint James.
3:30® ©NEWS 
3:35 ® © THE WALTONS 
4:00 ® 0 CLOSE-UP 
4:30 © © MARSHAL DILLON
’mtJHS)AY SVmiNG JULY22,1982
7:00
1 7:30^^ 8:00 1 8:30 9:00 1 9:30
1 10:00 1 10:30
CD Hsfe*r.3 ; j Tatters "#;^S;4 4. j ^ lfe«« *Tie sKssrowlfea" "4'""-: ; -- ; j JbtsK^ -
1 Tesllfesists
CD 1 ic &safes Hms:. “la - 7 77-- -- -44.74-4. 4; 4:; ,.
|ccn?kSs«*s i
CD 1 Thek^jis--?' Barey^er-
?- ?|:3720 '
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1 Mar; T- Msmt Stpel^ibElae";; - 4;7 v,;--:'
; | feTbsBaas ; jfews
Vaacesw’;- ;j BsnE*TheWaf8ef»^lfeijy^^“..7 7;;; -•' ••'
cence of committing any crime. ;;, 4
® O THIS OLD HOUSE The footings for 
the breezeway / greenhouse are poured 
and the boure gets a high-tech energy
: audit fR)Q
OrfNl® ©^BARNEY MILLER Luger’s
4 mail-order bride arrives from the Far 
East and a frustrated Mensa member
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7::» ® 0 'IStiHSBS CKLY .A Sudan 
: (being latsred Jy Diana faSs madly in love 
-witaher^- 
® © TELER3PRNAL 
©©THEMDH’CTS - ■ 
©©TKTACDOUCa - 
® © LIVE IT UP Featareo: the toro- 
■ : scopes "of.. nafeHsally"' s^Sicsis-i rasfio- 
- ipgsvs;’ is^ap^sH-e :-ways to .Til the..
" .hoasK.I-ergiSiranics^ .ihe Caeny. Sisters:;; 
braafc of cassed stew. 4R) :
® ;© IS CSANIES FILMS 
“La Megere Apprivissee" (1966. Omtedie) 
RiefearfBartim, Elriabeth Tayte.Us gat- 
tOhomme se Veuoe marie a la fille sTan: 
riche cisrdKad ds Padoue devra vaincre : 
et mats ie caisctKU impetueax de sai
DiSSROOM -A biker visits a 
smali-towa fonhease and a yjmng noodlam
® S ® © FAME Tlje stsdents |^an a i 
basest (show for two famer vaudevOls 
; stars who are living at the school. (R) 
ffi © ® 0 MAGNUM, Pi A fashion 
desgner whose partner has been mardered; 
. hires Magann to |gcte^ her. (R) ; ( "
® © SNEAK lEEVIEWS Roj^ Ebert 
and Gets Siskel host aa infmmative look : 
:'at'ctat'sisewatthemDvies,:-4;-4;4..;: 
33) © I^JVIS ***> "Giant" {Fart 1) 
(ISaS./Dramas Eiizabeib Tayltw.;James
■ STROKES A
_____________________  . Drura-
4 mraid is his father. (B) □
4 ® © HART TO HART Jennifer is 
brainwashed into stealing jewels from her 
friends. (R)Q -
(T) 3 SDS®* & SIMON A J. and Rick are 
4 hired by a jealous wife to follow her hi^ 
-.band.(R)-
® S EVENING AT POPS “Benny Good- 
4 man" Jazz virtuoso Benny Goodman joins 
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops 
Orchestra in a memorable 1974 perform: 
■;ance.(R)'
(S) @ MOVIE “The War Between 
Men .And Women" (1972. (lomedy) Jack 
Lemmon. Barbara Harris. An (eccentric 
cartoonist marries a divorcee; who has 
4. three children and apregnant dog.. - ;;- 
95a ® © POLICE SQUAD Detective Dre- 
bin invKti^tes a double shooting at a- 
credit union cashier’s cilice. (R)
® 0 THE HIGH FIVE The chMp ovnier 
; of a black television station orders his 
crew to pretend they are telecasting a
^'.'parade.-4 .• ’’4 ; ■
® O LIVE IT UP Featured; the horo- 
; scopes of nationally syndicated astro­
logers; inexpensive ways to (fix up the
-4::„l»o*2se7 .*“erg<?s>oii2ics*’;-.ti>e .GierTy^Sistes^;.
brands of canned stew. (R) □
IftOO @ 0 THE NATIONAL^
® 020/20
® © ® O HILU STREET BLUES
'7^®0aisaiSPKS>""4-; - 
' -®©ms^s»misGiom4-4'
- :®epji.si(mmiEST 4:; 4 . ^^- a 
4®©fsrr^TAEaES?TteaG3r4 
;i®©tEEJSfl3S£^ ;4 "A;;.4
: JBSJCiESrSWIIS.":-;-? 14:. - 4 
. ® ©SAS^YAUEY Fteisiys^-
©0S^:^F^ ;4 ^ A-^ ^
(Mi 0 UTTLESr m>BO Hobo tries to 4 ^ ^ ^ pursnl os £^.
i«si out t!« pnftlenB betwsas s msddle-AA; -nie 14^
a^iansjertSmcaOaldairftasdhisMw- 4 ®4©^mE *** J
^ .... _ . _ - - (IgiT.; Ifeam3*i Gregory Peck. Ttasday
; Weld A S^ahexn *erif| be<^,€s tiie vies: 
-tim aananssringysrtffig ■wimten who fe tl«
- tfeughta bfa local moossiuaer; '44 
ISJIHE "The Tomcrrow4 
(;!&irxi985;Ihana)Dia;ftaDcks, Stephen ( 
3&rk^ As4llte world edge toward tlte ( 
; atesmc. war, a fasatibsl prison (
4 (warden tssmests the radical and powerful i 
Issite sjf a pqHjto emit, who rfaims intso-4
®®a®cooas 4
® © MARY’TYiJSMOOSS 
755® ©AMESH1ANASVSNTDRS4 4 
too ® 0 THE WINN23S The cf 
i^re Mmray tpSayed Docssdlj 
the piest wfe Notre Efesje Cti
( kgeria SaSkalcfeewaa a^iart iaesrfiMe
^ds tss^hy the Deprrasfe is drama-
tigatioa into the charges against a narcot- 
; ics officer kno-wn to have racist tenden- 
( cies.<R) -.4
; ® © ® O KNOTS LANDING Karen 
meets a handsome widower at a grief 
--therapy session and invites him over for 
dinner. (R)-( ' - ;-4:.-4(;-; -
® © MOVIE *** “She Done; Him 
- Wrong" (lS33,.Q)medy) Cary Grant;Mae 
4 West. Diamond Lil causes problems for the 
men in her life.
44(11)®NZ^ ' 4 :4 
® © ON THE EISES 
10:»® 0 MINISTER Sir Humphrey 
' .Appleby tries to change : the ( Minister’s 
4 mind about eDminating certaimbxessK 
from'theGvilServiced -t'-;-.;;4-
1053® ©PHOPf^ET CONFIDENCES? 
AO® NEWS
ifcftj ® 0 ® S ® 0 ® iS Nsws
; - ® 4 g0 4ANGOISSES ; “(Quatre;
- Femmes, (Quatre Vies’’ Une Teministe4 
4; reussit a convaincre une amie-de: s’as-;
sumer et de se liberer de sa vie maritale et 
-(' familiale.:, ;4-
® © ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
03 © STARSEY ANDHUTCH 4 44 
(S) © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
4 (S)® SPORTS PAGE 
11:10 ® © NINE TONIGHT 
1150 ® O VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS
- ® ©NEWS
1155 ® 0 BARNEY MILIER 
11:30 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
, ® © TONIGHT Host; Johnny . Carson.
' 4 : Guest Robin Williams.
?.® @CLOSE-UP 444 
® O PT.TZARETH a proniising young ; 
4 dancer copes with changes in her life after 
; an automobile accident leayes her a pafa4; 
-.'plegic.;., ..
53) © QUINCY Quincy tries to find out if;
- a serum made in America could be respon-i 
sible for the deaths of children; in Latin;;
... ; America...; ;; 4" ,4;:44 ..-.(C :;-:;;;.;4;-..;;
11:45® 0 QUINCY Quincy goes on a des- 
; perate search to discover what caused the 
death of a young girl whose l^y degener- 4 
A ated to that of a 70-year-old(within three;- 
days. ■ '
1155 ® 0 MINDER Terry tries to recover 4 
his old adversary's car, which mysterious-;
- ly vanished after being left in his care,;-. 
12:00 ® @ VEX5A8 Dan takes chafge of an;;
extortion-murder case for a French detec: ' 
live friend. (R)
■:::.;a3) ® 700CLUB'?;:;::-.;; (4; A;"'
4 : (S) © MOVIE -Aw “The Killing Machine’s
(1975. Adventure) Sonny Chibal In Japan, a-4
champion of justice uses; secret (kung fu 4 
techniques to subdue; local (black market ' 
.:(■■;. gangs. ■ ■,
12:05 ® © MOVIE * "Strike Force”,(1975-/; 
Drama) Cliff Gorman,Donald Blakely.; -
® 0 MOVIE -A* ‘'Killer Bees” (1974;
- Suspense) Gloria Swanson, Edward Albert.-I 
12:30(5) © LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID :
LETIERBJAN Guests: -John;/Erlichmah, A 
;- keeper of New? York; City subway’s- Lost:(; 
; and Found department Hugh Diimne/Ozzy-i
; Osbourne. (R) _____
12:40 ® © MCMILLAN 4c: WlFE Mac asks
- ((Sally to help solve the homicide(qf an;pld A 
4 spy crony, their only lead:beiiig the man’s^ A 
; pipe tabacco.
12:55 ® 0 MOVIE ■* Ik *. “Aku: Aku”;(1961.4; 
4 Adventure) Documentary.
(4A ® © MCMILLAN 4: WIFE An attempt A 
-Aon Mac’s life - results ( in; the -accidentel ( 
(death pf a French Police ins^tor’s new ., 
bride. (R)
T.OO(!})®NEWS 
41:10 ®@ NEWS 
1:30 ® © NK: news OVERNIGHT
British manner
The McPherson Theatre Company sw'ings into another 
high energy summer season, opening July 24 with the 
hilarious British comedy Happy Birthday, starring five of 
Victoria’s most popular performers — Janet Senior, Anthony 
Jenkins, Carolyn Stephenson, Colin Skinner and Dorothy 
Hosie.
Written by Marc Camoletti and adapted by Beverley Cross, 
the play is true to the art of high comedy in the grand British 
manner. In a nutshell. Happy Birthday encompasses the 
antics of a philandering husband, his not-so-faithful wife, 
their confused lovers, and a maid who gets caught in the 
middle of the whole mess.
The play runs Wednesdays to Saturdays July 24 through 
Sept. 4, curtain at 8 p.m.
It’s directed by Allan M. Purdy, a well known figure on the 
Victoria theatre scene who has directed many successful 
McPherson Theatre Company productions.
Tickets from McPherson box office (386-6121) and all 
usual outlets with special group rates available.
VAWlg;;;
12:00 ®; © SURVIVAL/"Leopard; Of The 
4 -AiWiWADayid Niven narrates this true story 
of an orphaned leopard which bridged the 
world of protected captivity and her natu­
ral habitat in the wilds of Asia. Q
4;;s:oo® © ; national geographic
SPECIAL"The Great Whales": The life of 
Earth’s largest and oldest living mammals 
is documented.
DAYTIME SPOR’TS
8:00 (51) @ STORTS PAGE (H)
; 3:00 ® ©4V1C BRADEN’S TENNIS FOR 
THE FUTURE “.Approach Shot, Spin And 
Service Return" Vic Braden demonstrates 
; (the basics of ball rotation. (R) Q 
;4 4:00 ® O ® 0 CFL FOOTBALL Winni- 
' peg Blue Bombers at Montreal Alouettes
(/-AAWPAYTIME MOVIES:: 4; 4
1:00 (D) ® ★ * Vi “The Perils Of Pauline” 
(1947,;Comedy) Betty Hutton, John Lund. 
The life of silent( film star Pearl White is 
;!4;:4traced from her humble beginnings to her
;, ;2:30 ® © ★★“Zouzou" (1934, Comedie) 
-A ; Josephine Baker, Jean Gabin. Une jeune 
femme devient danseuse afin d’aider son 
ffereadoptif.inculpeatort.;
~ ' 3:00 Heist” (1975,
Suspense) Don Meredith, Stefanie Powers. 
Los Angeles investigators; take to the sky 
;4 ; (Jn helicopters to track down a pair of gold 
(thieves.
EVENING
6:00 @ 0 CBC EVENING NEWS 
® © L’lNCHOYABLE HULK "Le Mons-
®0 ABC NEWS
® © NBC NEWS -
® © CBS NEWS - 4
ffl © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
(H) © SANFORD AND SON
@©M‘A*S*H.A:.4:
(S) © THATS LIFE 4 
6:30 ® @ © © NEWS ( A ;
® © P.M. MAGAZINE A family-run 
hydroelectric power plant; a man: who 
helps workers suffering from job burnout. 
® ® BUSINESS REPORT 
-(©©BOBNEWHART ? (
44?!S2)'© HERE’S LUCY?4?;:-(
(Q) @ ;WHAT WILLTHEY THINK OF
-4NEXT!;;.-
7:00 ® 0 WONDERFUL GRAND BAND 
® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® @ P.M. NORTHWEST Featured: a 
look at life on Balboa Island.
® © ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
; ® 0® ©NEWS 
®© JOKER’S WILD 
® 0 MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
4 (D) © ® © HOGAN’S HEROES 
( (13) @S VANCOUVER Guests: Margaret
Atwood, the Peking Circus.
7:30® © THE FACTS OF LIFE Jo per­
suades Natalie to print a story in the 
school paper revealing that one of their 
teachers was once arrested for drug use. 
• 4(R) -
® @2 TELEJOURNAL 
®@THEMUPPErrS 
®@ TIC TAC DOUGH 
® © YOU ASKED FOR IT 
O® ODD COUPLE 
m © MARY ’TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ® © AMERICAN ADVENTURE 
8:00 ® @ SCTV TELEVISION NETWORK 
® © GENIES EN HERBS EN 
VACANCES
® 0 BASEBALL Regional coverage of 
Kansas City Royals at Boston Red Sox; 
California Angels at Cleveland Indians or 
Chicago White Sox at Milwaukee Brewers 
© © MOVIE “Tora! Torn! Tora!” 
(1970, Drama) Martin Balsam, Joseph Cot- 
ten. In December. 1941, Japanese forces 
ready themselves to mount a massive air
assault on Pearl Harter.
® 0 ALICE Vera's teen-age heartthrob 
enters her life again, then disappears, 
leaving her in a bit of trouble.
® © ® ® THE DUKES OF HAZZARD 
Bo and Luke protect a fortune in diamonds 
from the thieves who lost it, a fake FBI 
agent, and Boss Hogg. (R)
® O WASHINGTON WEEK IN
4 O ® MOVIE * '.7 "Skyjacked" (1972, 
Suspense) Charlton Heston, Jame,s Brolin. 
A mentally: deranged veteran hijacks an 
airplane with a U.S. senator aboard and 
demands to be flown to the Soviet Union.
; ® © MOVIE ★*‘/2“A Flea In Her Ear” 
4(1968, Comedy) Rex Harrison, Rachel Rob­
erts. A woman suspects her husband of 
philandering, blit discovers that her fears 
are unfounded. -
8:30 ® @ HOBS SERE - MATTRES ET 
VALETS “Les Oreilles Ennemies vous 
Ekioutent” M. Hud.son raconte de sombres 
histoires d'espionnage aux autres domes- 
tiques. (4
® © MOVE **'h “Separation” (1978,
FRIDAYEVENING JULY16,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(D Grand Band Facts Of Life SCTV Television Network Dallas National Air Farce
(D Regional Telejournai Genies Maitres Et Valets La Television Des Aulres Confidences
® PM Northwest The Moppets Baseball Benson
Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Movie: "Tora! Tora! Tora!”
News Alice Movie: “Separation" CTV Sports In Review
Joker’s Wild Asked For It The Dukes 01 Hazzard Dallas Falcon Crest
News The Dukes 01 Hazzard CTV Movie: "A Long Way Home"
® MacNeil Adventure Wash. Week Wall Street Biography Neighbors Masterpiece Theatre
(n) Hogan’s Heroes Odd Couple Movie; “Skyjacked" News
(T2) Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie: "A Flea In Her Ear"
On The Buses | News
m Vancouver Movie: "You Can’t Win ’Em All"
Drama) Emile Genest, Paul Hecht. A plan 
to relocate two million Britons to Canada 
threatens to split the country.
® © WALL fTREET WEEK “A Thirst 
For Profits” Guest: Emanuel Goldman, 
research director. Consumer Group, San­
ford C. Bernstein & Company.
9:00 @ 0 (® © DALLAS Bobby is kept 
busy running Ewing Oil and Southfork due 
to J.R.'s absence from the business and 
Ray's apathy toward the ranch. (R)
® 0 MOVE -k** "A Long Way 
Home" (1981, Drama) Timothy Hutton.
Brenda Vaccaro. A young man begins an
obsessive search for the brother and sister 
who were separated from him years earli­
er, just after their parents abandoned 
them.
® ©BIOGRAPHY
(0 0) MOVE -k * "You Can't Win ’Em 
All" (1970. Comedy) Tony Curtis. Charles 
Bronson. Two Americans get together to 
search for gold in Turkey during the ’20s.
9:30 ® ffl LA TELEVISION DES AUTRES 
"Vladimir Vvsotsky"
® © THE GOOD NEIGHBORS 
10:00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL
® © FALCON CREST Victoria, angered 
by her parents' overprotectiveness, runs 
av/av to San Francisco. (R)
® O MASTERPIECE THEATRE “Pride 
And Prejudice" Mr. Collins seeks a recon­
ciliation with the Bennet family and 
intends to choose one of the girls for a 
wife. (Part 2) (Rln
4(T3)®NEWS 
(0© ON THE BUSES 
1055® 0 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
FARCE Featured: the House of Commons
Crump, Civil Servant."
10:30 @ © PROPOS ET CONFIDENCES 
(3 0 BEINSON Governor Gatling falls in 
love with the daughter of a visiting former 
governor. (R) Q 
®©NEWS
11:00 ®©®0®®®© NEWS 
® © CINEMA -fr •* ti “Tendrement 
Vache" (1978, Comedie) Jean Lefebvre, 
Bernard .Menez. Un homme croit voir sa 
femme reincarnee dans une de ses vaches. 
® © ® QCTV NA'nONAL NEWS 
® O MYsTEhY “Malice Aforethought” 
Dr. Bichleigh's conduct becomes unprofes­
sional as he slowly and methodically goes 
about putting a murderous scheme into 
action. (Part 2) (R)n 
(ED ffi STARSKY/3ro HUTCH 
0 ® DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
0 a SPORTS PAGE
11:20 ® © VANCOUV'ER ISLAND NEWS 
®ONEWS
11:25 ® @ BARNEY MILLER
11:30 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
® 0 TONIGHT Guest host: David Stein­
berg. Guests: Teri Garr, Joe Williams, 
Charles Grodin.
CLOSE-UP
0 © MOVIE **'i “Islands In The 
Stream" (1977. Drama) George C. Scott, 
Claire Bloom. Based on the novel by 
Ernest Hemingway. An isolated artist is 
forced to reveal his hidden emotions when 
his three estranged sons come to visit him.
(R)
11:45® © MOVIE **‘i "Night Cries" 
(1978, Suspense) Susan Saint James, Wil­
liam Conrad. A young mother has terrify-
lllg Ulcajlia WillV.ll ICOU 1.x/ v»<uv
her supposedly dead child is still alive and 
in danger.
11:55® 0 MOVIE ★ ★ Vz “Three
Strangers" (1946, Mystery) Geraldine 
Fitzgerald. Sydney Greenstreet. After 
sharing a winning sweepstakes ticket, a 
trio of strangers also share disaster. 
12:00® 0 FRIDAYS Guest host: Valerie 
Bertinelli. Guest: Bill Champlin. (R) 
OfflSOLroGOLD
0 a MOVIE “Split Second"
(1953, Drama) Stephen McNally, Jan Ster­
ling. Hostages are held at bay by a group
of escaped convicts in a bomb-testing area.
12:05® © MOVIE “Batman’' (1986,
Comedv) Adam West, Burt Ward.
(® O MOVIE k k '-z “The Day The Earth 
Moved" (1974. Drama) Jackie Cooper, Stel­
la Stevens.
12:30 ® 0 SCTV NETWORK Guests; Mean 
Joe Greene, Rocky Bleier. rock singer 
Dave Edmunds.
12:40® © CINE-NUn “Trotta"
(1971; Drame) Andras Balint. Doris Kinst- 
mann.
1:00 0© NEWS
1:30® O MOVIE ** “File It Under 
Fear” (1973. Mystery^ Maureen Lipman. 
John LeMesurier.
1:35 ® Q MOVIE ‘ i "Tlie Dead Don’t Die" 
(1975. Adventure) George Hamilton. Ray 
Milland.
1:45 0 © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE- 
SE*N*K
1:50 (0 ® ODD (XIUPLE 
1:55 ® O NEWS
2:00 ® © NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT
SATURDAY EVENING JULY 17,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
CFL Football: Edmonton Vs. Toronto (IIP) Cont'd Happy Days Archie Bunker Hotel
® Bizarre La Semaine Parlementaire D'Hier A Demain Le Monde Oe Disney Telejournal
Lawrence Welk Today's FBI Love Boat Fantasy island
Entertainment This Week Boomer Harper Valley T.he Nashville Palace NBC Magazine
Jeffersons Alice Taxi Circus Movie: "Mahogany”
® Donahue Wait Disney CBS Movie; "International Velvet”
® Jeffersons Alice Taxi Circus CTV Movie: "The Other Victim”
Soundstage National Geographic Special Fawity Towers
r
To Manor Born j Austin City Limits
Baseball Solid Gold Movie; “Hombre” Movie
© The Avengers Streets 01 San Francisco Movie: "The Tamarind Seed”;
GD Star Trek
Being Served? | Dear Father
Love Boat Fantasy Island
SATURDAY
EVENING
8:00 ®0 NBC NEWS 
(DQCBSNEWS 
OEWEEirSEND 
O ® WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
NEXT!
8:30 ® © JAZZ DE MONTREUX 
©©©©NEWS
® O KING 5 MAGAZINE Featured: a 
report on problems faced by infertile cou­
ples; a look at pea packing in Stanwood; a 
visit with Seattle’s Laura Crow, a national­
ly respected costume designer.
® © PINK PANTHER 
(S!0 WORLD ALIVE
7:00© 0 CFL FOOTBALL (Joined In 
Progress) Toronto Argonauts at Edmonton 
Eskimos (A five-minute newscast will be 
presented at halftime.)
©© BIZARRE, BIZARRE
© Q LAWRENCE WELK _____
® 0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK 
® © THE JEFFEhSONS George, in the 
market for a snappy jingle, learns he has 
to first cheer up the depressed jingle writ­
er. (R)
® O DONAHUE Guests: Jill Clayburgh, 
who portrays a valium addict in a new
movie, and Dr. Sidney Wolfe, author of 
"Pills That Don't Work.”
® O THE JEFFERSONS George, in the 
market for a snappy advertising jingle, 
learns he has to first cheer up the 
depressed jingle writer. (R)
© Q SOUNDSTAGE "An Evening With 
Roberta Flack" In a concert taped at Chi­
cago's West Park Theater, Roberta Flack 
sings many of her greatest hits including 
“Killing Me Softly" and “The First Time 
Ever I Saw Your Face.” (R) n 
©I ©THEAVENGERS ^ 
(©©STAR TREK
7:30® © LA SEMAINE PARLEMEN- 
TAIREAOTTAWA
® ® ALICE Alice, upset over Tommy’s 
falling grades, pulls the budding basketball 
superstar off the team. (R)
® @ M^A'S^H A celebrity newspaper­
man visits the 4077th to write stories 
about wounded GI’s. (R)
(ED ©SOLIDGOLD
8:00 © © TODAY’S FBI Ben and his men 
investigate medical laboratories that are 
cheating the government out of millions of 
dollars. (R)
d) © HEIRE’S BOOMER Boomer helps a 
blind man whose Seeing Eye dog died. (R) 
□
® @ ® S3 TAXI Alex is taken aback 
when he learns the identity of the other 
man competing with him for the affections 
of a pretty waitress. (R) □
© © WALT DISNEY^Duck For Hire” 
Donald Duck leaves the Disney studios in 
search of more meaningful employment 
andtogerpay.
ffl ® NA-nONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPE­
CIAL "The Superliners: Twilight Of An 
Era” A nostalgic voyage of fascinating 
luxury and remembered glory is taken 
aboard the last of the great liners still in 
trans-atlantic service - the Queen Eliza­
beth 2.
O ® STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
(0 S) ARE YOU BEING SERVED?
8:S0 ® © DTOER A DEMAIN 
® @ HARPER VALLEY At a class 
reunion, a former schoolmate sweeps Cas-; 
sie off her feet. (R)
® ® ® © CIRCUS Cal Dodd and Sher- 
isse Laurence welcome the Tarzan Zerbini 
Lions, kangaroo Killer Willard, the Stebln 
ing Elephants and Ada Smeya, “The Count­
ess Of European Wildcats.” (R)
© @ MOVIE ** “International Velvet” 
(1978, Drama) Tatum O’Neal, Anthony 
Hopkins. An orphan goes to live with her 
aunt, a former Grand National competitor 
who inspires the young girl to abandon her 
rebellious ways and pursue an Olympic 
medal in horseback riding.
(D) ® MOVIE * * * >4 "Hombre” (1967, 
Western) Paul Newman, Fredric March.
An Apache-raised white man is forced to 
protect the lives of those he hates.
0 FATHER, DEAR FATHER “The 
Engagement”
B:00 © O 0 aj LOVE BOAT Three 
friends fall for the same woman, Captain 
Stubing undergoes a drastic personality 
change, and a man is jilted by his mistress. 
(R)n
® @ THE NASHVILLE PALACE Host: 
Roy Clark. Guests: Larry Gatlin and the 
Gatlin Brothers Band, Tom T. Hall, Helen 
Cornelius. Audrey and Judy Landers, the 
Nashville Symphony Orche.stra. (R)
: ® © MOVIE “Mahogany” (1975,
Drama) Diana Ross, Anthony Perkins. A 
young black girl raised in the slums of Chi­
cago becomes a successful fashion design-
. er.
® © MOVIE *** “The Other Victim” 
(1981, Drama) William Devane, Jennifer 
O’Neill. A man tries to cope with his own 
tom emotions while trying to be suppor­
tive after his wife is raped.
® SI FAWL’TY’TOWERS 
0 © MOVIE ★** “The Tamarind 
Seed” (1974, Romance) Julie Andrews, 
Omar Sharif. A female British official’s 
suspicious mistrust of a Russian Intelli­
gence agent is transformed into love for 
him.
9:30 © © HAPPY DAYS Al convinces his 
distant cousin, singer Frankie Avalon, to 
headline the annual Leopard Lodge musi­
cal extravaganza. (R) Q 
® ® LE MONDE MERVEILLEUX DE 
DISNEY “Seeta, le Cougar”
® ® TO THE MANOR BORN y ^ ^ ^ ^
10:90 © 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie tries to arrange a date between Bil­
lie and a respectable young man from her 
past.(R)
© © 0 @ FANTASY ISLAND A win­
dow dresser brings his favorite mannequin 
to life, and a librarian falls in love with a 
character from a book. (R) □ .l 
® 0 NBC MAGAZINE :
® 0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS The music 
of Roy Clark and the punk humor of The 
Geezinslaws are featured.
10:30 © © WEST ROCK HOTEL
® © LE TBLEJOURNAL .7
NOUVELLES DU SPORT 
0 © MOVIE * * Vs "Genesis II” (1972, 
Science-Fiction) Alex Cord, Mariette Hart­
ley. A brilliant 20th-century space scientist 
buried during a holocaust and unearthed 
two centuries later becomes the object of 
rivalry between two opposing civilizations.
11:00 © 0’THE NATIONAL 
©gi®@®@NEWS 
® @ ® O CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
©©UPPOMPEH
0 © SUGAR RAY LEONARD’S GOLD­
EN GLOVES Pennsylvania vsy St. Louis 
0 a’THE FORUM PRESENTS: PETER 
'.’TOSH
11:05 ® © LA POLITIQUE FBDERALB7 i 
11:15® ©NEWS
® © CINEMA ★> i4“Detective de For­
tune” (1971, Comedie) Albert Finney, Billie 
Whitelaw. Se faisant passer pour detective 
prive, un homme se trouve mele dans une 
affaire de traficd’armes. / - y
■ ©SS ABC NEWS - yy;
11:20 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
. ;.®@NEWS ■; ;;y:yy;y;;.w;y
11:30 ® SB movie; ‘‘KilleryFome:y
(1975, Adventure) Peter Fonda, ; Telly 
Savalas. A security officer and his sidekick , 
attack a desert mining camp for a beauti-; 
ful woman and $20 million in diamonds,'
® @ SA’TURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host: 
Susan Saint James. Guests: The Kinks. (R) v ’ 
© 0 MOVIE A A * W :‘‘Midnight Cbw-y 
; boy” (1969, Drama) Dustin Hoffman, Jon 
Voight. Two born losers hustling to survive,; 
in New York City discover their need for ; 
eachdther too late.
® ® VIDEX) WEST: BACKSTAGE PASS 
11:45 © 0 MOVIE * * “Peyton Place’7 
; (1957, Drama) Lana Turner, Lloyd.Nolan.v; 
The complex revelations of the secret life 
; of a small New England community har-;'
bor scandals galore. 7;
12:00 0 ® MOVIE A A * “Meet John Doe;’;, 
(1941, Drama) Gary Cooper; Barbara J 
kanwyck. A reporter devises a scheme; to ; 
protest world conditions:;ahd makes up ay; 
story about a man who will commit suicide, 
on Christmas Eve.
; 0 ® ; MOVIE ** * <,4 “Victim” (1961,;
Suspense) Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms. ;A7 
lawyer’s past jeopardizes his legal career. ’ 
12:05 (S © MOVIE * * V^ ’TerrorThy’The ; 
Wax Museum” (1973, Horror) Ray Milland,;, 
Elsa Lanchester.
® ® MOVIE; * A "bevirs Hairpin’”; 
(1957. Drama) Cornel Wilde, Mary Astor. ; ; 
12:SO0fflNEWS ; y 
12:45 ® © CINE-NUIT *7% “La;Chatte;; 
sort;ses Griffes’y (1959, Drame) Francoise , 
Arnoul, Horst Frank.
1:00 ® © ROCK AND ROLL ; y 7 y 7 y 
1:30®@NEWS : :
® ® EVENING AT THE IMPROV y ” 7^ 
1:45 © o noteoffaith: 7 ;;;;7 s 
y ; © 0 NEWS
1:50 ® © MOVIE * * Vi ‘ Magnuni Force’’,;; 
(1973, Mystery) Clint Eastwood, Hal Hol­
brook;
2:05 ® © MOVIE * A'-i -Pursuit’’'(19727 
• Drama) Ben Gazzara;, E.G. Marshall, ;; ? ; 7
0© ODD COUPLE
2:30 ® ©; MOVIE * Vi ; “The Terminal7; 
Man” (1974, Suspense) George Segal, Joan/ ' 
Hackctt.
MONDAY EVENING JULyi9^1082
77:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 1 1Q:G0 10:30
@ OurWay ML Merli.n Pvt Benjamin WKRPInCin. MAS,R IbvillfeJTge 1 : :L_________- 7 J____ ^ ■ -__J____ ______ fefcagSew;
® Regional 7 Telejournai / ;; Tac AuTac 7 Tele-Seiectiorc7Les Ininiigtants'7(2e partie)/ / " : CcsSjewiK; /
m PM Northwest TheMuppets Baseball.; 7 ./ : ' 7 ; ;7-7-. ; '/ ;"/7- ^ -7' ’East OfWar; *
7®: Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Little House On Prairie NBCMov«;TheF5a;:relslose’7; 7 // 7 .,-/'
m Jeffersons ■ ; Bizarre / ' Little House On The Prairie CTVMov;e;“OfleOa!rfie" ■- /7;7 / 7 ; '/;;;7;7 /
m Joker’s WId/ Asked For It Pvt. Benjamin WKRP In Dn. MASiH /| HoaseCateV/; FliBGrasf’:-'; ; 7.'; 7;.7;7..;r7
7® Lewis & Clark Bizarre House Calls ; Thrill CTVMsv;e/‘-6^0fiCne'7 L Z.;//^ /;;-'///; /7 ;;7/-/ ;..
®: MacNeil / Outdoor / - Numero U.no Unexpected Raifway Journeys Ot V/srid 7 /1/G'eal Firfemaices.; / ';;/• 7 7
(D) Hogan's Heroes Odd Couple 7/ Movi€:;“RunSi!ent.RuttDeep''.7 /-7 7 7 77' l,News' :;;;'77 7; ;;7 7 7:
(g); Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore 7 Movie: “TammyTeltMeTrue‘;/7 7 7 - 7/7-1 TteTheBoses; ’|-ffess<;;:7
ODt ^Vancouver / | Mav!e:"TheTwoLriffsOfCarolletne"; 7/ 7 /'7/= 7v;77 j
;r ^
'Su'-,-'-.;,
7 :7:09 © 0 SEEING IT OUR WAY 7^
? ® ©‘TELEJOURNAL REX3IONAL 
© © P.M. NOR'THWEST 
© @ ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
® ©THE JEFFERSONS 
® @ JOKER’S WILD 
® © LEWS & CLARK Egged on by Ros- 
y; : coe;v Stu; prepares to defend the; family 
; 7 ;name after his son is beaten up by another 
;;,;y;;kid.7"v';y7'^7,;
® 0 MACNEH. / LEHRER REPORT . 
© © 0 © HOGAN’S HEROES : 
©©VANCOUVER
77:30 © 0 MR. MERLIN Alex loses her 
; ^ ability to “pop" and with it goes the power 
that keeps her from permanently fading 
; ;;away:(R) y;-;;;;;;;,
® © TELEJOURNAL 
7‘' © @ ‘THE MUPPETS 
® 0 ‘nC TAC DOUGH 
® ;© ® © BIZARRE Featured; the 
. ..“NeW ; You”; Shop; steamy photos of a 
female goiter; boxing: films; the Bigot 
^ Faitiiiv.(R) H;7:; 7;';:
ffl © YOU ASKED FOR IT 
©©ODDCOUPLE 7 
” 70 © MARY‘TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ffl © AMERICAN ADVENTURE” ; 
78:00©;@ ©;® PRIVATE BENJAMIN 
Ca plain Le wis is assigned to investigate
cnarges of sexual harassment brought 
against a macho colonel. (R)'
©©DUTACAUTAC
©OBASSBALL^^^
® © ® © LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
:; PRAIRIE .Mmanzo refuses to exercise to 
regain the use of his legs until a storm lev- 
els his homeand he realizes that Laura has 
also given up hope. (Part2)(R)r]
® O HOUSE CALLS Charl^disw-ers 
that a handsome gynecologist Jane 
admires is performing unnecessary siir- 
(y. gery.(R)> ■; 7'--,?
; y® © NW UNO West Germany’s 
Franz Beckenbauer, widely regarded as 
Tsoccef's greatest all-around nlaver. is pro- 
77 filed. - y ^ ; . . ' ; 7 , ,
7® ffi MOVIE *** "Run Silent. Hun 
; Deep” (1958. Drama) Clark Gable, Burt 
; Lancaster. .A submarine crew is divided 
between boys and men during a battle off 
i the coast of Japan. ; v
0 © MOVIE *** "Tammy Tell Me 
True” (1961. Comedy) Sandra Dee, John 
Gavin. A backwoods girl sets her heart on 
getting a college education;
8:30 © 0 © 0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
Mr. Carlson and Jennifer take over Herts’s 
job during his hospitalization. (R)
@ © TELE-SELECnON ** * "Les
; In-migrants"; ilere partie) (1978; Drame) 
Stephen Mecht Sh'aros Gles. 'fte; ans 
Etais-Unis. le fils d’injmigraBts iu!ie?3 
apprej^'a ;que ia Inue posr Teisstec-ce 
; - passe avant l>diicat««;y; , .7; ; &- 
(i> 0 THRILL OF A IJFEmiEI^- 
tured: an amateur singer sings a dost with ; 
Canadian superstar Carroll; Baker; a 
c-han?feur ta’ites the wl^l of a fornsnla; 
race car at Mospon Speedway, a wtKMc is 
gsvas a complete beauty treatment Is.' a 
movie makeup artist and fashwo ddstgser; 
an isvadid leaves her wheefchair te sear in 
a feat-air baHoatlRtQ” _i777L_77‘-' 
7 ffl e TALES (^ISDNEXPBCTB) ; 
9:90© © © 0 M*A*S*H A fffimer 
I^vyweight boxing dtampsoe. fs^Iowed 
; by newsreel crews, paysa pscdwill visit to 
" the 407Tili. iRf ; ■; . ;7-; ■ ■
® S MO^ *-Jris77rbe flanse Is 
; Love" f5979, Drama) lisda Purl.TiEMtby 
Dalton' Tbe Bfe of a betrffibsd .American 
7 heiress is drasticaOy changed wfeeo ste 
meets 3 maitjuB asd a ioornalKt in Pars.- 
(Ri7 ‘ ";77yy77 ;7yy7;;y''- 7.,:,7 ;
® © ® © MCyVIE ***; "ffee Cfa 
One" 11277, Drama) ; Hobby t 
;■ .Annette OTooIe; A boy wisp ^es to eoS^
; 7oa 3 basketbaH aiotarship ^ abused by 
. his cdact^ by his Istor and ised fey*
7 school for ilsdvraparposes. CRj
(B O GREAT BAILWAYTKXfHNEYS 
yyy<FTEEW{HUDyy ;.;7;;y 7;;;;:,
0 @ MOVIE ***i 7n« Tarn Lives Of 
Carol Letra^ {1981; &aina)7M®«dj£b 
Baxter Eirney. Don Johnsts. A forms-call :
; girl ts;.trcas>puiaieti by tse, poiare;;i2iG 
; resunmsg her-aid protesaat
9:» © © FRONT PAGE CHALL^GE 
77 £ZJ e ffilOSE CALLS Gsarky disrove:^ 
th3t73;;; EamissEie'gyB^-<d«^ist. Jane 
:.:y.: .. admires 7.; perfoinisg- sanscessary serr 
;yAy7 gery.iRi ; 7 ; ;7y
710:90 ffi 0 THE WmaSAL
(Z) 3 LfHJ GRANT BBlie ts^ a bna
■ sntfe the sepemalural while ’workjag ss 
; murdei-stcrv.iRi
7 ffl O GREAT raHFOHMANSS 
;; “Banre In .Amenca Paul Taylor .; Three 
. _ :y ;’ Modem CIassics':;'Tbe Pas!. Tayfesr Daisce 
Ccmpany ts featured hi perianaanee at 
7 the 1381 A-meiicai; Dasee Festival heW m 
;"7; - BisrhantyNorthCandiEa-fB) ;;
'" 77 @ffiSEWS i. y-'^yy ;
7 7 ®©<»iTHEBl3$S 7
7 IfcS® © MEDICINE Slow An sakksnj- 
; f!eii diseas>*;!fcai has claimsd the fives c£
, imore than 10? New/Yssk CSty restdetSs - 
y virtnallv al't of Osot feosw^xsal ass — is 
. 7 discussed, b.s are contact kuss fsr iaf^s 
7; and infor njed conseBt befcee sargerv; Q 
7 IfcK © © p3re=QS ETCtH^ID^KE^
© © KST f^ THE WEST A islt^.
; wajdd-l?e bride tiam ta Frx^ !«• cernfm 
" 7'; and solace; sR| . ' ;;7 ; : : ;
yyyy-@©NEws y ;
7=11:99 @0 ® © ® 0 ® ® NEWS 
® © P(»TIUir I« FSdME 
7 ®0®©CTyNATKKIALKSWS 
® e MJTSJYE Al® SELLE TV 
7 works of JapaTiese-AnsericaE poet Milsuyt*
* Yamada and C!uBe«-Atserican Ne4- 
; y lie Woag are juxtaposed with rare news- 
rerts atid sei&OT-sees are» af IFS. hiSc- ;
7 0(ggSTAj^YANDHDfCS 
y 0 © DOCKSi Ef THE KKSE 
©gjSPCHKPAGE 
ILK ® © VAIKXSJVER SAND KESS 
; 7®©fS:WS= 7
11:S © 0 BABN^MILLFS
® © ABC KEIK NIGHTUNE 
7 ® 0 THE^Sr CABS® HestS 
: Jt^insvCarsoa-iR! ' .;^ 7y_.,-7 :
■ ffl©aJ3aS-DP7- 7;= v;.:.;.;j'
® © QUINCY Qcincy tevesiigstes tiit, 
- death of a jockey wto was ai^arestly 
;;7-^ trampled by a horse. ,; 7 ;
lL-45 iZj Q QUINCY Ouiacy rssr
yd^-whea s race car driver aifS is a ferv ;
. ■ crash.(Ri; ; ■ 7., ;;;y.
1135 m m CmmA T-SL Gaire 
;;; tl96S,Poliejert Dt*J Murray. i!«er
; Stevens. A rinsu de S3 feinn^ os bs^nme 
'7; change .frequemmeet de e«3 et de pers«- 
y nage pour accomplir tksyplacHaKsts ds 
. sominesvoices. ^y; 7-7 ;:;7= ^
12^ © © MOVIE * R5ssb»k
; Of Jod Delaney" {1272. Hthrorj ^iri^













7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
@ Beachcombers Hangin' In The National Dream Sons And Lovers Music In The Air
® Chez Denise Les Beaux Oimanches Les Beaux Oimanches Les Beaux Oimanches Telejournai
Code Red ABC Movie: "Marilyn • The Untold Story”
® Magic Hat Circus CHiPs NBC Movie;"The Legacy”
Thrill Littlest Hobo Today’s FBI Canadian Music Competition ; The Best Of W5
® 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Alice Jeffersons Trapper John, M D.
® The Dukes Of Hazzard CHiPs Canadian Music Competitron The Best Of W5
Geographic Previews Nova; "Strange Sleep” Masterpiece Theatre Alistair Cooke’s America
Movie: "Hey, I'm Alive” Probe Contact 60M.P.H, Collage . 700 Club
OD Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "The Horse’s Mouth" 60 Minutes
QD 60 Minutes Movie: "LIFE Goes To The Movies”
EVENING
6:00 © 0 WALT DISNEY "Duck For Hire" 
Donald Duck leaves the Disney studios in 
search of more meaningful employment 
and bigger pav.





® O NUMERO UNO Australia’s Murray 
Rose, the youngest triple gold medalist in 




0 © EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS 
6:30® ® HOW COME?
® 0 ® 0 FOR‘THE RECORD 
©0NEWS
® 0 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPE­
CIAL “The Superliners: Twilight Of An 
Era” A nostalgic voyage of fascinating 
luxury and remembered glory is taken 
aboard the last of the great liners still in 
trans-atlantic service - the Queen Eliza­
beth 2.
© © CAROL BURNETT AND 
FRIENDS
© 0) LAUREER’S PEOPLE Guest: Ross 
Hill.
7:00 © 0 THE BEACHCOMBERS Sara 
ignore.s her family's warnings not to 
hitchhike and accepts a ride from a strang­
er. (R)n__
ffl ©CHEZ DETHSE “M. Bellavance se 
Declare”
(S O CODE RED Danny fears that he 
will lose his foster family when Joe and 
Ted attempt a dangerous rescue. (R) 
ffl 0 WILLARD SCOTT’S SENSA’HON- 
AL MAGIC HAT CIRCUS Some of the 
most unique European circus acts, includ­
ing a juggler on horseback, a trained bear 
act and a clown on a unicyele, are seen in 
performance. (R)
© ® THRILL OF A LIFETIME Fea­
tured; a teenage ’ooy challenges heavy­
weight boxing champ Trevor Berbick; a 
youngster confronts terrifying illusions of 
magic; a computer operator returns to the 
Middle Ages to save a beautiful damsel in 
distress from a wicked witch. (R) □
© ® 0 @ 80 MINUTES ■ 
ffl ® THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Hogg’s 
dirty dealings are documented in Rosco's 
diary which is stolen by a duo who have 
been double-crossed by Hogg.
© © MOVIE *** “Hey, I’m Alive” 
(1975. Adventure) Edward Asner, Sally 
Sirulhers. A man and a young woman bat­
tle the elements in the Yukon after their 
airplane crashes.
0 © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO
7:30 ffl 0 RANGIN’ IN Kate finds it hard 
to maintain her objectivity when she coun­
sels a young, unwed mother (Susie Cuith- 
bert). while Mike tries to ensure medical 
treatment for a girl who may have venere- 
a! disease. (R)Q
ffl © LE^ BEAUX DIMANCHES 
“Choeurs Gt Danseurs de I’Armee 
Sovietique”
® 0 UTTLEST HOBO Hobo sets out on 
a long and dangerous journey to transport 
a precious locket from an elderly man to 
his granddaughter. (R) □_
© 0 SNEAK PREViEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siske! host an informative look 
at what’s new at the movies.
8:00 © 0 ‘THE NA’nONAL DREAM “The 
Desperate Days” The cost of building the 
railroad soars, and a Western rebellion 
further jeopardizes completion of the 
project.(R)Q
® O MOVIE; “Marilyn: The 
Untold Story” (1980, Biography) Catherine 
Hicks. Jason Miller. The; private life 
behind Ihe public legend of America’s 
greatest sex symbol - Marilyn Monroe -- is 
dramatized. (R) Q
ffl 0 (5) 0 CHIPS Jon makes the cap­
ture of three clever female car thieves a 
personal crusade when they steal his truck.
® 0 TODAY’S FBI Ben and his men 
investigate medical laboratories; that are 
cheating the government out of millions of
7 dollars. (R) .
© ; 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie tries to arrange a date between Bil­
lie and a respectable young man from her 
- past.(R)
ffl @ NOVA“Strange Sleep” ‘The men 
who discovered and pioneered the' field of
. anesthesia in the 19th century are profiled.
.(R)g: ■ 777 ;7;.;',;
MOVIE *** ’The.;;Horse’s 
Mouth” (1959, Comedy) Alec Guinness/ 
Kay Walsh. An eccentric British artist 
lives in self-imposed poverty in order to 
afford the finest in art supplies.
© © MOVIE “LIFE Goes To
The Movies” (1976) Documentary. Narrat­
ed by Shirley MacLaine, Henry Fonda, 
Liza Minnelli. A look at the American love 
affair with the silver screen and how Hol­
lywood has portrayed American life from 
the'30s to the'70s. ; ;
8:30 ffl © LES BEAUX DIMANCHES“Les 
Grande.s Avenlures de i’Himalaya”
© 0 ONE DAY AT A ‘TIME, The news of 
Barbara and Mark’s engagement sends 
Ann into a deep depression; (R) 
©©PROBE
9:00 ffl 0 SONS AND LOVERS Paul con­
fronts Clara's husband about his own rela­
tionship with her, and news concerning 
Gertrude arrives.
ffl 0 MOVIE * * >'2 “The Legacy” (1979, 
Horror) Katherine Ross, Sam Elliot. A Los 
Angeles architect and her associate travel; 
to England on assignment and become 
entangled in a Satanic cult. (R) :
® 0 (!) ® CANADIAN MUSIC COM­
PETITION The national finals feature per­
formances by amateur artists backed by a ' 
full orchestra; a brief address by Francis 
Fox is featured.
© ® ALICE Vera, hooked on soap 
operas, quits after Mel refuses to allow her 
to watch them at work. (R) ;
ffl 0 MASTERPIECE ‘THEATRE “Pride 
And Prejudice” Mr. Bingley’s ; abrupt 
departure to London hurts Jane deeply and' 
Elizabeth is convinced that the disagreea-y 
ble Mr. Darcy was to blame. (Part 3) (R)
_ ©CONTACT 7-'“:
9:S« ffl © LES BEAUX DHiSANCHES “Des 
; Lendemains pour I’Homme” ; v 
ffl 0 THE JEFFERSONS George gi ves 
Florence some helpful tips bn how to land ; 
aman.(R)
®IIj«0M.P.H.
KkOS© 0 MUSIC IN ‘THE AIR Enrique 
Batiz of Mexico’s State Symphony Orches- ( 
tra conducts :;the ,Edihonton7Symphqny7 
Orchestra in a program commemorating
the latter's 30th; anniversary; clarinetist7;;' 
; ; James Campbell; is the; featured soloist,
; and ; represented ^composers; include;' ;// 
Gounod. Berlioz, Weber, Tchaikovsky and ;
;; Bizet. ■ . ■ ■■ ■■■
® 0 d) O THE BEST OF W5 Fea- 
7 tured: the plight ; bf/numerous :-Canaidian 7 ;; 
waryeterans: an American water shortage 7 ;7 
that could affeet Canada; novelisPadtobi ;/ 
Jerzy Kosinski; Toronto’s newest subway 
musicians. (R)
® 0 TRAPPER JOHN,'M.D. A cardiac 
patient refuses to let anyone perform sur-;/77 
: gery bn him except a doctor whb, is rapidly;77 
becoming incapacitated by his own psy- ; 
chic powers. (R)
ffl o ALISTAIR COOKE’S AMERICA 
©SJ COLLAGE 
7 0® 80 MINUTES
10:30 ffl © LE ‘TELEJOURNAL / SPORT- 7 7 
DIMANCHE 
©® 700 CLUB
11:00 © 0 ‘THE NATIONAL (“Nation’s 
Business” will follow the news.)
© O ® ® CD 0 NEWS •
® 0 ffl 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
0® ON‘THE BUSES 
. 0 © GLOBAL NEWSWEEK
11:05 ffl © CINE-CLUB * % “Les 4^Ronins ;;77 
ou la Vengeance des 47 Ronins” (2e partie) 
'(1941, Legqnde) Mitsuko Miura, Meiko 
Takamine.;;;Pour venger leur maitre,; ■ 
quarante sept samourais errants feignirent i;” ; 
; de serviri son assassin et finirent pr; le ; 77; 
tuer.
11:15®® ABC NEWS 
11:20 ffl 0 (!) ® NEWS, ;;;:;;7-7;:/7-7777
® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS;'//;
11:30 ® ® MOVIE * “The McCiillbchs’’.
7 (1975, Drama) Forrest Tucker;, Max Baer77;i7 
The life of an affluent Texas family, is 
^ from the Korean War period '
through the 1970s.
® 0 MO’VEE * * V2 “Men In War” (1957,
/ : Drama) Robert Ryan, Aide Ray/Ahaerican/Wlf J 
7 7 infantrymen fight tb obtain an enemy hill 
in Korea.
©©CKNEWS
; 0 © MOVIE * * ”A Day In The Death
Of Joe Egg” (1972, ; Drama) Alan Bates,;
Janet Suzman.
11:45© SI ALL IN THE FAMILY , ,
T1:S0© @ MOVIE ***% “Against The 
Wind"; (1949,-Saspense) Robert Beatty,
7 ; Simone Signoret. English saboteurs para- 
; chute ;'into German-occupied 'France to ; ;
7 support the Resistance movement.
12:80 (©©NEWS
7 0 @ CAROLVBURNETT AND 
;;TiaENDS
12:05 ® 0 MOVIE ★ W W/Tn This Ho^ Of 
7 Brede” (1975, Drama) Diana Rigg, Judi
7 (II 07 MOVIE **V4 “The Terminal 
Man" (1974, Suspense) George Segal. '
TUESDAY EVENING JULY 2071982
'I
L
7:00 7:30 8:00 ! 8:30 9:00 9:30 1/ 10:00 1 10:30
:®; Country Barney Miller Nature Of Things 3’s Company / ’Tbc CIca/ 77 j Satkwi - / ' | This Land i.".
7®/ Regional 7;// Telejournai ;/ . NausLesComiques; "05car'^ ; 7 ;; ; , Pre.Tiie'e Page -/.;. 7/ /- | CosfetencK
/® PM Northwest TheMuppets:/ Happy Days/ /: Laverne 7 / | 3’s Company 7 TooCtese:7 H3!t:ToH3rt 7 7 // ;7 ;-/
7®: Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Father Murphy ; : 7 / | Bret Maverick 77 McOaaTsLaw.
Jeffersons Stars On Ice7 r FaiconCrest Benson ' : /7 Honkv Tcni ;=../ Flansngc feed:• ,7/;/; ' ^ 7
Joker’s Wild Asked For It Universe 7 j Two Of Us CBSMovK/'TheSSaice". 77 // -7^-77>;- , /,.;; 7' ;,/7; /
7®: Jeffersons Stars On Ice / FaiconCrest 7;; Benseh : ” • j Hor-vToal; .v fijrt Te Hart':/ .•/;;.;/';-/7i ./: 7';
:® MacNeil./:/ Outdoor; Danger UXB ; " Mystery^ : / ■/; .•; .Nova; “S&ange Sfep77 7 7 /.;;/
iis): BasebaljConfd 7 7/ Movie7"Bigfoot - Man Qr Beast?” / / .. 7 ' / News7.;;: ' 77i;./7////v77
/QD; Hogan's Heroes Mary T. Moore MovieTUving Free'‘:7 ' 7 / . : , . .7 ■G-Tk Bsses 1 ?ie»s
Vancouver.":' / 7;7' - 7 ■ • -7777'7 7.:7 love Boat . 7 " ; : 7 7 It's Oaj feck fed .SoS ;”;i;7.'//:!
■ 1 ■ .. . ■ ■
-7.;rC
7:00 © 0 COUNTRY IN MY SOUL 7 
ffl © ‘TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® ® P.M. NORTHWEST 7/
7 7® © ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT r 
7 7® 0‘THE JEFFEi^NS 
© ® JOKER’S WILD 
® ©THE JEFFERSONS George gives 
/ /Florencbsome helpful tips on how to land 
a man. (R)
ffl ® MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
0 ® HOGAJTS HEROES 7^
7;;-© ©.VANCOUVER'777/.:77 V
77:80 ©^ @ 7 BARNEY/MILLER Luger’s 
mail-order bride arrives front the/Far: 
East, , and a frustrated Mensa/member .; 
goes bn a rampage. (R) g . 7
. ©©TELEJOURNAL^
77 ffl ® THE MUPPETS 
® © TIC TAC BOUGH 
(S-® ® © STARS ON ICE Guests; 
Allen Schramm,' Julie Johnson, John Cos-,
X tanzo, Kathy Fahlgren/ Stephanie Taylor..
£)-
© ©YOU ASKED FOR IT 7 7
7 ©©MARYTYLERMOORE /
7;S5 ffl © AMERICAN ADVENTURE /
8:80 © ® NATURE OF THINGS Dr. David 
7777; r Suzuki eMrrilnes the history of the riiicrb- 7 
•; scope, doctors who perform their duties in/ 
sweliering’/deserts; and; a “Polar; Bear 7 
Pass." (R)
ffl/© NOUS LES COMIQUES 
/ -’Oscar” (1967. Comedie) Louis de Funes.
/Claude Rich. Un comptable avoue avoir 
7; vole un industriel en vcaant lui demanderi 
la maindesa fiUe.;
© O HAPPY DAYS Al convinces Ms dis­
tant cousin, singer Frankie Avalon, to 
headline the annua! I-eopard Lodge njasi- ;
1 cal extravaganza. (Rig 
(1 © FAIHER BiUHPHY A miner and / 
his partner team up with a Khoolteaeher 
to protect a = group of youngsters; left 
orphans by a gold claim eonfrcnUUoo. / 
(P3rtl)(R)0; 7/
/7® 0 ® S FALCON CREST Maggie/ 
discovers that an extortionist-is terrifying 
; FalccmCrest workers. (R) / ///;
; ® ;7© UNIVERSE Walter Crbn'site;
/'reports on various occurrences and phe- / 
7 nomcna in the world of sdence. ;
7 ® © DANGER UXB “Butterfly Winter”
7 The bomb disposal team comes a«tjss Hit/ 7 
7 ler’s latest novelty - the butterfly bomb: /, 
7 (Partl0)(R)D_ /
® © MOVjE **■ “Bigfobt— ftiaa Or 
, Beast?” (1974) Docsmeitaiy. The posible / 
ejdstencepf a giant, balf-bamas creatiire 7 
//roaming the/American northwest is eza-/
/=mined.; //../-./-/■:. .;x.; ;/'. ;'/x.-
70 © BdOVlE “LivingFYee” {iSTfcx 
/ Adventure) Susan Hampshire/ ^gel//
: Da venport:: /Three-; mischieveus las; 'esfes 
/get/iatc-; all sorts/of trouble while feeisg 
; ■ transporledlo a game preserve/ '7/ 7, 7; - 
8:39 ® O LAVERSE A SHIRLEY Canniite,
':; beroTne-s /fanitais ;atter surviving a; direct 
hit fey a i!ghtgiggi»tt.tR)g 7 / / :
© O THE TWO US Nas /erders
; Brentwe"! tu took -after her agent s-dog 
7(R; - /77 - 7_ ;;.7/7;/7/, 7;//;;
S;00 @ e ® Q THREES OC^PAKY
Jack mistakeniy beheves .ttot a yis^ 
7nna*a5tsts>inarrvMni.iRiri 7 / /;
7 ® 0 BRET MAVSHKK^lavenck is 
accused o’ thecoi-d-blobded sMxaiag of the
/ sherifLsRj//-;-. /;. : /
; ® O ® © Bensin ias c-cepf
those d-ays vrfeea: lie mis everyotsi the
./wrbngway/iRin'^’ ■ "“•’7/7:; 7'
© © M0VIET*U 'The &iOiee" a98lj 
Drama) Susan Clark./MitcJiell -Ryais-/A;
; woman relives a traumatic exper^ce in 
/ order t© help her yoor^samarTiess ds^- 
makeher bsra decaicc ab^ hs preg- 
:inanrv; tR) ;.r-'7= -7, 7 ;7/7;7;.;,./-;/, 7;
ffl o BfYSTESY “Maike .Af«etno-a^r 
.; Br. Bickleigli decissK tb host s lea parly of 
/insowaya j^y that fee hs^wiH prove 
:: fatal to some of & gsests. {Part 3) (R> g ; 
/;® SL0VE30AT/ 7^/77 ■ -//'
9-M m O ® © CLOSE poa osi-
/ P!®T Sarah decides to qaiteplfe^ to take
/: a yA «s aTV talk show. (R)D / 
7ffl©PRF5BSIgFAGS^ / > = 7 
® © ® © S^KY TC@iK EeKspis’ 
Rennie Hawkins weicoESs Joe Hy, Bhise /
/ Havens, /DeMHe Flemnaag and ,
;7 MeseaTR'.; .. /;,/ ;•; • .:/
i£9e® @ THENATiOMAL
® S dj © hart TO EAST Jenaif a-h 
feranrwaajed iiiio stealing jewefc frem feer
/--75friesds-fR)Q '' -''/;7. .
® 0 MOaAHS^ LAW SJeOam and at 
- afesftciic iorzaer cop search fia- tfee mcr- ;■ 
'' ; derer bf two teen-age pnsotBtes^tRK' - / 
7® © TLASSnpO SIAD MkfeaeS 
Tvrbce. with the aid of Sssnff S^p’e. 
Varrai^es a devastatiigt €sptos«si 3* tke 
7 ’ Oarieo offk* =/
7 ffl © KOVA "Strange Seep" Tfee men 
who sisesvered and psweered the. field 
ai^stfe^ia in the iSth cenim'v are pnsfiied
- 7// 7'-' 7/^
;•/./ ©©NEWS 
7'-7'0|gc^THEBD3S ;/ ;/
0 SI rrSi»tIYROCK AHDBOLL 
lft25 © © TBS LAND A sfeipnseBt of graic 
, / is followed in a stBsy^ef the tracspcitalBHi .
; ; / system nrtjrideg bv the Greet Lakes. iRl ' j. 
IftK. ffl © I^OPOSETCONFIi^4CES 
; .©©NEWS : ' 7-"; .
-iwe©©®0$©tIiQ?CEWS
@ © ffl O CTV NATSINAL NEWS
;:; ; ffl O US. .CHEi»iiCI£ "Tfee- fhsw.er .
•‘•^--/.•nse Gtory" Edrsoad caliat E.’di-
/'.-:;;'/3tdssn; cLiri. OiffonJ. HobertSrasss.'Lvs 
.N.ifcrer arsi Stuas Eszesstet aisa’rre' the /
/;-/;; mv-itapie/of pewer attaefeed to .Sigfc.gaw- ;




1120 ffl © VANCOUVER SLASDISESS ;
®ONilWS . ..7'/;“ .-
11^5 ®© BARNEY HULER 
11:38 @ Q ABC NEWS NIGHTLDiE
® Q TOMGST Best Jdjmre Carson.
7 Guests: flutistJames Galway. SteveLaw- 
:'/;''recce. -
©QCLC^^UF
® O S«E.AK HfEVIEWS Efeat 
/ aad One Siskei host as iafoniative 1«A:
.7‘ atwhaissew aithentovks-; ;.-./'
7/ 0 © ALICE Mel=5elis .Alice, F!a and 
-77 Veraavimage Volkswagt»bag,(RI': ; 
11:45® O AIKS Totiunv moves ia with 
7/ Mel when br> heatstna^ shew of ics^
7 Desdvike beixmjes U» rasch fw A&e. tR} 
11«® © ONSIA “L/tatfeate"
: (1575 Claude M^ki. Laarence
; // Bm : Afin cte preuver sa sepaOTle daas 
/: au rneiBs tin domaise. an je^e Manme 
, ;" de¥ieolt:!sampmiida tango. •; / i ;
1£8«® O FANTASY ISLAJ© A rwEastic;
/ ; nevelist lives but the fanta^' h«v
Setiot^ i-haracters. aat a; karate espixi 
' seeks she ultimate chaUes^./tR) / ' /
7 7"®ffl7S8CIAJB .. -/" '7';./ / /7.:;
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Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
6564313
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
1980 ZEPHYR STATION WAGON - air
conditioned, roof rack, rear window 
wiper, stereo, automatic, PS and PB - 
balance Ford ESW. Phone652-0146.
0 8 1-28
'81 ACADIAN, 2 door hatch back. Laid 
off, must sell. 652-5693. 094-28
Equipment 
For Sale
Dutch Landscaping & Co.
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.
All phases of gardening — Reasonable prices.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
Tl^iS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 
FOB ONLY A MOfiTH
RENT, LEASE TO OWN OR PURCHASE
one or more of our disposal priced 79 - 
80 ■ 81 - 82 FORD TRUCKS. Phone Ron 
Ridley, 112-392-4455 / or 112-398- 
8090. DL. 5606. Please check this out 
before buying, leasing, any truck 




Residential. Commercial, and 
Golf Course Construction
6955 West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
Glen Williams 652-3323
IRRIGATION. Used wheel line 5 inch 
pipe. 7 foot wheels, S3,500. 1,000 feet 8 
inch main line, S3.00 per foot. Phone 
573-3184 or372-3123. na-24
Qreen ' Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “Ideas Through Planting” COMPLETE SERVICE
• Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
» Lawns (Seed or Sod)
» Lawn & Garden Maintenance
• Pruning & Spraying
• Fencing, Cement Work
FOR YOUR FREE FARM AND RANCH 
CATALOGUE ■ specify what type ot 
farming; contact Arnold-Nasco, 58 
Dawson Road, Guelph, Ontario NIH 










OLD TOY trains wanted. "0" or "S” 
guage or larger. Lionel, American Flyer, 





(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services tor the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813 Fifth St., Sid-, 
ney. tt
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next 
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Adm. 25c adults. Every 25th person 
free.; Many bargains. 2 door prize 
draws. Into. 656-5316 eves. p-28
ANNIE, Astrologer and Advisor. Taro 
cards, palm readings. 2827A Cedar Hill 
Road, Victoria, V8T 3H6. Open 10 a.m. ■ 
8 p.m. No appointment necessary. 1/2 
price lor readings. 592-7803. C-30
MON.-SAT. 8-5 
SUNDAYS 10-4 
9773 - 5th St, Sidney 
656-5541
MARINER’S SWAP & SHOP, Saturday, 
July 10. Rain date July 17. On The Point, 
West Bay Marina, 453 Head St., 9 a.m. - 
7 p.m. Ample parking. Sellers Fee, $2. 
Admission, 25c. Tables not supplied. 
Bring your own blanket, board, box, 
booty. 30
ENTERTAINMENT by “MURIEL & ER­
NIE”, Victoria's most versatile song and 
piano due. Variety floor shows and 
concerts tor clubs, banquets, parties, 
etc. 383-5258. 021-28
(4/1
ON AUGUST 7, 1982, Garage Sale at 
Brentwood United Church Hall, West 
Saanich Road. Included are 8 restored 
antique ice cream parlour chairs. Coffee 
and cookies served from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
35c.
REGISTER NOW for Tiger Claw School ot 
Gung Fu. Gold sash to advanced. Anti- 
Rape Tai Chi Go Ju. Karate. Qualified 
instructor. Phone 656-6693 for in- 
lormation pamphlets. 064-36
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar
posts and rails. Select tree falling. 656-
4213. 4387-tf
SIDNEY WATERBEDS, 2473 Beacon 
Ave. We have all sizes ot waterbeds tor 
apartments, houses, mobile homes, 
town houses, hotels and motels. 099-28
Recreation
Yehicies
IIMI HIP Hortf cultural Services 356 3078/ U111 mi h ? Technical hackground.
ilArailin All phases of landscaping. evenings
ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.






We vyill supply TOPSCilL, SHRUBBERY by Contract or by the Hour. 
Complete Landscaping Service and Quality Stonework.
Call 652-9811 during business hours Mon.-Sat.^^^
R.¥. uimkis
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western
Canada’s largest display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre inc.. 4600 East 
Hastings St, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 299-0666. tf
SALE TIME • camping equipment, baby
things, larger furniture pieces, clothes, 
books, knick-knacks. Come and browse. 
2610 Lancelot Dr. Saanichton. St., July 
17,11 -4 p.m. 112-28
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. tf
RAINBOW TROUT caught while you 
v/ait, $3.50 per lb. (0.454 kg), pan size. 
2660 Island View Rd. 002-29
NEIGHBOURHOOD GARAGE SALE - 
6275 Rodolph Road Victoria, Sat. and 






V ' J : -;S5S.?277-: '
TWO PIECE GREEN brocade sofa and 
chair, $250.656-3032. 106-28
SIDNEY WATERBEDS, 2473 Beacon 
Ave. We have all sizes ot waterbeds for 
apartments, houses, mobile homes, 
town houses, hotels and motels. 098-28
SAT. AND SUN., JULY 17TH AND 18TH,
9-6 p.m. 8894 Lochside Drive., Sidney. 
Household items, appliances, boat 
motor, toys, Roto Spader lawn mower, 
child’s bike, furniture. 130-28
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St , is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. It you need assistance or 
it you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 tor further in­
formation. : tf
FIREWOOD, maple, full cords, cut, split 
and delivered. $95.00.385-2371. 140-
29 .
lO'A FT. GALAXIE camper. Fridge, 
stove, furnace, port-a-potti. Good 
condition. 112-539-2620. : 043-28
KENMORE AUTOMATIC WASHER with 
sud saver. Good condition, $150. 656- 
1509'.:'-: T'; r 137.-28'
SATURDAY, JULY 17TH, 9 a m. 8560 
East Saanich, antique ice cream parlour 
chairs,: china, iurniture, books, toys, 
stereo,: power mitre saw, wood stoves, join us Mondays, 7:30 p.m. Masonic Hall,
lots more! 139-28 4th and Mt/-3aker. Info. 652-2469,656-
' ^530i\i:r::i''"':'■' Y;'.;w
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by 
Sidney Ladies’ Barbershop Chorus. New 
friendships develop and barbershop 
style singing is enjoyed. Feel welcome to
CAHOE COVE 
fYiARINA LTD.
THARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS
Complete Snstaiiations
Rebuilding exhaust . systems. For, 
re, commercial: and ; fishing
'^':V656r5633.boat
CAMPER OR VAN required for couple for 
two weeks early September. Shower etc.; 
preferred. Phone 656-2128 evenings. :
■ 08 6,'-'2 8
ROYAL ALBERT Dainty Blue Pattern 
Tea-Set for six. Includes tea pot, cream 




ATTENTION FISHERMEN - Lead cannon 
balls most sizes 85 cents a pound. 656- 
4545 or 656-497 T 134-31
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next 
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Adm. 25c adults) Every 25th person 
free. Many bargains. 2 Door Prize 





--'..t B . B H II lb 11 • tt
Decorating Ltd. SSI1-4487 656-5046
Paintingll 






/y:' ‘‘Big or:Small: / I//:'' '
:: We Do Them All" /1 :. /. :
.:?Y?'.''/Y.''."Y.,Service'Residential;',/::/;''':':/:./\/:?:'':>’''98lO:Fourth''.St;: 
/Y::Y::Y,:'---^;,Commerclal'::''/':Sidney'':''',:/'/'Y:':'''BS6"181'l/
—---------- ------------ ^------------ ----------- ---------------------------------—--------------------------------
::. / : Wwll 1, ,1¥1,UI,I oy ' / lyov? ConsirUctlon. and RepairsLicensed Plumber : :' / specializing in/Hot water Healing /
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney Phnne 65S-1580
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAILING 
/SCHOOL, sailing/ instruction aboard 
/claissic:::yachts: Charters/by: day/ week): / 
■month: 382x1612. tfn
ONEvHITACHlE 20" Color TV. Remote 
control. As new, $650; Tiazy boy:rocker 
/ recliher: as new,’$275; 1 Skiar Peppier 
rocker /recliner, black naugahyde, 3 
//years:dld,$125::656-2210.;£Y 131-29
YOU-PICK RASPERBERRIES, Monday, 
Wednesday, Saturday. No spray, 1254 
Clayton Rd., Deep Cove. $1.00 per lb. 
Orders also at 658-1220. " 029-29
YOU PICK; Raspberries
berries; 652-2371; :: :
and iogan-
141-28
VICTORIA GLASS & Bottle Colelctors 
Society presents 14th. Annual Antique 
Collectables, 2 days only. July 24, 10-6 
p.mi; July 25 ,10 - 4 p.m. Juan de Fiica 
Rec. Centre, 1767 Old Island Highway, 
Free Parking, free admission. Info. 385-
: 26^’-ADMIRAL : Colour TV./ Excellent /
condition, $250. Phone656-6960. 122-
FRESH BEETS, onions / and turnips.;
/Later ; beans, dilL;cucumber;' zucchini.:: 
656-6246. 125-28
SIDNEY SLjVER THREADS; 10030' 
ResthavenYpHye. Book: sale. Mpriday; Y 
Friday, 9 a.m. -4 p.m. 28
PAINTING i/AND: BOAT: repairs.) 
Reasonable rates; Call 656-2868 after 4 
p.m. '.p-SO
//ADVERTISERStYSeiH/the:/iterns /in)thisY;/ 
column at exclusive Nautical 
Swaporama, July. 18 at: 10200 Bower- 
bank Rd. in Sidney. Individual and 
■commercial; space;) Peter Noble,/478Y? 
4632. 5724-28
ST;|MICHAEL'S/ blazer. 34 / :/$4p: 3 
drawer 50” dresser, $45; well pump, 






YSTII^ FOR /PL/^TERING, taping etc. 
Hardly used, cost $250, asking only 
$125. See at 2306 Grove Crescent, 
Sidney after 4:30 p.m. 115-28
117 FT; 6’4''/8EAM;:2 ft. depth wood boat / 
/With; diesei engine:,' CB; sounder; auto' 
pu m p, rc-caul ked 2 years ago, $ 5,000 
obo; 656-2876 or656-228i' ; / 037/30
AIRLINE^^Y
COUVER/OTTAWA. : LeavelJuly 23rd; 




: SENIORS, ep OR MORE] Neyy to Sidney?/: 
Don’t know anyone? The Silver Threads: 
Centre offers classes, activities and a : 
warm welcome. Drop in To 10030 
(Resthayehor;call at 656-5537 .x;:?i/ ;!)2
111-28:
14; SANGSTER, 35 HP Johnson electric 
and 4'A' HP motor. Canvas top, trailer 
and mariy extras. Offers/656-3723 024-
■ 28'Y':-.: .■):::::y,:"'
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store, 
'Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
/Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
/ Hastings)Street, Burnaby, B.C, V5C 




3 Room groups. : Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to, month. ' Y Y ;
833 Yates 383-3655
SIDNEY)S SAANICH/Peninsula Garden 
Club. Monthly meeting Monday, July 
19th at 7:30 'p.m.at Margaret Vaughn- 
Birch Hall, Sidney, B.C. Guest Speakers: 
Mrs. Kay Willan, her subject: “Flower 
Arranging". This talk and demonstration 
will bea great heipwith ourshow coming 
up next month. Visitors welcome: 
Refreshments. ,28
■'■■;;///
MUCT SELL - 1982 16’ Oampi 
RunabQut, 60 HP/Johnson, extras, lull 
camper/canyas, ski well, used only three 
times, open to offers, 656-5327. 117-28
3>A H.P. JOHNSON OUTBOARD, $350/ 
: Outboard stand, $30. Boat Loader, $35. 
Large salmon net,:T20.: Herring rake, 
$20,;, 4 boathouse flotation support 
boxes, 3’x2’xlVi’, 656-9536, 082-28
. TENT TRAiLER./ 1975 Liond hardtop, 
L85 y stove, ice box, etcYi;Excellent 
/ Condition, sleeps: 6, $2;300; also Moffat 
: Goiirmet range,,white, newconditions, 2; //) 
ovens, eye level broiler, rotisseriei $300 . 
656-4845 or384-0068. / 5635-RTS30 : ::
:Pets:St'
: Livestock:;
THERE WILL be a / dance in Prospect ;/ 
Lake Hall, July I?: - music by "Mr. ' 
Music"; Door Prizes - B Y.O.B. Tickets 
$4 single ■ $ 8 couple; All proceeds to the 
Canadian Diabetic Association^ Phone 
656-7868. 28
I / {/ Graham's Roofing
DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Reshingling 
Repairs to Vonis, 
Eaves & Chimnoy 
Flashing
' SAEV1 '"' Tnr'3ll ;yn(:(r RnoOrvgTl^^^ Wwnings" or EvChingS
Shakes, Shingles. Ial , r'trfi '




DONOVAN LOG HOMES BY McDERMID 
AND JOHNSON LTD, For brochure or 
further information write; Box 777 , 100 
Mile House, B.C, V0K 2Eo: Phono 112- 
:.395-38i'i.,:■■„/,
FURNITURE AND ODDS AND ENDS,
reasonable. 656/1992 039-30
STEWART & WILLSON ROOFING
We specialize ,.
m RcRoofmg 656-3492
■ 't - '1^''^*;'-1' f'ji 1 '( , '''/T I*','! ^ I'lJl I jm.'' ' WL', I’ '.I n'T-’lN, ' *1 I I"'
YV.' '■[ '.'i- I'i V ''V' 'f ti'),- 'V' !>'' '1 Y '''n'Y’v m jjjtt ^I'lt Jt'V'V ' i,,'V li fyl'S a!'/'' l•^|•| /Yj,''').
-(,,'■■■':. /■■ , ■/.,
The Sidney Roviow of- 
for»'"lPRI5E' CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those porsonit
Y,w hd'Y/) « r«i:v' 'ho (''m.'a 1,1 y':::
■:'©miployed,,:but':':hTo':'ciir«") 
rently out of work . You 
mny ndvortlao for n Job 
or for the solo of your 
Y o w, h,); m p r c h n n d I s o / ■;: ■ 16'
^ :'gonorRto,::';fund»:.:’ :.ThoM6': 
//0 dsmust'', h'e'pine ©:,) I n 
//.poysph'ftitho RowloW: of-:;, 
:'':fioh,'Y::No/':nds:,:for/:/thi»: 
clABsIficntlOn will bo no- 
i^copted 'by:' phohpT’:::::':
5 PCE. KITCHEN SUITE. 30’’x48'’ 
walnut-look laminate top table with loaf 
Y4 chair,*,, Like new condition.:and
price.656-4779 110-28
3 YEAR OLD INGLIS; harvest gold: :
i^CSIie^/
washer and dryer, $77!). Island Fur
103-28niturc Mart:656-3032;
SIDNEY) WATERBEDS, 2473 Beacon 
Ave. Wo havfi/all sizes of waterbeds for 
YapartmontS) houses, ■ mobile homos, 





BIRDS - AQUARIUMS 






: CREAMER, ' Minn Caroline. Ih loving 
memory of our dear mother. Nana and/ 
great-grandmother, Your presence in; 
our every room lingers on, to remind us 
of the love, kindness and happiness that 
you gave to all who knew you. Especially 
our loving family. :We love yojii dearly 
Mom and you are sadly missed. Daily in 
our thoughts and prayers, Margaret, 
Merton, Grandchildren and great­
grandchildren: (Saanichton, B.C,) 085 •
28':'^Y'-/Y''::v:'''':/:;'y/::.:;://''./.,;;::::y:'Y;Y:Y/'/'':::::'
McClarey white fridge,' ‘ 
$.395, Island Futriiturc Mart, 656-3032: :
" ■ i^f^SsONiC'COLOirTW;"^: ■: $ 1 oo""''
Y Phone,656-3440.'./'' '■: /'::''/,':093-2'8,':y
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY/
: English riding lessons. Horses provided./v Y 
All studdn|s:sfarlcd, individually, 1.793 Y 
w: johnRd;,SlcIney:656-3167 070-34 -
Y FRANKLIN STOVE; asking,:$125. Phono '
FREE KITTENS to good hmos. 6 weeks 
old) Donna at 652 -0407 or 385-7766. ■ '
poii/t be disappointeeJ!/, 











7117 W. Saanich Rd,
652-1591
'■:'/ WORK' NEEDED; /Gardening,' carpentry;'
;656;-6472'';':.:':''y:Y ;:'':/).,;y.’'/.'::089-28'''
■k::LATrMODfeLW'i;iK
: $150, Island Furnilurd Mai l
■::Yl"0'5y-2 B.'^'^YY":',/,,:'://Y:;,/://’
tool YKharperiing, painting;/ chainsavyi 
work Have references, Tim, 652:0364, :/
LANDSCAPE GARDENING, new Ktwns,




;,f :aw»rfflnii»ed:Custwm Work ,• Otmnty f !\hf(i':s etim a tmn
PrerTtpl' tlerVite' '# Free" Esilmntf* USA* 1393
Neveni 




BE YOURS IFOR ONLY
:A:M0NTH:/::/: :::::::^
,nlHMU«kWlir IM., I mJih nt
CLARK ENTERPRISES, All types of 
at large: 'discount prices, Table tops. 
Repairs, : Greenhouse: Glass, 18"kl8’‘( 
:,, 7„5 c,: ea: 'etc,,: .etc," Teihpef ttd'Glass 
34"y(18" and 76": 28’’x?6’', 120 ea. 
9750 ;«thSt,.Sidney::656-665e, tl
T/lovitc:," A.gieM,
WOOD Wl NDOWS AND DOORS, 
Lowest PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTDY 
: Vancouver 2 66 -1101, NOr Ih Vaheouvor,,
: 985-9714, Richrnond '273:6829, 
Nanaimo 758-7375, : Kamlocrps, :374 
3566, Powell Rivet, 4'85'9744, lilloMt, 
.256-7501, Winlaw,: 22C-7343. 
Wiiltohorso, 667-73£2. : : na-ft
DEHYDRATORS AND GRAIN MILLS.
The fastest growing method: of fbod; 
preservatldn: today / /is / dehydration 
:||: because It's more: (un:ancl saves more' 
space;than,cither ca.nning'or freezing::
’: The world's" oldest! known rrietliod ol: 
preservation Is: nrw possible In the
Bysirtess
:bi)p)0'rtMrilti©s
::::^yy:y:::: A: WORTHY: WAY 
TO REIRERIBER
''In MemorlarriMYdonatioiis^w 
qtiosls to ttid:B.Q.: Heaft; l•dund8tio^ 
aro/tised lo promoto heart' 
■prdlesslonal :ediJcalion.: and I/pub^ 
programs
The B.C/ Heart Foundation, 1 BOB/ 
Blanshard Sli, victoria or Box 241B, 





i BY OWNER, Sownd Hand Store, central 
/interior commercial / property, living 
quarlers, stock. CortsIdor house f roilor, 
rnotorhoma In trade. ’ Full price 




IS OUR BUSINESSY":/■:/""/■' 
JOIN US
Voiir otential earnings loliOO.OOO/year 
and mor-iii, RFfundable $4,860 required. 
For'more information phone 294”9668 or
beautiful txjoks for nil agei Beside the 
Royal ITanHoh Deacon; 5823;tfn 
fiATyaJfK iHdll. mm .tho.Jamily,; 5.:,
,, /.yeary by Vo roftkkcemeni; wartenty, i ur.
:': ■/ shoo ' parliei/or/ individual sales, ;652''';
3038. , P-30
, SANDAK SHOES jor ,iill:/„tho, family,:/ 5, 
tepiaceuncint, warranty. 1:01 ■ 
::: 'shoe parties,.: or ■indiylduar:,s«les,,,652-'':
'. 3038:.,Y':,::,,: ,,.,:-..Y..:.„'.. :„./;. 028.36:
, home,..,'Goit^.permio'k a :day:',Taste',lhe:;:,::.:'!''k«';'1''#f«'P*^«::PG>hChi« Director;/"': 
' dilforencoi Four mcclels to choose, frorn,; > Oopsrtrrieni, J85 Bouridaty Road South; :: 
For: tree information wrile to:, Robert "®rif:ouyer, B,,C, ySK 4S1, All ,
t-ioitl CoriifUiiiy, FYO,. Bus 359, Sutton :, . ........
West, Onta rio LO F 1 RO (416)722 646 6,
:/y."y: ''y'.; ■ ..'.'/y,,'. '■.-'na-28":
:? Roi^
/ Ave, We havu ati sizes ol waterbeds for'/:
/apartments, houses;: mobile "homes, ■
towrthouses, hotelsand molels, 100-28: y lQSE WEIGHT. Olhor wight loss plans
Vinii$oiiii©iti©du '̂ nsk you to .pay ,10 toe,weight.. We pay you:'" ...... it,00.lor .every iiXHrp<.t thai you toe ort
Y','/.:: the:' She’kiee: Slim. Plan,:,For'more Tn*::/' 
tomat(on.Qll656-'T776', '.',04648 '''..
niE COnPOIlATION OF Tlt^
OISTBICT OF central 8MMICH
Soiiifid tenders marked "TENDER: 
FOR/ALTERATIONS TC si225/Clark: 
Road" Ywill: be received by the 
Municipality: ppYto' :4;00 p.m, dn? 
August 5th, 1982. Plans, Specilica* 
lions, and iniilfucilons to Tonderor 
may bo obialfiod from the Municipal: 
Hail, A rolupdabie deposit oi Tweniy* 
Five ($S5;00] Dollars IS/* required. 
which will bo returned upon feltirn of 
the.pians (ind Spocllicaiions .In good 
(.oiHlhion,,
'„C'j'/;wii(;a.if
(The Cor poiatton OF the Oislricl ? 
of Cemral D,'mich 
1503 Mfluhf':'NetvtO(i' Cross:'Road::' 
: Saanichfbn, B.C, VOS IMO
Irik
JOIV Iti£. K£. vm w yyturiesuuy, juiy i4, 196^
Silver Threads
By HEATHER BLYIH 
[Parkland School] 
Envision, if you will, two 
dozen muddy, sore and very tired 
campers. Picture endless lakes 
and rugged forests full of blown 
down trees and protruding roots 
ready to trip or stab you at any 
time. Put them together and you 
get the sixth annual trip to the 
Nitinat Triangle tackled by a 
Parkland grade 12 class.
Although at times spirits were 
low, feet were sore, and mud 
thick, the good times during the 
trip always out weighed the bad. 
The times talking around the 
campfire after all the work was 
done, cooking marshmellows and
drinking hot chocolate to the 
sound of a waterfall or waves 
or even a frog in the background 
— made up many times over for 
the fev/ discomforts of the trail.
The class encountered cable 
cars, suspension bridges, huge 
trees, deep and intriguing caves, 
and incredibly beautiful but icy 
cold waterfalls. Some people 
went cliff diving, some 
bodysurfing, others explored the 
caves and everyone washed off 
their mud under the falls.
Everyone walked the beaches 
along the sand and rocks and logs 
to find things washed ashore by 
the powerful waves. Ironically 
enough though, the same
beautiful beaches that swept 
ashore tiny Japanese fishing 
floats without damage were also 
responsible for many ship wrecks 
along the route; for holding off a 
friendly fishing boat from 
delivering fresh salmon to the 
group; and also for bringing 
ashore a large humpback shale.
itself, and arrived home late 
Saturday night, glad to see 
parents, non-boiled food and 
fresh milk.
Students’ comments on the trip 
included:
“It was great. I’d do it again 
anytime.’’
“It was tough but well worth 
it.’’
Many thanks to Parkland 
teaching staff with special thanks 
to Ms. McFarren, Dr. Balls, Mr. 
Coupland, and especially Buck, 
(Mr. Milligan) who prepared us 
so well and made the whole thing 
possible. Thanks.
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven is open daily, 9 
a.m. - 4 p.m., evenings 7 - 9 p.m. 
and 1 - 4 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday. Lunches, teas, coffees, 
cards, library, billiards, wide 
variety craft classes, recreational 
activities, languags, trips, and 
more. If you are 60 or better 
Silver Threads w'ould like to hear 
from you. Call 656-5537.
Everyone finished the trip 
Saturday with a brief stop at 
Pachena point lighthouse — the 
oldest on the west coast — for a 
rest and some more of the many 
team pictures taken on the trip. 
We finished off with a refreshing 
swim at Pachena Bay, a sandy 
beach well worth the visit by
“It’s a highlight in our school 
lives that will never be forgotten. 
The trip makes you feel as if you 
can do anything.’’
For anyone planning to do the 
whole trail or even part of it, if 
you have the chance, do it,, but 










Several cases of chickenpox 
have been reported in the Capital 
Regional District area over the 
last few weeks, says regional 
health officer Dr. Arneil. Some 
studies suggest that, when given 
to children with chickenpox, 
salicylates may possibly increase 
: the risk of Reye’s Syndrome, he 
/adds.V,
In view of the possible 
association, Arneil suggests 
parents use caution in the use of 
salicylates (e.g. acetylsalicyclic 
acid compounds), in children? 
with chickenpox, and consult 
with their doctors before so 
doing. The drug may not be 
: necessary — or alternative dnigs 
can be used, he says.
Reye’s Syndrome is a rare 
disease which has symptoms of 
repeated vomiting, altered 
behaviour (such as lethargy, 
confusion, irratability, or 
aggressiveness) and seizures 
(especially in younger children).
Any child who, during orf 
recovering from chickenpox, 
develops any such symptoms 
should be reported to the family 
physician for advice, Arneil says.
Air force 
reunion
The Air Force Officers’
will pay its annual visit to Pat / 
Bay .July 19 where once again 
member’s will have the op­
portunity to take to the air, renew 
' old acqhaintenahcesv^ 
good food and step up to the 
brass rail with friends of World 
War I and World War II .
This is the association’s most 
popular meeting of the year and a 
special invitation goes out to air 
\ force officers living in this area, 
whether they are association 
;?''membersor not.,/-'
The managers and members of 
the Victoria Flying Club, have 
kindly granted use pf their 
lounge from law 
; hrs? The same type of aircraft 
which was so popular last year 
J will agalhib^ 
everyone gels a flip.
:?Air\Cridct: Headquarters,?:676;.::?, 
as usual, will host the association 
for final festivities of the evening 
under the kind permission of the 
; ^chnmandin^
Phil Perry.




? Sidney council has received a 
"report and data sheets tlhowing 
bird counts in Tsehum Harbor 
from the Canadian Wildlife 
Service and is also in receipt of 
another major report, cdurtcsy 
North Saanich Marina owner 
Bob Wright, Both Sidney and 
North Saanich councils need the 
:;''Jhformatlon;pn which"';tP",|»nnp a" 
decision the wildlife branclt is 
the two municipalities 
make -i- should the hlrtl sane*
" tuary sttsttis remain at Tschum
The in for mat ion 
until fhe nckt coimcii rticcting to 



























• LASTS or lb.

















McCAIN TENDER CRIPS 5"
10*$
IIWPERIAL ^ ^
MARGARINE 1.36 kg 3 lb.; . . . . . ..
; NEW ZEALAND FROZEN^ :




CUT FROM CAHAD AGRADEMv BEEF
BOHELESS BRAIZING RIBS














(HEAD ON) COHO 















CUT FRORU CANADA GRADE 'A' BEEF 
M>VEN PREPARED
PRIWIE RIB ROASTS and/or STEAKS























9 a m. to 9 p.m. 
Saturday
9 a.m, to 0 p.mk 
Sunday
11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
